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INSIDE:
A military analyst says
Fort Campbell's 101st
Airborne won't be
called back to the Persian Gulf, but family
members aren't convinced. Page 16

SPORTS:
Previews of Friday
nighVs prep matchups
pitting Murray against
Marshall County at
MSU and Calloway
County at Lone Oak
High School. Page 8

THURSDAY
September 19
WORLD
MOSCOW — Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady said today
that President Mikhail S. Gorbachev has made headway toward
economic reforms, and promised
the United States will help ease
Soviet short*es during the
winter. Page 2

STATE
FRANKFORT — An investigation into alleged improprieties in
Brereton Jones' 1987 race for
lieutenant governor will now
likely have to wait until after
the coming November election.
Page 3
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Yeltsin remains sick,
cancels planned speech
MOSCOW (AP) — Described as
"slightly ill," Russian Federation
President Boris Yeltsin today
canceled public appearances for a
second day, skipping a speech to
his legislature and a meeting with a
U.S. Cabinet member.
Yeltsin, the 60-year-old populist
who led resistance to last month's
botched hard-line coup, was not
seriously ill and still planned to go
to Azerbaijan this weekend, said
Ruslan Khasbulatov, acting chairman of the Russian legislature.
Khasbulatov gave no further
details about the nature of Yeltsin's
illness beyond saying doctors
ordered him to stay in bed for one
day.
The Russian president emerged
as the most popular leader in the
Soviet Union after the Aug. 18-21
coup, and his disappearance from
the political scene for even a short
time threatened to further destabilize an already chaotic situation.
Yeltsin's absence from the Russian
legislature today left the lawmakers
in disarray and delayed discussion
of important issues.
Soviet media and spokesmen for

Yeltsin said Wednesday that he had _
suffered "a minor heart attack."
But Yeltsin's press secretary, Pavel
Voshchanov, said he complained
only of chest pains and went home
from work early to rest.
In Russian, the phrase "heart
attack" has a broader meaning than
in English and is commonly used
to refer to a range of ailments from
chest pains to actual heart failure.
Yeltsin missed a scheduled
speech to the legislature and
canceled a meeting with U.S.
Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady.
Russian lawmakers opened a dispirited session without Yeltsin,
lacking a clear program and uncertain of their own role in light of
decrees issued by the Russian president transferring a great deal of
authority from the legislature to the
executive branch.
Some legislators had promised a'
lively debate on the decrees issued
after the coup.
The lack of a clear explanation
of Yeltsin's condition and discontent over the decrees prompted
(Cant'd on page 2)

50 CENTS

Dancing on air

Cheri Riedel (left) and Candace Gurley choreographed a ballet to music by Tchaikov sky, which they performed Wednesday for parents and other students as part of festivities celebrating the end of a four-week
study of Russian culture and history for Murray Middle Schoril sixth graders in Margaret Boone's and
Margot McIntosh's classes. Today, students involved in the study travel to Memphis to view the Catherine
the Great exhibit. Costs of the trip have been paid through a grant from the Murray Foundation for
Excellence.

Britain, Soviet Union join U.S. in demanding Iraqi cooperation
By PETER JAMES SPIELMANN
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Britain and the Soviet Union have
joined the United States in warning
Iraq not to block U.N. monitors
overseeing arms destruction. The
secretary-general says there are
UN. plans to use force if
necessary.
Iraq today accused the United

States of using the issue to justify
renewed military attacks. But the
Iraqi government daily AlJumhouriya stopped short of rejecting the allies' demands, saying the
issue of the helicopters was still
being negotiated between U.N. and
Iraqi representatives.
U.N. diplomats said Wednesday
they believed that Baghdad will
agree to stop obstructing the U.N.
operation. The diplomats expected

an answer from Baghdad today.
In a related development, the
Security Council was expected
today to allow Iraq to open its oil
pipeline to Turkey and make its
first oil sales since its invasion of
Kuwait. Despite impatience over
Iraq's intransigence with U.N. weapons inspectors, diplomats say the
$I 6 billion oil sale is not related to
that issue.
Iraq has not said whether it will

INFORMATION AGE PARK STATE LOCATION

take part in the program, under Thomas R. Pickering said the allies
which it would have no control did not have to obey the Persian
over the sale of the oil or receipt of Gulf War cease-fire if Iraq doesn't
the proceeds. The United Nations cooperate with U.N. teams.
will use up to 30 percent of the
The United Nations has
money to compensate victims of demanded to fly its own helicopters
the Persian Gulf War.
to search for Iraqi terror weapons.
A "fed up" President Bush but Baghdad has attempted to
announced Wednesday that U.S. thwart the overfligh:s.
jets were being sent to Saudi
The Soviet U.. ambassador.
Arabia to step up pressure on Saddam Hussein. U.S. Ambassador (Cont'd on page 2)

Paducah's new Information
Age Park will employ thousands

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The number
of Americans filing new claims
for jobless benefits fell by
17,000 in the first week of September, but the improvement
may have been caused by the
shortened Labor Day work
week. Page 20

FORECAST
Clear with near record cold.
Low around 40. Light wind. Friday: Sunny and a little warmer.
High 65 to 70.
POLLEN / MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

PADUCAH
INFORMATION
AGE PARK

Details were announced at a
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
600-acre tract west of Paducah will ceremony Wednesday attended by
become the Paducah Information :executives and officials from South
Age Park, but the boundaries don't Central Bell, Bell South Services,
stop there for the high-tech the University of Kentucky and the
Tennessee Valley Authority. Gov.
complex.
"There are other sites that will Wallace Wilkinson spoke at the
become part of this," said Joe announcement ceremony.
Framptom, president of Paducah
Construction for future park tenBank and chairman of the commit- ants should begin late this year or
tee that developed the park. early 1992, said Harry L. Ruth,
"Please don't think of it as a stan- executive director -of the Greater
dard industrial park."
Paducah Economic Development
Said Margaret Greene, president Council.
of South Central Bell Kentucky.
''There will be no manufacturing
which is helping with money for or warehousing in the park,' Ruth
development and other costs: said.
"Technology makes geography
Paducah-based Computer Serirrelevant:*
vices Inc. is planning to build a
The park will house companies new corporate headquarters in
engaged in information processing Paducah that will be eIectroniCaliy
such as card billing, catalog orders, linked to the park. The headquartelemarketing and customer ser- ters, while part of the park, will not
vice. It is expected to employ 2,500
(Cont'd on page 2)
to 7,500 within a decade.
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Senate committee report proves Gates knew
more about Iran-Contra affair than he told
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Intelligence copy to Bob Gates with the comment that we had just
Committee today released sworn statements that con- found this draft. I don't know what Bob Gates did with
flit with CIA nominee Robert Gates' testimony about this draft."
Gates, in written answers supplied recently to Conthe extent of his knowlege in 1986 of the Iran-Contra
gress, said that he "had no recollection" of the effort
arms-for-hostages affair.
In the statement, the CIA's former top lawyer, David to get Reagan to sign the document.
Gates testified in 1987 that the omission of any
Doherty, told Senate investigators that he handed a
draft copy of a politically embarrassing presidential reference in Casey's testimony to the presidential finddocument to Gates a day or two before then-CIA ing was an oversight by subordinates who were busy
putting the facts together.
Director William Casey testified to Congress.
Gates, President Bush's nominee to head the CIA,
National Security Adviser John Poindexter tore up
has testified that he knew nothing about the document the document the same day that Casey testified on
at the time he was overseeing the preparation of Capitol Hill, as congressional inquiries into the Iran
Casey's testimony, given to Congress on Nov. 21, arms sales began picking up Steam.
President Reagan had gone on national television on
1986. The findiiig retroactively authorized CIA assistance in a November 1985 shipment of U.S. Hawk mis- Nov. 13, 1986 to say that he would never trade arms
for hostages.
siles from Israel to Iran.
The presidential finding said just the opposite —
Casey did not mention the existence of the document
— called a presidential finding — in his congressional that "certain foreign materiel and munitions may be
testimony — and the affair burst into public view four provided to the Government of Iran which is taking
days later.
steps to facilitate the releasç of the American hos1)oherty's statement was released as the panel began tages" held in Lebanon.
a third day of confirmation hearings for Gates. Called
Gates sailed through his first two days of hearings
to testify were a handful of present and former CIA this week before the Senate Intelligence Committee',
officials, including Alan Ficrs, a former agency task admitting he should have done more digging to get w
force chief who has pleaded guilty to withholding the bottom of the affair in late 1986.
information from Congress in the scandal and is now
Senators said they appreciated his "candor" and
cooperating with prosecutors.
"forthrightness." Only Sens. Howard Metzenbaum. DAccording to the documents released today. Dohert
Ohio, seemed interested in questioning Gates closel
told the Senate on Aug. 5 this year that "I handed a about Iran-Contra.

Proposed 5-cent gas tax dropped
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rouse Democratic leaders scrapped their
bid to enact a 5-cent-a-gallon hike in federargasoline taxes, bowing to
strong objections by rank-and-file lawmakers.
Adopting a fallback position, House Speaker Thomas S. Foley said
he, will, try instead to extend half of the five-cent gasoline WA increase
voted last year to 1998, an additional three years, and to devote the
revenues that 2.5 cents would generate to transportation improvements.
Foley, 1)-Wash., and other Democratic chieftains acknowledged
Wednesday that opposition to the "Nickel For America" proposal had
paralyzed House action on legislation to authorize highway, bridge and
transit projects over the next five years.
That measure originally was pegged at $153.5 billion, significantly
more expensive than the $123 billion authorization voted earlier by the
Senate, which did not call for a tax increase.
It was not immediately clear whether the House bill would have to
be trimmed back to accommodate the withdrawal of the five-cent tax
increase. Each penny of higher gasoline taxes raises about $1 billion a
year; the five-cent,tax had been counted on to raise an additional $32
billion over five years.
"We have just arrived at this agreement on the tax. Nobody has any
hard figures on the bill; for the moment there is no figure attached to
this," said Jimmy Miller, a spokesman for the House Public Works
and Transportation Committee.
An authorization bill does not provide money, but sets spending
ceilings for later appropriation bills. In 1995, Miller said, most Qurrent
budget restraints are scheduled to expire and appropriations for highways should be easier to win.
Foley said he was prepared to go forward with the transportation
bill, minus the new tax, as soon as possible.
Foley's retreat followed by a day the Senate's declaration that it
would not accept an increase in the federal gasoline tax, which is now
14.2 cents a gallon on top of whatever levies states and cities impose.
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U.S. surpasses others in both poverty, growth
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States surpassed Canada
and five European democracies
during the 1980s both in economic
growth and in poverty, a private
study says.
"Peveny in the United States is
not only more widespread and long
term than in ... Europe, but it is
also likely to be more severe," the
Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies said in a survey covering the seven countries.
It said 18.1 percent of workingage Americans fell below the poverty line at the middle of the last

decade — a rate at least twice that
in the Netherlands, West Germany
and Sweden and also more than in
Canada, Britain and France, where
the relative percentages were ,4.2.
5.6 and 8.2.
During the decade, "in sharp
contrast to other Western democracies, government policies in the
United States did not reduce overall poverty levels," the center said.
"In every European country studied, between one-third and almost
two-thirds of non-elderly poor
households were-lifted out of poverty" through government tax or

income transfer programs.
"Among industrialized countries, the United States has the
highest incidence of poverty among
the non-elderly and the widest distribution of poverty across all age
and family groups. It is also ... the
only Western democracy that has
failed to give a significant proportion of its poor a measure of
income security."
Most of the research was done
before the unification of Germany
last year, while data collected from
Italy did not arrive in "usable condition," said coordinator Katherine

Britain, Soviet Union...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Deputy Foreign Minister Yuli Vorontsov, said Wednesday: "The
Iraqi government will have to
understand, really, that it is not the
time, and not the place, and not the
circumstances to squabble with the
Security Council."
A spokesman in London for British Prime Minister Jehn Major
said, "We have always made it
clear to Iraq that there would be
serious consequences for them if
there was non-compliance."
Diplomats speaking on condition
of anonymity said Britain and
France also were considering sending military units. Both countries
had large contingents in the allied

force that drove the Iraqis from
Kuwait in February.
Secretary-General Javier Perez
de Cuellar disclosed that ambassadors of the 15-member Security
Council have been laying plans for
some time to have fighter planes
provide air cover for helicopterborne U.N. weapons inspectors if
needed.
"That is something which the
Security Council is considering,
and if they decide so, the United
Nations will do it," he told
reporters.
The Iraqi newspaper today called
the controversy 'a fabrication,"
and said Iraqi personnel needed to
accompany inspection teams to

Yeltsin remains...
(Cont'd from page 1)
some speculation that Yeltsin was
suffering from a political rather
than a medical illness.
Khasbulatov sought to dispel the
dissatisfaction, describing as

"unwarranted" lawmakers' complaints that parliament was becoming less important.
Danger persists from hard-liners
and bureaucrats in the central government.and Communist Party, he
said, warning that "the seeds for
new and 'possibly more successful
plots remain intact."
Instead of hearing from Yeltsin,
the lawmakers heard a speech from
the deputy prime minister, Oleg
Lobov, who said a 51 percent drop
in oil exports was making it difficult to find foreign currency to

Paris woman hurt
in 2-car accident
A Paris, Tenn: woman was
slightly injured in a two-car accident Tuesday, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
Kimberley K. Cox, 25, of Rt. 3,
Paris, was stopped on Chestnut
Street when a car driven by
21-year-old Gary Roberson, of
1315 Main, Murray, collided with
Cox's car from behind around 1:59
p.m., police said.
Police said Roberson was apparently unable to stop in time to
avoid a collision.
-Cox suffered possible neck injuries, police said. No other injuries
were reported.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
• Reversible doors
• See-thru criper and fruit drawer
• Six-pack door shelves
• Large dairy compartment
• Deep Freezer
• Door Shelves

UNDERWOOD
APPLIANCE
Village Shopping
Center
Hwy. 641 N.
759-1505

jPiggly wiggly
MI Dalt Nag A DO, W. MO Sat //14001
If. 111 SOD AT CRC

Here are Wednesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 4-0-2.
Lotto: 4-1115-16-25-37.
Estimated jackpot: $6 million.

McFate.
The study said it covered a period when "the U.S. economy was
performing well relative to the
other countries," but "in stark
contrast to several other nations,
the U.S. tax and transfer system
was providing almost no cushion of
support to those most affected by
economic and social changes."
The Washington-based Center
focuses on issues of importance for
black Americans. The study titled
"Poverty, Inequality and the Crisis
of Social Policy," was conducted
by 34 scholars in the United States
and abroad.

sites still strewn with explosives. could be used by U.N. inspectors to
"The spread of explosive devices monitor the identification and
could be dangerous for the inspec- destruction of Iraq's missiles and
tion team if its members visited the chemical, biological and nuclear
weapons programs.
area alone," the editorial said.
On Monday, Iraq said U.N.
The president of the Security
Council, French Ambassador Jean- inspectors could use three helicopBernard Merimee, said the council ters and crews donated by Geris awaiting Iraq's answer to its many, but imposed restrictions on
demand for unconditional com- their use. Baghdad wanted the
pliance with its resolutions.
flights limited to a two-week perRolf Ekeus, the head of the U.N. iod and did not want to allow aerial
Special "Commission dismantling photography or to let the helicopIraq's terror weapons, said Wed- ters fly over Baghdad.
nesday "I think this will be settled.
... I think Iraq will — so to speak
— accept unconditionally."
Until last week, Iraq insisted that (Cont'd from page 1)
only Iraqi helicopters and pilots be within the 600-acre complex.
South Central Bell already has
committed significant funding to
import the 20 tons of grain thought the project, which will serve as a
to be necessary for the coming prototype for future developments
in the nine Southern states served
year.
by the company, Ruth said.
The legislature also was scheHe said that South Central Bell,
duled to hear a speech by Moscow in addition to helping pay developMayor Gavriil Popov. Like Yeltsin, ment costs, has hired a park manaPopov has been accused of gather- ger who will help recruit tenants
ing executive power in his hands at for the park. It will be developed in
the expense of the legislative a campus-like fashion, with plans
branch, in his case the City
calling for a lake, teleconferencing
Council.
center, hotel and other support
facilities.
Jobs in the park will range from
telephone operators to computer
operators to repair technicians,
Ruth said.
A Kirksey woman was injured in
He said the council will take the
a two-car accident Wednesday, lead in developing the park, with
according to a report from the Mur- direct assistance from South Centrray Police Department.
al Bell, "whose involvement
Kristinia J. Staples, 19, of Rt. 1, ensures that the project is going to
Kirksey, was attempting to turn be a success."
from Kentucky 121 onto Coldwater
The council began advertising in
Road when she apparently lost con- trade magazines several months
trol of her vehicle and struck ago to test the market for interest
another car head-on driven by Ran- in a centralized communications
dell S. Carter, 21, of Rt. 2, May- and information center.
field, around 12:14 p.m., police
Interest was immediate and oversaid.
whelming, Ruth said, adding that
Staples suffered injuries to her inquiries came from American ancl
neck and arms and was transported foreign companies.
to the Murray-Calloway County
Ruth said that UK has committed
Hospital. No other injuries were
to bringing in educational facilities,
reported.
explaining that many of the tenants
will be offering education classes
to their employees, using the video
conference center.

Paducah's...

Kirksey woman
hurt in wreck

Police discuss
turn lanes, arrows

The Murray Police Department
wishes to help clear up confusion
about turning lanes and traffic
lights with red, yellow and green
turn arrows.
Turning lanes are for turning
only and should be entered a short
distance from the intended turn.
They should not be used for passing or for running long distances to
enter traffic.
The red turn arrow indicates a
full stop with no turn until a green
UMW is indicated. The yellow
arrow is the same as the yellow on
the standard signal light. The green
arrow indicates the direction that
the turn must be made.
Hopefully with a better understanding of these driving rules
accidents may be avoided by our
area drivers.

Murray woman
hurt Wednesday
in 2-car wreck
A Murray woman was slightly
injured in a two-car accident Wednesday, according to a report from
the Murray Police Department.
Patricia K. Ridley, 22, of 1551
Oxford, was northbound on N.
Sixth Street and unable to stop at a
stop sign at the intersection of
Sixth and Olive, police said.
Her car slid into the intersection
where it was hit by a car driven by
Curtis Raleigh, 24, of Rt. 8, Benton, who was westbound on Olive,
police said.
Ridley suffered possible neck
injuries. No other injuries were
reported.
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News of the World
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U.S.S.R.
MOSCOW — Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady said today that President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev has made headway toward economic reforms, and
promised the United States will help ease Soviet shortages during the winter. "Mr. Gorbachev doesn't need any advice from me about the Urgency of
the problems in the Soviet Union," Brady said following a meeting with Gorbachev."He recognizes them and, in my opinion, is handling them in a very
confident manner:" Brady and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
are on a three-day mission to examine the Soviet economy. Their trip is the
third by officials from the Group of Seven industrialized nations. Since last
month's failed coup and the swift political reforms that followed, the G-7
nations have shown a greater willingness to provide finacial aid to the
Soviet Union. Brady said Gorbachev outlined plans to move ahead with
reforms "proceeding to a democratic society with a market-based economy." But Gorbachev noted concern about possible shortages of food and
fuel this winter, said Brady.
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YUGOSLAVIA
ZAGREB, — Air raid sirens shrieked today in two coastal tgwns in Croatia,
and clashes were reported in the east, but the rest of the secessionist
republic was relatively quiet on day two of a tenuous cease-fire. President
Francois Mitterrand of France said today that his country and Germany will
propose deploying armed European peacekeeping forces in Yugoslavia,
subject to certain conditions. Foreign ministers of the European Community
were to discuss the proposal today at The Hague, Netherlands. In Yugoslavia, federal Defense Minister Veljko Kadijevic sent a letter to the European
Community's chief mediator, Lord Carrington, saying he had ordered the
army not to fire first in Croatia. "The army units are absolutely following the
orders," the Tanjug news agency quoted Kadijevic as saying. He accused
Croatian forces of violating the cease-fire, which began at noon Wednesday,
and of continuing the blockade of army barracks.
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PESHAWAR, — Representatives of the four moderate Afghan guerrilla
groups will attend the U.N. General Assembly session, then stop briefly in
Moscow for peace talks with Soviet officials, resistance leaders said today.
The delegation, which could include a member of the Iran-based guerrillas,
will leave for the United States within a week, said guerrilla sources, speaking on condition of anonymity. In New York, they are expected to meet with
U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar. The U.N. chief has been
pressing a five-point plan to end the 13-year-old war between the
Communist-style government and the U.S.-backed guerrillas through cutoff
of weapons, a cease-fire and a transitional government to oversee elections. The Soviet Embassy in Islamabad confirmed the mujahedeen leaders
would stop in Moscow en route back to Pakistan.

JAPAN
TOKYO — Tropical Storm Luke poured torrential rain on much of Japan
today, triggering landslides, killing at least five people and flooding more
than 6,400 homes. The National Police Agency, which reported the deaths,
also said three other people were missing and eight were injured. The Central Meteorological Agency issued heavy rain and flood warnings for the
Tokyo region as the approaching storm whipped central Japan with winds of
up to 68 mph. Television footage showed cars and houses crushed by
debris from landslides and people wading through thigh-deep water in Aichi
and Mie prefectures in central Japan. Government officials said the storm
triggered 191 landslides and damaged 53 streets.

LEBANON
BEIRUT, — Syria's foreign minister says he is optimistic a Western hostage
would be released soon. A Lebanese newspaper today called the early
release of a Westerner, probably a Briton, a foregone conclusion. Neither
Syria's Farouk al-Sharaa nor the newspaper, Al-Nidaa, gave a deadline for
the freeing of a Westerner. Iran's official news agency said Wednesday that
former British pilot Jack Mann would be freed 'in the next few hours," but
there was no movement on a release reported by midday today. A source
dose to the Iranian Embassy also said Wednesday that 77-year-old Mann
— the oldest of the 11 missing Westerners — would be freed possibly
today. The source spoke on condition of anonymity. Word Wednesday that
Mann could be released soon follows the release of three other Westerners
last month and stepped-up diplomatic efforts at hammering out an exchange
deal. Five Americans are among those still missing and believed held by

pro-Iranian groups.

Woman in critical but stable
condition after 3-car accident
A Paris, Tenn. woman remains in critical but stable condition Thursday
after a three-car accident Wednesday morning, according to reports.
Aldea Cooper, 42, of Rt. 3 Paris, Tenn., underwent surgery Wednesday
after the accident, according to a report from the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Cooper was northbound on U.S. 641 near Murray when she attempted
to pass another vehicle driven by Owen Lovett, 50, of Rt. 1 Puryear,
Tenn. around 6:15 a.m., police said.
Cooper, however, apparently did not see a third vehicle, driven by
19-year-old Terry Moss, of Rt. 4, Murray, who was attempting to pass
both Cooper and Lovett, police said.
The ensuing collision sent all three vehicles out of control with Lovett
and Moss leaving the west side of the road and Cooper leaving the east
side of the road where she struck a tree, police said.
Cooper was pinned in the vehicle for a short time and was extracted
with the jaws of life, police said.
No other injuries were reported.

AIDS test proposed for all patients
ATLANTA (AP) — Federal
health officials have proposed that
all hospital patients be tested for
AIDS in the course of their
treatment.
The recommendation comes in a
draft report'the Centers for Disease
Control sent Wednesday to health
experts for comment.
If adopted by the CDC, the policy — which includes patient consent for testing — would not be
binding. But it would serve as gut-

dance for doctors and hospitals.
Although hospital employees and
other health care workers run a risk
of AIDS from tainted blood, the
recommendation is aimed mostly at
patients themselves, said CDC
spokesman Don Berreth.
"This really is directed at testing
patients for the patients' own benefit, rather than protecting health
care workers," Berreth said today.
"It's so patients are better managed, and their risks are known."
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We own and offer

Sue and Charlie's
"On Beautiful Kentucky Lake'

Tuesday Night - Vegetable soup and
country ham sandwich
$3.95
Wednesday Night - "Country Pork
Sampler" - country ham, country sausage, country bacon, white beans, hushpuppies or rolls, slaw or salad.
$6.95
Thursday Night - White beans, seasoned with country ham, 4 slices of
country bacon, onion, and cornbread
$3.95
Friday Night - Football Special - Texas
$3.95
chili and grilled cheese
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Country Ham and Fish Dinner....$8.5O
Ask about our NEW DESSERTS
Now closed on Monday Nights, but
OPEN THROUGH CHRISTMAS

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
STATEMENT OF NON-DISCRIMINATION
Murray State University offers equal opportunity
in its employment, admissions, and educational
activities in compliance with Title VI and Title Dc,
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and
other civil rights laws.
Murray State University's admission policy does
not discriminate nor deny services on the basis of
race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap.
Murray State University offers two year,four year,
masters and specialist degree programs through
six colleges. Interested persons should contact
School Relations Office at 80D-272-4678 or Director
of Affirmative Action Doreen E. Rauch,President's
Office, Wells Hall, Murray, KY 42071,(502) 7623122.
E0E/MINH Employer

TVA
Tennessee
Valley Authority
Power Bonds

8.556%
due 11/15/29
'It's state and local tax free
•Aaa rated by Moody's and
AAA rated by Standard &
Poor's
'Five-year call protection
•Government agency
Call or stop by today.
Eric Penniston
52kMain St.
(National Hotel)

753-7401
'Bate expressed as yield to maturity effective
9r)9191-- Maritet nslt is a consideration on
investments sold prior to maturity
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every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001
WhSnell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
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served by Carrlin: $500 per month, payable in
advance. By mail m Calloway Co. and to Ben
ton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington,
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, and to Pais, Buchanan and Puryear,
Tenn.: $57.00 per year. Brthiit to other destinations-, $64.50 per year
• • • •
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The Associated Press is exclusively angled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — An investigation into alleged improprieties
in Brereton Jones' 1987 race for
lieutenant governor will now likely
have to wait until after the coming
November election.
The Registry of Election Finance
board was told Wednesday that the
Jones campaign was not officially
informed of the allegations until
Monday and has five working days
to respond.
Because there is no registry
board meeting scheduled until late
October, it will probably be at least
that long before the agency can
determine if there is a probable
cause to pursue a full investigation.
Kentucky Republican Chairman
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Robert Gable filed the complaint
against the Jones campaign from
four years ago.
He said the registry should look
into $246,000 in debts that the
campaign reported to Jones' Airdrie Stud Farm after he won the
1987 race. Payments made by
Jones' 1987 campaign have
reduced that debt to about
$116,000.
Gable said the debt carries no
interest charges, which he complained amounts to free use of the
money for four years. Jones owns
Airdrie Stud, but Gable said the
free use of the money is tantamount to a corporate contribution.
Gable complained there were no
delays when the registry looked
into allegations of wrongdoing by
Republican gubernatorial nominee

!4

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's gubernatorial rivals agree
with some of the recommendations
made by a state task force on
domestic violence, but they also
have their own solutions for the
problem.
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins and Lt.
Gov. Brereton Jones said they feel
state laws should be changed to
make it easier for police to arrest
men who allegedly have beaten
their wives or girlfriends.
Jones said if Kentucky wants to
improve its response to domestic
violence, attention must be paid at
the highest levels of state government. The Democratic nominee
said he would accomplish that by
creating a cabinet-level post for
women.
His cabinet secretary — a specialist on women's issues — would
be charged with improving the
criminal justice system's response
to domestic violence crimes, lobbying the legislature on the governor's behalf and coordinating services in other branches of government for domestic violence
victims.
"I think that is the clearest, most
positive way that I could communicate my commitment to this area,"
Jones said.
However, his Republican challenger said a post devoted solely to
women's issues isn't necessary.
"What we need is more equity
in our government for everybody
— women and men in this state,"
Hopkins said. "There are problems
out there that relate to men and
women equally. ... Is Jones going
to have a cabinet for men, too?"
Hopkins said more funding for
local jails and the state's justice
system would be a better strategy
for strengthening the prosecution of
domestic violence cases.
He said money might be raised
by collecting a service fee from
those convicted of domestic violence crimes. The fee would be
similar to the $150 slapped on convicted drunken drivers.
Both candidates said in recent
interviews with The CourierJournal that domestic violence is an
important issue for the state's next
governor, but Jones was quicker to

endorse proposed legislative
changes recommended in a report
by a state task force on domestic
violence.
"If you would take this task
force report and really focus on it,
you could do fabulous things,"
Jones said.
, The 38-member panel, formed in
March by state Attorney General
Fred Cowan, includes judges, prosecutors, social workers and lawenforcement officers.
Hopkins and Jones endorsed the
idea of changing state law to make
it easier for police to arrest domestic violence suspects. Both said
closing a loophole in state law that
prohibits police from arresting certain domestic violence suspects
should be paramount.
Currently, police can make
"warrantless," on-the-spot arrests
of men they suspect of misdemeanor assault only if the men are married to — or divorced from — the
victim, or have children with the
victim.
But if the victim, for instance, is
only the girlfriend or former girlfriend of the abuser, police can't
make a warrantless arrest. The task
force recommended changing the
law so it protects all women.
The same limitation currently
applies to women who seek civil
protection orders, which have been
available through district court
since 1984.
The number of these orders has
soared in the past seven years, but
they haven't been available to
women who aren't married to their
abusers or have no children by
them.
Jones said the protective order
law should cover all women. Hopkins said he favors changing the law
so that women who are living in a
"domestic relationship" with their
abusers are covered.
Both candidates said they feel
strongly that state law should be
changed to require tougher penalties for repeat offenders.
Kentucky law has no provision
for dealing with repeaters, and a
man repeatedly convicted of misdemeanor assaults in the course of a
year will serve no more than a year
in jail.

Gardner has said she contributed
the money. But a Nicholas County
Democratic official told the registry board on Wednesday that
Gardner did not have the money to
make such a donation. Jimmy
Shaw, a member of the county
board of elections, filed the complaint with the registry. "She told
me she did not make any type of
contribution whatsoever," Shaw
said Wednesday.
—Ordered an investigation of
various political action committees
maintained by Jefferson County

Sheriff Jim Greene. Greene maintained three separate PACs as well
as his re-election committee and
registry Executive Director Ray
Wallace said, "We don't really
know where the money came from
and I'm not sure we even know
where it all went." Auditors had
questions about the expenditure of
$88,000 by the various committees.
Randy Wells, a former employee in
the sheriff's office who was treasurer for the committees, said the
expenditures involved such things
as the purchase of tickets to Chur-

chill Downs.
—Dismissed a complaint by'
Louisville resident Richard Fenzel
that editorial endorsements of candidates amounted to improper corporate contributions by The
Courier-Journal newspaper. Board
members said the First Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution guaranteed
a newspaper's right to endorse candidates, but Fenzel said that %ern
too far. "I don't think they should
hide behind the First Amendment
to violate a candidate's rights."
Fenzel said.
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Mead CPA takes $5000 trip to Russia
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Treasurer Robert Mead CPA,
with 31/2 months left in office,
went to the Russian Republic this
week. It will cost taxpayers about
$5,000.
Mead was one of several state
treasurers and financial officials
making the trip Monday from New
York to Moscow and Leningrad.
In a form he filled out to obtain
state payment for the trip, Mead
said it would bring Kentucky

"good will & perhaps opportunity
to open up trade relations."
He also said he would "network
with Russian counterparts on financial matters which could be beneficial to all concerns."
The cost of the trip is to be paid
from the Treasury Department's
travel budget, according to Mead's
authorization request. It had to be
approved by the Finance Cabinet
and Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
office.

Jones warns against complacency
ELLZABETHTOWN, Ky.f(AP)
— Democratic gubernatorial candidate Brereton Jones is warning his
supporters not to take it for granted
that he will win the general
election.
The lieutenant governor told
supporters during a stop in Elizabethtown Tuesday not to overlook the clout of the Bush administration, which is lending its support to Jones' opponent, U.S. Rep.
Larry Hopkins of Lexington.
"On Oct. 2, the president is

r)

going to come to Louisville,"
Jones said. "When Air Force One
touches down, they are going to
have a $I million fund-raiser for
the Republican Party. Please, do
not take this election for granted."
However, Jones said, "I hope
they bring in Dan Quayle three or
four times a week until the election. He and Larry Hopkins have a
lot in common."
Quayle campaigned for Hopkins
in Kentucky this summer, as well
as Housing and Urban Development Secretary Jack Kemp.
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Larry Hopkins.
On that subject, a registry auditor said his review appears to
absolve the Hopkins primary campaign of wrongdoing about distributing $50 checks to workers. "I
have found nothing that leads me
to believe there was a violation ...
" auditor Roy Stuart said.
In other action, the registry:
—Voted to determine who provided the $2,500 that a Nicholas
County woman contributed to the
gubernatorial primary campaign of
Martha Wilkinson last year. Shirley

Gubernatorial candidates
offer spouse abuse answers
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Probe of Jones' 1987 race for lieutenant governor delayed
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'Up to here'
Bush sends Saddam a message
By RUTH SINAI
An Associated Press News Anstysis

WASHINGTON — President Bush has had irup to here with Saddam
Hussein. After six months of growing defiance from the Iraqi leader, Bush
decided it was time to send Saddam a message.
Bush put an air wing on alert, with a mission to fly over Iraq in a
protective cover for U.N. helicopters searching for Saddam's leftover
arsenal.
He didn't execute the order — yet — but his intention seemed clear:
the allies are still willing to use firepower, if necessary, against Saddam.
The move, while defensive in nature, underscores the administration's
frustration at Saddam's continued grip on power since he conceded defeat
in the Gulf War on Feb. 28.
"I'm plenty fed up" with Saddam, Bush told reporters Wednesday. "I
think the man will see we are very serious about this ... he's not going to
question our resolve on this. He knows better than to take on the United
States of America."
Bush was clearly and openly disappointed that the 28-nation U.S.-led
coalition which evicted Iraqi troops from Kuwait failed to unseat Saddam,
and that a series of ensuing rebellions by Shiite and Kurdish factions
simply consolidated the Iraqi leader's strength.
By early summer, it had become clear to Bush that Saddam was determined to thwart international inspection teams trying to carry out a U.N.
resolution mandating the removal of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction.
A pattern was established. Iraq would withhold information about facilities that escaped allied bombing, the United Nations would send a warning, and Iraq would grudgingly give an inch.
But every inspection or disclosure was accompanied by clandestine
moves to bury or destroy equipment for the production of nuclear and
chemical weapons, inspectors say.
"That's Saddam's m.o.," said one official expert about Iraq. "He'll ,.
keep testing us, challenging us, pushing and shoving and trying not to
give in."
In July, under U.S. direction, the United Nations gave Iraq an ultimatum: come clean about your hidden arsenals, or else. The "or else" was
backed by vague threats of "military options," but little else. And the
July 25 deadline came and went.
Iraq did allow more inspectors in, but one group was shot at and others
were harassed and prevented from conducting surprise inspections.
Bush had been hoping the hunger and poverty resulting from the war
and the continued economic stranglehold by the international community
would stir Saddam's people to rebellion.
But intelligence assessments have sought to disabuse him of that view,
said one official familiar with such reports. Intelligence analysts believe
Saddam will likely not be removed in the near future by change from
within, said the official who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Using external force, such as renewed allied bombings. raise a host of
problems.
Asked about the prospect of renewed military conflict, Bush said, "I
don't think Saddam wants that. I'm confident he doesn't." And Bush
appeared to lower expectations of a fight: "This whole thing is precautionary. We're not into this kind of emergency mode here."
But Bush is in a bind.
On one hand, Bush has been advised that -it's absolutely essential you
deal with this guy (Saddam) in firm, unmistakable terms," said another
defense expert, who also spoke on condition of anonymity.
On the other, experts have told Bush aerial strikes would have little
impact on the nuclear-production equipment Saddam has secreted ht the
desert and other locations, said the official.
Although allied bombings and subsequent inspections have destroyed
Iraq's ability to develop a nuclear weapon, Saddam appears intent on salvaging what he can of his program in hopes he can resume it one day,
said Gary Milhollin of the privately-funded Wisconsin Project on Arms
Control.
Another option proposed by Pentagon planners is a punitive air strike
that wouldn't destroy nuclear or chemical weapons sites but would "teach
Saddam we mean business," said the official.
But such a raid could shatter the fragile status-quo in the volatile region
and might wreck prospects for an Arab-Israeli peace conference the administration is trying to convene next month.
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Ruth Sinai covers intelligence and foreign affairs
for The Associated Press.)

SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
U.S. Senator
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I his week in the Senate.( latence I lionia, has crabbed the
national Tot light . 13> no\\. most of sou ha\ e heard the story of his
upbringing in poor t iii al (,e6rgia. And perhaps some of you have
es en watched part at his courageous. est:I)-tempered testimony to
the Senate this week. But s‘ halt:set out int armation level about
President Bush's nominee to the Supreme Court, a little bit of history can put this week's hearings into perspectise.
The last two nominees to the Supreme('nat. Anthony Kenneds
Souter, are much like Thomas in_t hat the are consersaDavid
and
tise. let ii seems tor the Senate I ridieuai ( amMittee that the similarthe grcissroot,or- gain/at ion against •Fhomas
ities end there.'Alt
has nor compared to that faced iss .ludge Robert Bork in his failed
members
attempt 1, gain a .,;a: on th;
have questioned I homas in much the same ads eisarial \s ay.
Justice, Kenneth and Sower, like Thomas, Were asked about
their thought,an \\Acrid is,sues. When both refused to answer in some
cases. Senators 01 the committee did not press repeatedly.
-The\
hase asked
T hat has not been the case with Judge 1
him inccssaiit Is about the right to priva.c\ hi' ‘toks on "natural
, kw", and other sensitise issues,. many of which could soon be
-al tected bs Supreme .'ourt rulings.. Why thtiscrut ins of Thomas and
1101 at the Other t \\CI! Ken!tijians mar draw then own conelthions.
I ha \ e it:LA:Red plionc :ails and lentos troth mans Kentuckians
cameo iiiiig I udge I hanias. And like most Americans, Kentuckians
strougls support him. \at ant\ has Judge Thomas triumphed in the
face of incredible odds against him, but he has also compiled an
impressise career re.,:ord. Join mein hoping that this outstanding
\merican 1st:Lome. a I 'tilted States Supreme( out! Associate .1n,t ;,je ,

Intemationalfilm series launched in Paducah
On a steamy Friday night in
July, seven individuals slipped
quietly out of their cars on Broadway and into Jean's Department
Store in Paducah. Officially, the
store was closed, but the intruders
didn't seem to care.
Ignoring lush silks and sumpteous suedes, oblivious to the heady
scent of perfumes emanating from
the cosmetic counter, the group
was there to take care of business.
Ushered by store owner Bob Shapiro, the after-hours visitors proceeded to the conference room
upstairs where They spent the next
four hours devising a strategy to
lure hundreds of people to Paducah
on the last Sunday of every month.
The strategy is an international
film series called "Sundays at the
Cinema," and the premiere is Sunday, Sept. 29, 7 p.m. at the Market
House Theatre. The series begins
with "Vincent and Theo," story of
artist Vincent Van Gogh and his
devoted patron and brother. The
film is directed by Robert Altman,
'famous for "Nashville" and

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist

people in the community, Shapiro English sub-titles.
decided to take action to get the
Nov. 24 brings a new movie to
project off the ground.
area audiences, "Cyrano de BergerSeeking-support and advice from ac," starring Gerard Depardieu, of
other film buffs in the region, "Green Card" fame. "Cyrano" is
Shapiro called the July meeting to also in French, with English subselect the films for the first season titles.
of the series. Mike Covell, head of
Ingmar Bergman's "Fanny and
Southern Illinois University's cine- Alexander" is slated for a Dec. 29
ma and photography department, screening.
provided technical assistance.
The first film of the new year is
Others serving on the program in Russian with English subtitles.
committee are Michael Waag, Mur- Winner of the Best Foreign Lanray State University; Victoria guage Film at the 1975 Academy
Faoro, director of the Museum of Awards, "Dersu Uzala" is directed
the American Quitter's Society; by Japanese filmmaker, Akira KurDavid Polk, the museum's assistant osawa. It will be shown Jan. 26.
director; and Craig Rhodes, ceramTwo films will be shown on Feb.
ist and art instructor in the Massac 23. They are "Maria's Story," in
County public school system.
English and Spanish; and "Tong
"The idea for a foreign film
On Oct. 27, "Swann in. Love," Tana," a story of Borneo's lush and
series has been floating around for will be featured. Starring Academy exquisite
rainforest.
a long time," according to Shapiro, Award winning Jeremy Irons,
"Maurice," directed by the
the film society's founder. After "Swann" is a screen adaptation of a renowned James Ivory,
and an
discussing the concept with various Marcel Proust story, in French with adaptation of the E.M. Forster

novel, is slated for March 29.
The issue of apartheid is
explored April 26 in "A World
Apart;" and May 31 brings "Babette's Feast," an adaptation of an
Isak Dinesen story.
June 21 brings an evening of
experimental and animated films,
and July 19 features a film from
mainland China, "Red Sorghum."
The first season ends Aug. 30,
1992 with a screening of "Colonel
Redl," starring Klaus Maria
Brandauer.
Most showings will also feature
short subjects.
"We're a new organization dedicated to bringing cultural films to
the region, and we have an exciting
line-up of internationally acclaimed
feature, documentary, experimental
and animated films," Shapiro said.
"We're providing residents with an
opportunity to see many awardwinning films that might otherwise
not be shown in the area."
Season ticket subscription to the
film series is $30 for students and
$48 for non-students. When available, individual tickets will be sold
at the door for $5 each, $3 for students. For additional information,
or to order a season ticket call
Paducah Film Society, Inc., at
502-442-7723.

uestionsfor the Judiciary Committee
What if the memebers of the
Senate Judiciary Ccmmittee who
sit in judgment of Clarence Thomas could be questioned on their
views of the origin of laws and
rights? What an education the
American people might get if Thomas and his interrogators could
switch positions.
A clue to the thinking of the
more liberal senators may be found
in Judiciary Committee Chairman
Joesph Biden's (D-Del.) op-en
piece last Sunday in The Washington Post. In it, Biden rejects the
idea that God-given rights imply a
moral code. Writing about natural
law, he says, "We must never
forget that the central natural law
commitment made by this country
is the commitment to individual
freedom." His idea of freedom,
though, differs from the Founders'.
Their concept of freedom and its
limits was clearly rooted outside
themselves.
The Founders drew on existing
bodies of knowledge and did not
create new ideas when they wrote
the Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution. When Thomas Jefferson spoke of "The Laws
of Nature and of Nature's God,"
these were not idle phrases — they
had a reference point.

CAL'S TI IOUGI ITS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
When Jefferson said that "all
men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness," he said something of profound and universal
importance. Equally important was
what followed. Jefferson wrote,
"That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among
Men, deriving their just pow4rs
from the/ consent of the governed."
None of these phrases should be
read in isolation from the others.
They form a pattern, and each sentence or clause leads to the next.
Rights are not granted by government. They are endowed by our
Creator. It is government's role to
secure those rights which the Creator has endowed, and not to make
up rights (or remove already
endowed rights).
The laws that flow from this

world view are known as "natural
law," which Jefferson referred to as
"The Laws of Nature and of
Nature's God." As constitutional
attorney John Whitehead has written in his book, "An American
Dream:" "Here we find expressed
what is universal rather than parochial, what is permanent rather than
transient, in the American Revolution ... No other political document
of the 18th Century proclaims so
broad a purpose. No political document of our own day associates the
United States so tfoldly with universal history in the cosmic
system."
Because of the relativism that
infects modern American thinking,
such ideas are nearly foreign to us
today. "Truths today," writes
Whitehead, "must earn their way,
as it were, having to submit their
credentials to the test of the laboratory and the computer. Moreover,

even in they pass these, they are
regarded with suspicion and confined to strict limits of time and
place. The colonists, however,
because of the influence of Christianity, were confident that the reason of man could penetrate to ultimate truth, and that that truth, once
discovered (or apprehended), was
not only as self-evident as a maxim
of Euclid, but was both permanent
and universal."
Historian Henry Steele Commager understood what the Founders
sought to establish when he wrote:
"What Americans did was more
important than invent new principles; in the telling phrase of John
Adams, 'they realized the theories
of the wisest writers.' They actualized them, they legalized them,
they institutionalized them."
If Biden and other senators have
a different view of the origin of
law and rights other than the
Founders, if they think natural law
means something other than what
the Founders believed it meant,
they should be required to say so
explicitly. Further, they should
explain what they believe to be the
flaws in the Founders' thinking and
why their views are to be judged
superior to those of Jefferson,
Madison, Adams and others.
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Washington Today

Democrats unable to stem conservative swing on Court
By WALTER R. MEARS
An Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — While one Democratic liberal laments %Out he calls
conservative packing of the Supreme Court, another concedes he would
have been dumbfounded had President Bush not looked to the right when
he chose Clarence Thomas.
That sums up the dilemma, and the frustration, of leading Democrats as
they watch the final phase of a Supreme Court transformation that will
outlast them, and Bush as well.
Thomas' likely Senate confirmation to join the court next month will
extend the conservative lease — at 43, he will be the junior justice, with
every expectation of a long lifetime to serve.
With Thomas on the bench, five justices, a majority, will be people
chosen by Bush and Ronald Reagan. Eight of the nine will be Republican
appointees. When there's a major issue to be settled, five justices win.
"A justice who can provide that fifth vote for 40 years, 10 presidential
terms, may really be more important than a president," Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., told Thomas at his confirmation hearing.
Bush probably would nominate at least one more justice during the second term he will be seeking next year. The oldest of the nine, Harry A.
Blackmun, who stood with the court's depleted liberal bloc, is 83. Byron,.
R. White, now 74, is the one remaining justice named by a Democrat;
President John F. Kennedy chose him in 1962.
'The Supreme Court thrives on the diversity of views of nine justices
who comprise it,'.' said Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts,
insisting that ideology is fair game as the Senate considers confirming
Thomas. "The role of the Senate is one of the most important checks on
the power of the president to pack the court with appointees who share a
single, one-dimensional view of the Constitution."
Kennedy said the Senate should "reject any nominee whose views are
too extreme or outside the mainstream."
But those are subjective political judgments; deciding who is too conservative depends on the preferences of the beholder.
And Kennedy himself said ability and judicial qualifications, not political ideology, were the proper tests to be applied when the Senate considered Thurgood Marshall for the court in 1967. The retirement of the liberal Marstalf, the first black justice, opened the vacancy 161)e filled by.
the
conservative Thomas, the second.
Republicans waged a filibuster in 1968 to blOck the promotion of Justice Abe Fortas to be chief justice, a campaign-year dispute that hinged on
politics and ideology, although Democrats argued that qualifications
should be the test. Earl Warren remained chief justice, and Richard NI.
Nixon won the power to choose his successor.
Nixon later ran into the same sort of confirmation fight when he tried

to appoint first one, then another conservative southerner to the court. The
Democratic Senate rejected them both. That happened again in 1987, with
the rejection of Robert H. Bork. Reagan said at the time that Democrats
had turned the confirmation system into a political joke.
So the tactic has cut left and right in turn, depending on who was in
power at the time and who in opposition.
Since Republicans have won five of the last six presidential elections,
and there were no Supreme Court vacancies for Democrat Jimmy Carter
to fill during his single term, the confirmation challenges of this era are
Democratic.
As Justice David H. Souter was confirmed with only nine dissenting
votes a year ago, Sen. Joseph R. Biden Jr., D-Del., the chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee, said Bush would be risking defeat were he to
name anyone markedly more conservative to the court.
That's more easily said than measured, let alone enforced, especially
when nominees like Souter and Thomas have declined to say what they
think about abortion or other contentious issues likely to come before the
Court.

While their silence irked liberals, it isn't a new tactic either. Marshall
used it to deflect conservative questions about defendants' rights cases
when he was up for confirmation in 1967.
"I do not deny the president the right to appoint a conservative,"
Biden said as his judiciary panel questioned Thomas. "As a matter of
fact, I would be dumbfounded if he didn't."
Another Democrat, Sen. Paul Simon of Illinois, said somewhat plaintively that presidents sometimes have chosen justices who held differing
political philosophies, selecting nominees from outside their own parties
eight times in this century.
"The law has been well served ... but in recent years, this sense of
balance has diminished," said Simon. "The law should not be a pendulum swinging back and forth depending on the philosophy of a
president.'
But the court does swing, slowly, over successive presidencies, and the
appointees of four Republican presidents have sent the pendulum to the
right.
For Democrats who oppose that trend, Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo., had
'su-ggestioa:
"Elect a natural Democrat as president of the United States. The
American public has not chosen recently to do that, but naturally they
could."
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and columnist
for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national
politics for more than 25 years.)
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
New board members

Shoebox Exhibition opens tonight at gallery

The Murray Civic Music Association (MCMA) announces its newest
members of the board of directors. The MCMA board is made up of
18 members and an advisory council of past presidents, each of whom
has specific responsibilities and tasks. MCMA is in the midst of its
thirty-third annual membership campaign which will result in a series
of world-class music and dance attractions for the regular membership and children's concerts for regional students. Season ticket information can be obtained by calling 502-753-3257, 502-753-4516 or the
Chamber of Commerce. New board members, pictured from left are
Melanie Cron, MSU student representative; Rich Scott, vice president
for productions; Phyllis Michelson, secretary; and Vickie Travis, vice
president for membership. Absent were Rainey Apperson, co-chair
for publicity; and JoAnn Hammons, cultural diversity/student attendance chair.

MSU scholarship concert
scheduled for Sept. 24
The Department of Music at
Murray State University announces
the second 1991 scholarship concert "Faculty Showcase Recital
Number Two," Tuesday, Sept. 24
at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall.
The concert will feature many of
the MSU music department performing faculty in a program of
solo and chamber works.
Faculty performing on the recital
include Kim Black, soprano; Stephen Brown, piano; Scott Erickson,
oboe; Richard Scott, piano; catherine Mallett, soprano; Nancy Steffa,
viola; Tom Vanarsdel, marimba;
John Schlabach, trumpet; Kay
Gardner Bates, mezzo-soprano;

John Dressler, piano; Eric Williams, violin; and John Steffa,
cello.
The concert will feature works
by William Walton, Emile Paladihe, Authur Bliss, Nebojsa Zivkovic, floor Peeters, Aaron Copland
and Gabriel Faure.
There will be an admission
charge of $2 for students and $5
for adults, which includes MSU
faculty, staff and students. Monies
collected will be used for music
student scholarships. Dr. John
Dressler and Dr. Richard Scott are
the coordinators for the concerts.
For questions or inquiries, call the
MSU Department of Music at
502-762-420.

Support local arts organizations!

BUY NO

The fourth time around is the
most exciting when it comes to the
University of Hawaii's celebrated
Fourth International Shoebox
Sculpture Exhibition opening at the
MSU-Eagle Gallery with a reception from 5 to 7 p.m. tonight.
Like the first three exhibitions,
the works of art must be small
enough to fit into a shoebox. This
invitational rather than competitive
exhibit attracted a large number of
well-known artists from a wide
range of countries as diverse as
Australia, China, Thailand, Japan,
Mexico, Canada, Peru, Colombia,
Brazil, Spain, Yugoslavia and the
United Kingdom with 70 artists in
the traveling exhibit.
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Buy a GE TV or VCR, or both,
and get up to $150* in U.S. Sayings Bonds.

Murray Appliance And TS.
212 E. Main St.

We bring good things to life.

753-1586

Like Coca-Cola," is imbued with
wit and itacky; the leadenness of the
shoe suggests an overwhelming
burden which is not squelched by
the longing for freedom.
Typical of many artists in the
exhibit who themselves are truly
"international," is Masafumi Maita,
who was born in Manchuria, studied in Paris, resides in Japan, and
whose works, like "Germination,"
have been shown in exhibits in
Asia, Europe and the United States.
The Fourth International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition is organized and administered by the University of Hawaii Art Gallery and
the University of Hawaii Founda-

The second annual Theater
Orientation for Volunteers will be
held Thursday, Sept. 26 at 7 p.m.
at the Playhouse in the Park.
Everyone interested in being part
of a theater production is invited to
attend. Topics to be discussed will
include: set design/construction,
directing, stage management,
lights/sound, costume design, properties, box office, publicity/
marketing, concessions and house
management.
Refreshments will follow with
time to ask questions and "get
acquainted." Tours will be given
upon request. If you have any
questions, please call 759-1752.

Members of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company are shown
rehearsing for their most recent performance "A Kentucky
Adventure."

Local guitarist
featured in column
Clay Perkins, a local resident
and professional guitarist, recently
appeared in "Guitar for the Practicing Musician" magazine.
The magazine, which has the
largest American and international
circulation of any guitar-based
publication, chooses three unknown
guitarists per month to spotlight in
its "Resume" column.
Perkins, a 1985 graduate of Calloway County High School, started
playing guitar when he was'13
years old. After taking more than
200 hours of guitar lessons from
1986 to 1988, Perkins joined the
Christian rock band Canaan and
played on their 1989 album,"Dead
End Street," which was partially
recorded at Future Music Studios
in Murray. This year, he spent
more than six months touring the
Southeast U.S. with the band

Twenty-five year old Israeli
pianist Rink Dokshinsky will help
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra
open its season on Saturday, Sept.
21, at Symphony Hall in Paducah.
Dokshinsky made her New York
City debut in 1987, after winning
the Young Concert Artists International Auditions.
Like so many of the symphony's
great artists, Dokshinsky has won a
number of competitions. Among
them are the Joseph Kalichstein
Piano Prize, the Bruce Hungerford
Memorial Prize, the Mortimer
Levitt Career Development Award
for Women Artists, and in 1989.
the Artur Rubinstein Internanal
Piano Competition in Israel.
Dokshinsky began taking piano
lessons at age five. At thirteen she
performed with the Israel Philharmonic under conductor Zubin Mehta. Two years later she won first
prize in the International Competi4
tion for Young Pianists in Senegalia, Italy. In 1982, she came to the
United States to study at the New
England Conservatory. She earned
both bachelor's and master's
degrees while there are also was a
winner of the conservatory's concerto competition. In 1985, Dokshinsky won first prize in the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra's
Young Artists Competition.
The Sept. 21 concert will begin
with Smetana's lively "Overture To
the Battered Bride" and will be followed by Nlendelssohn's "Piano
Concerto No. One and close with
Tchaikovsky's moving "Symphon),
No. Four.'
Tickets tor the concert can be
reserved hN calling 502-444-0065.

tion. A full-color catalog with a
photograph of each work and biographical information about the
artists accompanies the exhibit continuing at MSU-Eagle Gallery
through Oct. 20.
The MSU-Eagle Gallery is
located on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at the
corner of Fifteenth and Olive Sts.
on the campus of Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. Gallery
hours are Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Friday, 9
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; Saturday, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Admission is free, closed
University holidays.

Dance company
to perform Tolkien
play in Mayfield

Playhouse to host
volunteer theater
orientation Sept. 26

Israeli pianist to help
open symphony's season
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Working in a small scale while
maintaining the integrity of the
sculptural form is a challenge
addressed in a variety of ways by
these artists. Almost every material
that can be cast, sewn, bent,
twisted, carved, woven, glued,
blown, molded, modeled or tied is
explored to its ultimate potential.
A hinged figure balances within
a sloped, grid-like box in "Lot
Code No. 107," a beautifully
crafted work in stainless steel by
Ernest Trova of St. Louis. Shoes
appear in a number of imaginative
creations. Andres Nagel of San
Sabestain, Spain, presents a plaster
foot encased within a lead shoe.
The allegorical work, entitled "Red

A story/ballet production of JRR
Tolkien's "The Hobbit," especially
written for the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company will be performed
Dec. 6 to 8 at the Legion Theatre
in Mayfield.
There are dance roles available
for all who are interested in performing. A preparatory dance
workshop is being offered by the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company
for any student interested. All casting for the dance roles of "The
Hobbit" will result from participation in the workshop.
Beginning through advanced students may register for either of two
workshops. In Murray, classes will
be held Monday Sept. 23 and 30,
Wednesday Sept. 25 and Oct. 2,
3:30 to 4:45 p.m. at Gleason Hall,
St. Leo's Church. The registration
fee is $25. A workshop will be
held in Mayfield Saturday Sept. 21
and 28, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Legion Theatre. There is a S15
registration fee.
Rehearsals for "The Hobbit" will
be held in both Murray and Mayfield. For more information, contact Karen Balzer, artistic director
at 753-0396.

Barker to conduct
20-day residency
at Murray Middle

CLAY PERKINS
Rocscool.
Since the magazine's publication
in April, Perkins has received
almost 40 letters from interested
readers. "Articles like this have
been the starting point for some
incredible guitar players, like Yng-

wie Malmsteen and Paul Gilbert. I
hope it helps me move my career
in a positive direction," he said.
Perkins is currently teaching guitar at Chuck's Music Center in
Murray and is writing material for
his solo album.

Mayfield guild announces
schedule for competition
The Mayfield/Graves County Art which works will be included in
Guild has announced the schedule the exhibit, Leys will also award
for its upcoming juried art competi- the cash prizes for best in category
tion "Impressions '91." This event and three prizes in the best of show
is open to all amateur and profes- competition.
sional artists working in either two
Works selected for inclusion in
or three dimensional mediums and "Impressions '91" will remain on
residing in the states of Kentucky, 'exhibit at the Mayfield/Graves
Tennessee, Illinois or Missouri.
County Art Gallery through Oct.13.
Works entered will be judged
A reception honoring all entrants
using the originals only on Sept. will be held at the gallery on Sun21. Works may be hand delivered day, Sept. 22 from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
to the guild gallery, 121 W. BroadFor more information about
way in Mayfield between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Sept. 17 through Sept. "Impressions '91" or to obtain a
copy of the entry blank listing all
20. Entry fees are $15 for the first
rules and prize information, contact
one or two works with an additional $7.50 fee for each added envy. the Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild at 502-247-6971 or write
A maximum of 60 two-dimensional
them
at P.O. Box 68, Hickory, Ky.
works and 10 three-dimensional
works will be accepted for inclu- 42051.
The Mayfield/Graves County Art
sion in the exhibit.
The juror will he Dale Leys from Guild Gallery is a wheelchair
the art department at Murray State accessible facility and its activities
University. In addition to deciding are open to all interested persons.

Art guild features Danby works
Paducah artist Paula Danby is
the Murray Art Guild's featured
member-Artist of the Month for
September.
Danby's paintings are primarily
of people. They are rendered in an
expressionistic manner and many

have narratives that accompany
them.
The Murray Art Guild, located at
103 N. Sixth St., is open Tuesday,
Wednesday • and, Friday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.'and Thursday evening from 6 to 9 p.m.

Musician, storyteller and
instrument-builder Blake Barker
will conduct a 20-day residency at
Murray Middle School during the
1991-92 school year.
The residency will be jointly
funded by the Kentucky Arts Council and the local school board. Jean
Bennett will serve as site
coordinator.
"I want to show people that music is not a consumer product,"
Barker said. "It's something they
themselves create. Music is inside
you — it's just a question of getting it out."
Barker, whose method of "getting it out" of the students often
includes original song writing,
inventing and building instruments,
has worked as an artist-in-residence
for many years. He is an accomplished player of many instruments, including lap and hammered
dulcimers, Dobro, mouth bow,
Jew's harp and bones. He is a veteran instrument-builder, having
made hundreds of mouth bows and
dozens of dulcimers, psalteries and
flutes.
WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BuSANESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS

Tonight
Meeting — Camera Club, 7
p.m., Public Library.
Opening Reception —
"Fourth International Shoebox
Sculpture Exhibition," 5 to 7
p.m., MSU Eagle Gallery.
Sept. 23
Meeting — West Kentucky
Playwrights. 7 p.m., Playhouse
in the Park.
Sept. 24
Recital — MSU Department
of Music faculty, admission, 8
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Sept. 26
Volunteer orientation —
Learn about technical and support opportunities at Playhouse
in the Park, 7 p.m.
through Oct. 20
Exhibition — Fourth International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition," free, MSU Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, Sept. 19
Humane Society of Calloway
County/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library. Note change in
date.

Bring Home
Back-To-1 .u,f1, „.i.,ics, ketiw,), z,", gn
,

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board/5:30 p.m./board room.

Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women/7 p.m./Debbie
Seay.
(ConI'd on page 7)

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
1:30
3:20
7:05
900

(PG13)

1:30
3:20
7:00
9:05

Pure Luck
(PG)

1:30
3:15
7:10
9:10

Harley Davidson
and the
Marlboro Man (R)

Doc Hollywood
(PG13)

1:30
3:25
7:20
9:15
1:30
3:25
7:15
9:15

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult $3.00 Child $2.50
Rent your movies • at thy movic,!
Inns Che,tnut a 751.3314
Open II:Am to I1):prn

Hearing screenings will be held on Friday, Sept. 20, and Monday, Sept.
23, in the Murray Independent School System. Kindergarten through third
grade, new students and at-risk students at Robertson and Carter Elementary Schools will be screened on Friday, Sepi 20. Fifth grade, new students and at-risk students at Murray Middle School and Murray High
School will be screened on Monday, Sept. 23. Parents will be notified
only if a problem is detected.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Infor759-4059 or
753-7663.

Mystery Date

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

House.

Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center. St.
Leo Catholic Church.

THEATRES

..p.,
air1
.. ,....___b.

Thursday, Sept. 19
Murray Business and Professional Women/6:30 p.m./Louie's Steak

We are pleased to announce that Shaun
Bucy, bride-elect of
Greg Workman, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Shaun and Greg will
be married November
2, 1991.

WAL-MART
North
Murray

Hwy. 641

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

SAWCHAIN
S•A•11•E
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
September 19, 20 & 21
\sow

Dawn Elizabeth Parker and
Brian Kent Mitchell to marry

Parker-Mitchell wedding
planned at Spring Creek
Miss Dawn Elizabeth Parker and

Brian Kent Mitchell announce their
engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Edwin Parker of
Rt. 1., Box 4, Hardin.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Kate Elizabeth Spaulding of Louisville and Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Philbrook of Bango, Maine.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell of
Rt. I, Box 200B, Almo.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Morgan Cunningham of Rt. 2.
Murray.

Miss Parker, a graduate of Calloway County High School, attended
Murray State University. Now
employed at Fisher-Price, she will
be attending Western Vocational.
Mr. Mitchell is a graduate of
Calloway County High School. He
is now engaged in farming.
The wedding will be Saturday,
Oct. 5, at 2 p.m. at Spring Creek
Baptist Church, located off PennyAirport Road, Highway 783 North.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Couple married 45 years
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Washburn of Rt. 1, Sedalia, formerly of Murray,

will celebrate their 45th wedding anniversary on Friday, Sept. 21.
They were married on Sept. 21, 1946, by the Rev. William McKinney.
Mrs. Washburn is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parker.
Mr. Washburn is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Naldy Washburn.
They have four sons, one daughter, eight grandchildren and one greatgrandson.

Stewart County Sykes/Sikes
reunion to be at Paris Landing
The first Stewart County Sykes/
Sikes Grand Reunion will be Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 21 and 22,
at Paris Landing Inn.
Two brothers from North Carolina, Arthur and Samson Sikes/
Sykes, settled in Stewart Country
circa 1815, and all who are related
by birth, marriage, or adoption to
either brother are urged to participate in the family reunion.
The reunion will begin with a
buffet at 12 noon on Saturday, followed by the organizational business meetings at 1:30 p.m.
Evening events include a hay
ride from Paris Landing Inn to the
TVA Pavilion. A cook out will be
prepared by the Inn staff.

On Sunday at 10 a.m. a reception
desk in the lobby will assist out-oftown members. After the luncheon
buffet, a program is planned on 'the
family's history, followed by the
election of the Association officers.
During last afternoon on Sunday
two events are scheduled. The
descendants of Samson Sikes will
have a wreath laying ceremony at
Elkhorn Cemetery. It is thought
that this year marks the 200th
anniversary of Samson's birth
(1791-1991).,Sunday afternoon the
descendants of Arthur Sykes will
meet to discuss plans for a memorial monument for him to be placed
in a local cemetery.

Buy 1
Get 1
(squat or Was value)

Oregon*
Suggested
List Price

FREE!

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5 Sat.
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

The 11h Annual Diabetics Taking Control Bike-A-Thon will be Sunday,
Sept. 22, from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. The starting point will be the west entrance
of ,Curris Center, Murray State University. Riders are asked to get as many
pledges as possible prior to the event, and pledges must total a minimum of
$10 or you must pay a $10 entry fee. There will be a 12-mile route, one
25-mile route, one 38-mile route and a MSU route for those who want to ride
less than 12 miles. Contributions and sponsor sheets must be turned in by
Friday, Oct. 4. Proceeds will be used to promote education and support for
diabetics and family members. For information call 762-1533.

Coldwater Baptists plan singing
Coldwater Baptist Church will have a gospel singing on Sunday, Sept. 22,
at 1:30 p.m. The Gospel Lights will be featured in the afternoon singing.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and worship with the Rev. Jack Geunn,
pastor, as speaker at 11 a.m., but no evening service will be held.

Benton.

Hosp;

New Mt. Carmel plans homecoming

Two
dismissa
County I17, have

New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, Sept. 22. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and worship at 11 a.m. with
the pastor, the Rev. Sammy Cunningham, as speaker. A basket lunch will
be served followed by a gospel singing at 1:30 p.m. featuring The Marksman of Paducah. No evening service will be conducted
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St. Leo Parish Picnic Sunday
St. Leo's Catholic Church will have its annul Parish Picnic on Sunday,
Sept. 22, at Murray-Calloway County Park. Mass will be at 12 noon and a
dinner will follow. Hamburgers, hotdogs and soft drinks will be provided.
Each one should bring a potluck dish and your own cooler if the dish needs
to be refrigerated. There will be door prizes, games organized by ihe Newman Center and bingo. Also persons may bring softball, volleyball and
horseshoe equipment for large group activities. For information call Donna
Harris, 435-4502, or Susan Cunningham, 753-1482.
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Antique Market on Sunday
Antique and Collector's Market will be Sunday, Sept. 22, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Arena Building, Cape Girardeau, Mo. Exhibitors from four states will
be offering quilts, antique glassware, jewelry, coins, comics, dolls, baseball
cards, furniture, primitives, paper Americana and various other collectables.
For more information call Mike Newell, 1-314-334-5153.

Adults Great Books will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Sept. 23, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Libby Hart will be the leader for the
discussion of the book, On Evil by Moses Maimonides. All persons who
have read the book are invited to take part in the discussion.

Jul

Hazel Celebration Oct. 5
The City of Hazel will have its Community Celebration on Saturday, Oct.
5. Featured will be live music, horse and buggy rides, old-fashioned cake
walk, pickin', grinnin' and singin', food and treats of all types, old cars, old
coots, old friends, display of crafts made by local folks, shops open all day
for antiquing, auction of items donated by Hazel merchants, plenty of good
ol' talk about politics and such, tall fishing tales, good stories of all kinds,
etc. A talent show will be held and anyone interested in participating should
call 492-8764.

Senior Citizens'., flea market planned
A Flea Market by Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will be Saturday, Sept. 21, from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at George Weaks Community Center,
South Seventh and Poplar Streets, Murray. Clean and salable clothing and
flea market items may be delivered to Senior Citizens' Center on Thursday,
Sept. 19, from 3 to 5 p.m. and all day on Friday. Sept. 20. Benefits will be
used to pay for lettering on Meals on Wheels van.

A

Lions Candy Days Friday and Saturday
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Murray Lions Club will have its annual Candy Days on Friday and Saturday, Sept. 20 and 21. Members will be at various locations giving candy for
donations, according to Joe Venice, chairman of the Candy Days' promotion. Proceeds from the two-day event will be used for Sight Conservation in
Calloway County and Kentucky. Venice urges the public to support the
Lions Club in this annual endeavor.

Singles' events planned
The Singles Organizational Society has events planned for Saturday and
Sunday, Sept. 21 and 22. The group will meet at 5:30 p.m. Saturday at
Chamber of Commerce building to go to David (Mutt's) home in Mayfield for
a Mexican dinner. The cost will be $1 per person and each should bring a
dish to share. On Sunday the group will meet at 1 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building to go to Lake Hematite for a fall hike with Eddie as host.
Each should bring a sack lunch.. This is a nonprofit support and social group
for all single adults whether always single,.separated, divorced or widowed.
For more information call Pamela, 753-7638. or Jeanne, 753-0224.

MSU Women's Society plans event
Murray State University Women's Society will hold its annual fall salad
supper on Tuesday, Sept. 24, at 6.30 p.m. Al! Murray State University
women faculty, staff, wives, widows and retirees are invited to attend. The
supper will be held at the home of Molly Booth; therefore reservations would
be appreciated. They may be made by calling Rose Carpenter, 759-4556, or
Debbie Seay, 753-7727.

Wells reunion planned Saturday
304

Main Street
759-4073

Serving You Today,
Serving Your Children
Tomorrow.

The relatives and friends of Billy and Genie Lee Wells will have a reunion
on Saturday, Sept. 21, from 8 a m to 10 p.m at large pavilion at Kenlake
State Resort Park. Each group attending is asked to bring their own food,
but no meal will be Served as a group For more information call Frank
Wells, 759-9415.

Call reunion planned Sunday
The family of Salmon and Docket (Doc) Call will meet Sunday, Sept. 22,
at 1230 p.m for their annual family reunion at Farm Bureau Building, 406
North Poplar St., Paris, T.enn. All relatives and friends are invited to bring a
m
basket
pictures and information TrEirtaining to the Call family For
information call 1-901-642-5829

••••
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Stone wins honors
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JEFFREY J. WALKER
received practical work in military
leadership at the ROTC advanced
camp at Fort Lewis, Tacoma,
Wash.
The camp, attended by cadets
normally between their third and
fourth year of college, includes
instruction incompleti
comc
sur unications,
management and
ival training.
Successful
on of the
advanced camp and graduation
from college results in a commission as a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Army, Guard, or Reserve.
A 1982 graduate of Rcidland
High School., he is-a student at
Murray State University.
Walker is the son of Virginia J.
Walker, 1301 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, and Carroll D. Walker, Rt. 4,
Benton.
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Kailey Michelle Stone was named as second runner-up in her division
at the American's Most Beautiful Baby Pageant held at Kentuck%
Oaks Mall, Paducah. She is 141/2 months old and the daughter of
Kerry -and Sandra Stone.

CALEND
AR
(ConI'd from page 6)

Hospital report listed

Thursday, Sept. 19

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Sept.
17, have been released as follows:

First Baptist Church events
include Baraca Sunday School
Class dinner/6 p.m.

Newborn admissions
Fowler baby girl, parents, Tonya
and Christopher, Rt. 1, Box 16,
Symsonia;
Griffith baby girl, parents, Betty and
Bruce. Rt. 1, Box 387A, Wingo.
Dismissals
Mrs. Katrina Brinkley, 211 West
14th St., Benton; William Ahart, Rt. 1,
Box 126B, Alma; Billie Mayfield, West
View Nursing Home, Murray;
Mrs. Willie Turner, West View Nursing Home; Mrs. Hazel Hamm, Rt. 5,
Box 588, Murray; Mrs. Dona Holland,
Rt. 1, Box 262, Alma;
Mrs. Oleta Aurora Baucum, 735
Vine St., Murray; T.G. Shelton, 1709
Calloway, Murray; Mrs. Rosa Mae Norman, 1621 Farmer, Murray;
Hafford Smith, Rt. 4, Box 425. Murray; Mrs. Ola Starks, P.O. Box 11,
Hazel; Mrs. Jean Smith Kennedy,
1510 Cardinal, Murray;
Miss Jennifer Higgins, Rt. 1, Box
146E, Alma, Mrs. Johnna Smith, Rt. 3,
Box 80, Benton,
Mrs. Barbara Morton, 302 East 12th
St., Benton; Mrs. Dawn Marie Sahun
and baby boy, Rt. 6, Box 54, Murray.

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenville.
Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. ith officers/7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Murray Calloway County Camera Club/7 p.m./Annex of Callo-

Friday, Sept. 20
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Westside Senior Citizens of
Murray-Calloway County/1:30
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

Fourth International Shoebox
Sculpture Exhibition/Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU. Admission free.
Friday, Sept. 20
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2

Johnson s Yaks for AARP

LBL events include Camper's
Fair/Piney Campground; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC: National
Homecoming Wagon Train Trail
Ride/Wranglers Campground.
AA and Al-Anon at J.U. Kevil
Center, Mayfield/8 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
"Cinema Paradiso,"/Italian
film/7:30 p.m./Curris Center Theater, Murray State University.
Admission free.
Murray High School Tigers football game with Marshall
County/7:30 p.m./Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University.
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The Jackson Purchase Section of
the American Society for Quality
Control met Thursday, Sept. 12, at
Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
Tom Bauer. vice president of
mpufacturing at General Tire
Plant, Mayfield, was speaker. His
topic was "The Golden Rule."
Bauer has worked in several
locations in the United States and
has traveled to Germany affcl Japan
while working in the tire building
industry.

included in the price and a free
"Quality Cap" will be given to the
first 50 people to register on the
day of the conference.

The speaker said "the people of
the United States need to use the
guidelines of The Golden Rule in
their private lives as well as in
their professional lives. By doing
this the United States will once
again become the world leader in
the production of world-class quality of goods and services."
The next meeting JPS-ASQC
will be an all-day conference on
Tuesday, Oct. 1, at Curris Center.
Murray State University. "World
Class Quality" will be the theme of
the conference.
The morning session will be
telecast live from New York City
with featured speakers from Fortune magazine, I.B.M., B.M.W.
AG, JCPenney, and others.
The afternoon session will feature Berney Sledd of Plumley Co..
Paris, Tenn., and Bill Epley of Colonial Rubber, Dyersburg, Tenn.
Registration will be from 8 to 9
a.m. with the telecast to start at 9
a.m. The afternoon session will end
at 3 p.m.
The price for the conference will
be S60 at the door. -Lunch is

Hwy 68 Near 1-24 ExIt 16 • Revi'and

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

way County Public Library.
"Cinema Paradiso,"/7:30
p.m./Curris Center, Murray State
University. Admission free.
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For aLiddionai ,ntormaiion or
register. contact Steve Plumle.v
Plumles Co . Paris. Tenn . phone
-91); -6-12-55k2

SEE OUR BOOTH
AT THE KENTUCKY OAKS MALL HOME SI IOW
SEPT. 23 THRU SEPT. 29
We Sell The Best & Service The Rest

English's Sewing Machine Co.
y

1-800-599-USEW/8739) • 1-898-7301J

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR
ORDERED
Fast, Accurate Prescriptions
•15 Cash Discount
on Prescriptions
-Free City-wide Delvery -

-PCS-Medimet-BC BSPad State Aid
-Medical Claims Service

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4 St.

753-1462

ALL WALLPAPER BOOKS

25010 OFF

Exterior Stains
00
$3 Off Gal.

Athl Am/
306 Main St.

759-4979

elcome to The Gallery

Home of the ultimate in custom framing.
We will gladly assist you in choosing the
right frame and matting. Bring your own art, photos,
memorbilia or choose from our large selection of
originals, limited editions or decor art.

Looking for a gift? You've come to the right place.
Beautiful sculptures, photo frames and silk plants will
enhance any home or office.
The

Let The Gallery be your
personal gift & frame
specialist.

ALLERYil
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5 p.m.
759-1019
301 N. 12th St. University Square
&dem
lISA
minow_

Calloway County High School
Lakers football game at Lone
Oak/7:30 p.m.; CCHS Soccer at
Owensboro Appollo/5 p.m.
Senior Adult Fellowship/First
United Methodist Church/5 p.m. to
go to Clarksville, Tenn.
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rig and
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will be

day

James L. Johnson, standing right, as the featured speaker at the
August meeting of the Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American
Association of Retired Persons at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn. Johnson presented his address, "Hello Rainey...Hello Rainey," which he
presented to the annual convention of the Kentucky Broadcasters
Association in Louimille on May 18, 1961. Johnson, former executhe
secretary of Murray Chamber of Commerce, has done extensi%e
research concerning Nathan B. Stubblefield as being the inlentor of
radio. He was introduced by Verlene Ezell, chapter president, center.
At left is Ann Page, chapter treasurer. Ruth Banker was recognized
as a new member. Margaret Cmitt acted as secretary. The chapter
will meet Tuesday, Sept. 24, at 12 noon at Majestic Royale, Holiday
Inn. All interested persons are welcome to attend, Ezell said.
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
k. Nth

ruck r CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

Introducing Delta Pride
Farm Raised Catfish
,
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'
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announce that Lisa
Chaney,
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2 Pc. Dinner

$3.99

Slaw, hushpuppies, white beans
& choice of potato.

3 Pc. Dinner

$4.99

Slaw, hushpuppies, white beans
& choice of potato.

tober 12, 1991.

,eunion
enlake
n food.

Frank

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO

*tutu *eau

753-2571

Open 4 p.m. • Hwy. 641N. • 753-4141

l'Iwst nut St.

Seven Seas has been fated as one of the best fish & seafood restaurant in
West Ky. by the Mobile Travel Guide.

)pt. 22,
1g, 406
bring a
ly For
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Bauer speaks at JPS-ASQC event

MAJOR ALLEN CUNNINGHAM is serving with the 711
Trans. Group of the. U.S. Army in
Saudi Arabia. He is with the
Reserve Guard at Louisville.
The son of Guy and June Cunningham, he has two children, Kayla, 7, and Chris, 14, now residing
at Rt. 3, Benton.
Major Cunningham would appreciate receiving cards and letters.
His address is Major Allen Cunningham 401-807-292, 711 Trans.
Group, APO-AE-09808. Regular
postage is all that is necessary.
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Friday Night Football

Braves bounce back with win

MURRAY vs. Marshall County
(at Stewart Stadium)
RADIO: WNBS (1340)
RECORDS: Murray 3-0, Marshall County 2-1.
LAST WEEK: Murray defeated Fulton County, 24-14. Marshall
defeated Davisess County 20-7.
TIGER KEY: Must capitalize offensively. Tigers must slow down
Marshall's triple-option running game.

CALLOWAY at Lone Oak
RADIO: WS.IP (1130)
RECORDS: Calloway 0-3, Lone Oak 2-1.
LAST WEEK: Calloway lost to Hopkinsville 35-8. Lone Oak fell
to Heath 28-0.
LAKER KEY: Must show improvement in run-and-shoot
offense, and shut down Lone Oak quarterback Greg Shelton.

Tigers hope to keep rolling;
Lakers want to end streak

By The Associated Press
The Braves couldn't have put
this one away much earlier.
Atlanta, in danger of falling 11
/
2
games behind Los Angeles, got hits
from seven of its first eight batters
Wednesday night, scoring five runs
in the first inning. That was enough
for Tom Glavine, who became the
first 19-game winner in the majors,
leading the Braves to a 6-4 victory
over the San Diego Padres.
"It's a big win, with everything
that's happened the last few games
and the pennant race," Glavine
said. "This took a little pressure
off."
Atlanta had blown a 11
/
2 -game
lead over the Dodgers in the NL
West. This time, they kept pace,
remaining a half-game out as Los
Angeles beat Houston 5-4 on the
West Coast.
The Braves were fired up,
"probably because of the two
games we lost in San Francisco,"

Murray Lodger I Times Sports Editor

Marray High hopes to keep rolling along, while Calloway County
hopes to put an end to a skid when the two schools return to football
action Friday night.
The Tigers are off to a 3-0 start, and will try to keep their momentum
in tact when they face Marshall County at Murray State's Stewart
Stadium.
The Lakers are off to an 0-3 start, and will travel to Lone Oak, where
they will try to end their losing skid.
• • •
CALLOWAY
The Lakers travel to Lone Oak trying to get their run-and-shoot in gear.
"We just couldn't play pitch and catch last week;" Laker coach Tony
Franklin said. "And that makes it very difficult in the run-and-shoot."
Franklin says he feels the Lakers will make a lot of improvement from
last week's loss to Hopkinsville — where a salty Tiger defense led to a
35-8.
"We've had a real good week of practice," Franklin said. "I'll be very
surprised if we don't play better."
Franklin also pointed out that Hopkinsville has a pretty good football
team.
"A lot of times the quality of competition really matters," Franklin said.
"Houston scored a lot of points against Louisiana Tech, but their run-and-.
shoot didn't work too well against Miami."
On defense, the Lakers will have to contain Lone Oak's senior quarterback Greg Shelton. As a sophomore, Shelton rushed for four touchdowns
against the Lakers, but last year the Lakers kept him in check:
"He's even better this year," Franklin said. "He is the main threat
because he can break it long any time. You can shut him down for eight
or nine plays, and then he is gone. We've got to keep him in check."
• • • •
MURRAY
The Tigers, after defeating two Class A schools and a Class AA squad,
will face the 4A Marshals.
"We're off to a good start, but each week the competition is getting
tougher," Tiger coach Rick Fisher said. "And Marshall County is definitely the toughest yet."
The Tigers have scored 24 points in each of the last two games, but
Fisher wants more production out of the offense.
"We've really been struggling," Fisher said. "We've put 24 points on
the board in the last two ballgames, and we're pleased with that, but
we've hurt ourselves too many times. Anytime you lose a player like
Gary Sims, it's hurts, but Sean Stogner and Rusty Thomas did a great job
in his place last week."
But Fisher wants the Tigers to quit making mistakes that stop Murray
(Cont'd on page 9)

Staff Reports
Murray Lodger I Times Sports

The Murray State Racer volleyball team opened its 1991 Ohio
Valley Conference slate with a
convincing win over Tennessee
State.
The Racers defeated TSU 15-5,
15-12, 15-10 to improve to 3-7
overall.
Jill Doty led the way for Murray
with 11 kills, while Jill Doty and
Tammy Elder had four serving aces
each. Renee Bailey had 13 digs
while Roseanne Brown had seven
block.
"Tennessee State will do some
unorthdoxed things and I told our
girls to be ready for anything. With
so many young players on our
team, it's important that we learn
all we can about these teams,
because we're going to see them
again," Racer coach Oscar Segovia
said.
CROSS COUNTRY
If the weather cooperates Saturday at the sixth annual Western
Kentucky University Hall of Fame
Invitational, the Murray State
men's and women's cross country
team will be looking for much
improvement.
In the Racers' season opener last
weekend and the Lady Racers'
opener Sept. 7, the hot weather
affected both teams and has played
a factor in practing everyday.
"I think all the girls have
improved considering the weather
and how hot it has been," said
Lady Racer cross county coach
Margaret Simmons.

and

FREE plus $1.00 OFF

20% discount

your next hand tool
purchase for each pointy
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'fziacx carry exceed 50% of purchase.

NAPA
SILVERLINE6
SPRAY
PAINT

HEAVY DUTY
INDUSTRIAL

FLASHLIGHT

$6"
D CELL
EVERREADY
BATTERY
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FAST DRY
SPRAY PAINT

YOUR CHOICE

Tough, high density, heat
stabilized polypropylene case
2 D Cell with magnet
#770-2353 BALKAMP

INAPAI
Imvo

RACER FOOTBALL

You also will be eligible to register for a free drawing for
a Tool Set. For complete details see your NAPA Store.

Expires 10-31-91

Attractive NAPA
blue color,
3 drawers
plus bulk storage
compartments,
unit can be secured with locking bar and
Hasp/Staple.
.#68-322B

'a

1-1/2 volts. Card/2
#770-2450 Alkaline
#770-2455
Super heavy duty

s1"

Spray Cans(11 oz.)
/601 Gloss Black
/602 Flat Bixk
/603 Gloss White
/604 Flat Mite
1605 Almond
/606 Gray
•
/607 Blue
/608 Green
/609 Red
/610 Yellow
i611 Orange
/612 Brown
/613 Silver
1616 Caterpillar
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/617 L.H Red
1618 J.0 Yellow
1619 Ford Ferguson
Gray
/620 Ford Diesel Blue
0621 AC Orange

1622 -I D -Green
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(Engine
lE27 Ford Blue
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/630 Universal Red
(Engine)
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Murray Auto Parts
1300 N 12th

Mark Lucas (left), president of the Calloway County soccer foundation, is presented a check for $500 by Steve Norwood (right) of
Kiwannis. The check is the first of many donations to the Calloway
County soccer program. With Lucas and Horwood is Calloway County superintendent Dr. Jack Rose.

KILL A BUCK
and get a NAPA
Hunter's Orange Cap

NAPA TOOL
CENTER

The meet will be held at Bowl- ty are also entered.
We're looking for everyoritio
ing Green's Keriakes Park with the
move
up," said Racer cotan
St
women's race starting at 10 a.m.,
Narewski,
finished
whose
team
followed by the men's run at
approximately 10:45 a.m. The fourth last week in an eight-team
women's run is scheduled for 1.3 meet at the University of Mississipmiles while the men run five miles. pi. Junior Chris Barrigar of JackAlso competing in the meet will sonville, Fla. led the Racers with a
third-place finish.
be the Universitiy of Georgia and
Another week's work, then we
the University of Kentucky, two will
realize some of our goals,"
Southeastern Conference teams that
Narewski
said.
participated in the NCAA ChampRacers last ran Sept. 7
The
Lady
ionship meet last year. Defending
Illinois, competing
Southern
at
Ohio Valley Conference champion
against Southern Illinois, Kansas
Eastern Kentucky University and
Southeast Missouri State Universi- and Eastern Illinois. Junior Rebec(Cont'd on page 9)

• • • •

FREE
Tool Catalog

with this coupon,
during our sale.

single, Greg Olson hit an RBI double and Rafael Belliard hit a tworun single.
'"I was feeling good, but they
were swinging at everything and
hitting the good pitches 1 made,"
Bones said. "They weren't hitting
the ball hard, but they were putting
it in play. They found the right
spot. There's nothing I could do
about that."
Glavine (19-10) allowed three
At Dodger Stadium, Mike Sharhits in the first seven innings, then person hit a go-ahead single in the
allowed two runs and four hits in seventh inning off Rob Mallicoat
the eighth. Alejandro Pena got (0-1) and Eddie Murray hit a twoBenito Santiago on an inning- run homer.
ending groundout and finished for
Mike Morgan (13-9) won his
his ninth save.
third consecutive decision and
matched his career high for victoIn other games, Chicago beat ries, allowing three runs and seven
New York 4-1, Pittsburgh beat St. hits in seven innings.
Louis 6-5, Philadelphia beat MonRoger McDowell gave up an
treal 1-0 and San Francisco beat RBI single in the ninth to Casey
Cincinnati 7-2.
Candaele before Steve Wilson got
Ricky Bones (4-4) was hit hard Rafael Ramirez to hit into a gamein the first inning as Terry Pendle- ending double play. It was Wilton bounced into a run-scoring son's second save this season and
double play, Sid Bream hit an RBI second in two nights.

Racers open OVC with victory

By DAVID RAMEY

on tools

said Lonnie Smith, who singlod on
the first pitch of both the first and
second innings. "We didn't think
we played that badly, but the guys
came out a little hungry. Plus we
didn't have to deal with the cold
and wind of San Francisco. No one
likes playing games in cold weather. It's nice to get back to nice
weather."

753-4424

Murray State vs. Eastern Illinois
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium

MSU Students
You can win a 25" color TV with remote control simply by
attending the game, courtesy of
SUPERAMERICA and Pepsi

Athletic Ticket Office

762-4895
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Sports Writer
Dave O'HARA
Associated Press

Boston staying
alive in East
BOSTON (AP) — Five weeks
ago, disgruntled Boston Red Sox
fans staged a mock funefal
procession around Fenway Park.
It was too early — the Red Sox are back in the AL East
race.
With 21
/
2 weeks left in the
season, the Red Sox are very
much alive and in hot pursuit
of first-place Toronto in the AL
East race.
The funeral parade, sponsored
by a local radio station, was
held after the Red Sox were
swept in a three-game series in
1 2 games
Kansas City, falling 11/
behind the Blue Jays and five
behind second-place Detroit.
"It wasn't too enjoyable hearing of the funeral parade while
we were on the road," second
baseman Jody Reed said. "We
weren't going to give up in
August.'
The Red Sox took a 50-57
record into Toronto on Aug. 9,
and won four from the Blue
Jays, their first four-game series
sweep there since 1981.
And, after Tuesday night's
4-3 comeback victory over Baltimore, the Red Sox were 28-10
since the phony cortege motored
around an empty Fenway Park.
That got them within 21
/
2
games of the Blue Jays, heading
into the series finale with Baltimore on Wednesday night. And,
while Toronto finishes the
season against West Division
clubs, the Red Sox play 10 of
their last 17 games at home,
where they have a 39-32 record
despite a nine-game home losing
streak in midseason.
"We've never given up,
we've never quit and we're still
busting our guts," said Reed,
who has lifted his average from
.250 to .278 in the surge. "I
feel our club is rising to the
occasion. If we fall off the
wave, we'll go down because
we don't have any more time
-left."
"I think we're looking pretty
good," said relief ace' Jeff
Reardon, who recorded his 40th
save Tuesday night to join Dennis Eckersley as the only
pitchers with three 40-save
seasons.
Wade Boggs, battling for a
sixth AL batting championship,
agrees the Red Sox have
showed their true character in
coming from far back, but also
credits the Mariners, who beat
Toronto four straight times,
twice in extra innings early this
week, after losing four straight
in Boston Sept. 5-8.
"Seattle has been good to
us," Boggs said.
The Red Sox have done
things the hard way in a late
drive for their fourth division
championship in six years. They
have a 21-17 record in one-run
games, but have won their last
eight and 10 of 11. They're
also 7-1 in games decided in
the last at-bat since Aug. 13.
The Red Sox have had some
breaks, but also have taken
some harsh hits along the way.
The breaks included Luis Rivera, 0-for-15 and hitting .250,
drawing a bases-loaded ticbreaking walk in a 5-4 victory
in New York Sunday night.
And Jack Clark, a right-handed
power slugger, got a gamedeciding home run on a windblown opposite field fly ball
that drifted into the seats just
beyond the foul pole 302 feet
from home plate.
On the minus side, the Red
Sox lost two-thirds of their
starting outfield, possibly for the
season, early this week. Center
fielder Ellis Burks will be
sidelined at least one week with
a bulging herniated disc in his
lower back.
And left fielder Mike Greenwell, batting .303 and leading
the team with 83 RBIs, went
down in a freak mishap Tuesday night. Greenwelt, often
criticicized for risking injury by
sliding into first, stumbled and
fell after crossing the bag on a
grounder to the first baseman.
Helped from the field, Greenwell sustained a pulled groin
muscle and a possible torn cartilage in his right knee.
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Pirates add to down payment in NL East

FOOTBALL
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NEW YORK — Buffalo Bills running back Thurman Thomas, who had 13
receptions for 112 yards and added 62 yards on 11 carries in a 23-20 victory over the New York Jets on Sunday, was named AFC offensive player of
the week for the second time this season. Denver safety Steve Atwater was
named AFC defensive player of the week. He had an interception, recovered a fumble and made six tackles In the Broncos' 16-10 victory over
Seattle.
Minnesota wide receiver Anthony Carter was named NFC offensive player of the week and defensive linemen Bryce Paup of Green Bay and Clyde
Simmons of Philadelphia shared NFC defensive honors. Carter had three
receptions for 71 yards and added 41 yards on two carries in the Vikings'
17-14 victory over San Francisco. Paup and Simmons each recorded 44
sacks — Paup in Green Bay's 15-13 victory over Tampa Bay and Simmons
in Philadelphia's 24-0 victory over Dallas.
BOSTON — New England Patriots owner Victor Kiam has three weeks to
come up with $38 million to pay off partner Fran Murray or else lose control
and eventually ownership of the NFL franchise. If Kiam cannot produce the
money, Murray will run the team with the help of the league for 120 days,
during which time it would be sold. Under terms of their ownership contract,
Kiam agreed to pay Murray $38 million by Oct. 10 if Murray asked for it.
Murray is interested in becoming part of the ownership of a possible expansion franchise.
FOXBORO, Mass. — The New England Patriots traded linebacker Jesse
Solomon, acquired Monday in a trade with Dallas, to the Tampa Bay Buccaneers for a fifth-round pick in 1992. The Buccaneers were prevented from
dealing directly with the Cowboys, who acquired a sixth-round pick in the
1992 draft for Solomon, because of a clause in the 1992 trade that sent
Herschel Walker to Minnesota. The clause prevented the Cowboys from
trading any of the five players they received from Minnesota to an NFC Central team.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — The NCAA placed Tennessee on two years probation for rules violations. It charged the program with six violations of its
recruiting rules in a letter to school president Joe Johnson in April. The
NCAA said in its decision that Tennessee had fired the assistant coach
responsible for most of the violations and has left his job unfiHed. The NCAA
also said the school was reducing its scholarships by 10 for the next two
seasons, a decision made by the. university after its internal investigation.
The violations included improper recruiting activities by assistant coach Jack
Sells. The NCAA also charged that Sells tried to cover up his actions by
lying to an NCAA investigator in December.

BASEBALL
NEW YORK — The Los Angeles Dodgers won a coin toss with the Atlanta Braves to determine the site of a National League West tiebreaker game.
If the division is tied at the end of the regular season on Oct. 6, a playoff
game would be held the next day at Dodger Stadium. The coin toss was
held in NL president Bill White's office with general managers Fred Claire of
Los Angeles and John Schuerholz of Atlanta participating by phone.
BOSTON — Cal Ripken of the Baltimore Orioles became the fourth
shortstop in major league history to hit 30 homers in a season, joining Ernie
Banks, Rico Petrocelli and Vern Stephens. Ripken homered off Boston's
Mark Gardiner in,the sixth inning of the Red Sox's 7-5 victory.
CLEVELAND — Rick Bay, the athletic director at the University of Minnesota, will succeed retiring Hank Peters as president of the Cleveland
Indians. Bay will become executive vice president of the club Oct. 1, then
become president when the 67-year-old Peters retires Jan. 1.
SAN DIEGO — San Diego Padres right fielder Tony Gwynn underwent
arthroscopic surgery to repair cartilage damage in his left knee, team Dr.
Jan Fronek said. He said Gwynn was expected to miss the rest of the
•season.

TENNIS
FRANKFURT, Germany — A German newspaper reported that Boris
Becker has a career-threatening back ailment. However, an ATP Tour official claims the world's second-ranked player is healthy and preparing to
resume competition. Bedter's manager, Ion Tiriac, told the newspaper Bild
that Becker has been unable to walk normally since the U.S. Open, ATP
Tour spokesman Richard Evans said Becker has been practicing in Monaco
with his coach, Tomas Smid. Evans said Bpcker planned to play tournaments in Sydney, Australia; Tokyo; Stockholm, Sweden, and Paris in a fiveweek span starting Sept. 30,
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NEW YORK — Robert Helmick resigned after seven years as president of
the U.S. Olympic Committee in order to end a controversy concerning possible conflict of interest. The resignation is effective immediately. Helmick has
been at the center of controversy since reports that he earned at least
$127,000 in 1990 as a consultant for several sports companies with ties to
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the Olympics. Helmick is also a member of the International Olympic C
mittee Executive Board.
BERLIN — Five decades after their annexation by the Soviet Union, the
Baltic republics of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia were welcomed back into
the Olympic movement and invited to compete in the 1992 Winter and Summer names.

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Pittsburgh doesn't own the NL East title yet,
but the Pirates have made a serious down payment.
Pittsburgh took an 11% -game lead in the division Wednesday night
with a 6-5 victory over the second-place St. Louis Cardinals.
The Pirates rallied from a five-run deficit to a 5-5 tie before Cecil
Espy's ninth-inning sacrifice fly scored Orlando Merced with the winning
run. It was Pittsburgh's 16th win in the final at-bat.
Even in the happiness of a comeback victory, manager Jim Leyland
preached caution, saying, "We haven't won anything yet. I'm not going
to sit here like a fool and tell you we have a tough road ahead of us."
That breather could be less than a week away for the Pirates. At 88-58,
Pittsburgh has the best record in the major leagues. The lead over the
Cardinals is the largest among the four divisions, and the largest for a
Pirates team since Sept 21, 1971.
"I realize when you have the kind of lead we do at this point in the
season, it puts you in pretty good shape. We can't rest until it's
clinched," Leyland said.
•
The Pirates also appear confident enough to overcome major obstacles
like Wednesday's five-run deficit.
"It's never over until the last man is out," Merced said. "We've been
doing that all year. No matter how many runs we're back, we take what
we can and grab what we can at any one time."
In the first, Ozzie Smith and Pedro Guerrero singled around Todd
Zeile's double and Bob Walk's wild pitch. Milt Thompson led off the
second with a double, ending an 0-for-19 streak, and scored on Geronimo
Pena's single.
•
Si Louis Made it 5-0 in the fourth on Torn Pagnozzi's RBI single and

SCOREBOARD

Racers open...
(Cont'd from page 8)
ca Mizener of Downers Gove, Ill.
led the Lady Racers with a
seventh-place finish.
• • • •

TENNIS
The Murray State Lady Racer
tennis team begins its fall season
Friday and Saturday at the University of Evansville.
The Lady Racers will play
Evansville Friday at 3 p.m. and
then face Indiana Sat at 9 a.m.
and the U
ity of Louisville at

2 p.m. Saturday.
"It's going to be a tough
weekend, but hopefully a good
one," said first-year head coach
Staci Whaley-McIntosh.
The Lady Racers return seven
players off last year's team which
finished third in the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament.
"We want to play the tough
schools and get a lot of experience.
Our main goal is to get matchtough so it will pay off at the end."
McIntosh said.

Tigers hope to keep...
(Cont'd from page 8)
from putting more points on the scoreboard.
"Nobody else has stopped us, we've stopped ourselves," Fisher said.
"We just haven't put it all together yet."
They have put it together on defense, where they are surrendering just
one score a game.
"All the credit goes to our defensive coaches for that," Fisher said.
"Gary Crum and Tony Boone have put together some great packages for
our kids to work out of. And the kids really like to play defense. They
like being agressive. We don't have a problem with that at all."
Marshall County starts a sophomore quarterback in place of senior
Brandon Davis, and though the Marshals are a Class 4A school. MCHS
coach Jim Shelton is just operating with 35 players.
"Anytime you lose your quarterback it hurts," Shelton said. "And
we've lost a starting guard and defenisive tackle. With just 35 players,
when two kids are out it's like losing four."
And Shelton doesn't think the 4A-A factor makes a difference.
"It doesn't make any difference," Shelton said. "Murray's got a real
good team, we play Heath later who has a good ballclub. Look at someone like Mayfield, who is 2A, and can play with anyone in the state.
We've got a good rivalry with Murray High in all sports, and this game
just makes sense for us. We want to glay local schools."

Blue Jays finally find way to beat M's
By The Associated Press
Toronto finally found the secret
to beating Seattle: Play 12 innings.
After losing two consecutive
games at the Kingdome in 11
innings, the Blue Jays survived
blowing the lead twice to 'beat the
Mariners 5-3 Wednesday night in
12.
The victory kept Toronto 2%
,--games ahead of Boston in the AL
East. The surging Red Sox defeated
Baltimore 7-5 at Fenway Park.
Seattle tied the score 1-1 in the
eighth and rallied for two runs in
the llth after Toronto took the lead
in the top of the inning on Greg
Myers' two-run double.
"It's definitely nice to win one
like that, but it takes a lot out of
your offense when you're not able
to hold a lead," Toronto interim
manager Gene Tenace said.
In the 12th inning, Roberto Alomar doubled off Scott Bankhead
(2-6) and Joe Carter walked. Kelly
Gruber then singled to score Alomar and move Carter to third. Rookie Derek Bell followed with an
RBI single.
Duane Ward (7-5) got the victory, getting two outs in the 11th
inning, and Jim Acker finished for
his first save.
It was a much-needed win for
the Blue Jays, but hardly a confidence booster. Relief ace Tom
Henke blew save opportunities to
7 Years Experience

HAW INS
ROOFING
/Sew or Remit
FREE ESTIMATES
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Rt. 1, Box 126A
Ham!, Ky

(502) 492-8368

the Mariners in the previous two
games.
"Our bullpen has to pitch better
than it did in this series," Gruber
added. "Over the course of this
series, we had a number of goahead runs but we weren't able to
hold them. We're too good a bullpen not to hold them."
Meanwhile, the Red Sox are
starting to believe.
"We're starting to show some
magic," Boston utilityman Steve
Lyons said. "Toronto has to be
looking over their shoulders and
seeing us charging."
The Red Sox took a 5-0 lead in
the first three innings against Dave
Johnson (4-6), but Mike Gardiner
(9-7) couldn't get through the
sixth. He got the victory with relief
help from Dan Petty, Tony Fossas
and Greg Harris.
"It's kind of fun right now,"
said reliever Greg Harris, who

picked up his second save. "Every- club," said Baltimore's Cal Ripkbody is helping each other. .4n, who became only the fourth
Tonight, I was able to help Jeff thortstop in major league history to
Reardon, give him some extra rest. hit 30 homers in a season.
With the break in the schedule, "They're playing well now and I
he'll have two days of rest before think they have a good chance to
the weekend series with the win it."
Yankees."
Elsewhere in the AL it was KanJack Clark, who walked and sas City 10, Minnesota 4; Chicago
scored twice in his first two plate 6, Oakland 0; Cleveland 3, Detroit
appearances, gave Boston a 6-2 2; and New York 2, Milwaukee 1
margin by leading off the fifth in 10 innings. California at Texas
against rookie Anthony Telford was postponed by rain.
with a line drive into the bleachers
The Twins' lead in the AL West
in center for his 24th homer.
has been sliced to six games by the
"The Red Sox have a solid White Sox.

•
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"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois
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Jane Rogers 753-9627
BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Toronto
82 85
558 —
Beam
79 67
541 2A
75 70
Detroit
517 6
lAliasuluse
69 75
479 ll'A
New York
62 83
426 19
Bellmore
61
85
416 20%
Cleveland
49 95
340 314
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
liAnnasota
87 60
502
Chicago
81 66
551 6
Texas
76 67
531 9
Oakland
76 70
521 10,/,
Kansas City
74 71
510 12
Seattle
74 71
510 12
Cellar."
72 72
500 13'A
Tuesday's Games
tAlwauluse 2. New York 0
Cleveland 3. Detroit 1
Boston 4. Baelmore 3
Cnago 1, Oskiand 0
Kansas City 4, thrinesata 2
California 7, Texas 2
Seattle 5. Toronto 4, 11 innings
Wednesday'. Games
Kansas City 10. /Annesola 4
Boston 7. Baltimore
New Thrli 2, Milwaukee 1. 10 inrings
Cleveland 3. Detroit 2
Chicago 6. Oakland 0
California at Texas. ppd. rain
Toronto 5. Seattle 3. 12 Innings
Thursday's Games
California (Finley 174 and J.Abbol1 16-9) at Texas
(Ryan 10-6 and Brown 9-10). 2, 505 p.m
Kansas City (AWN 11-9) 81 Seattle (KrUegikr
IPA 905 p.m.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New Yon (Sanderson 15-9) at Beaton (Clemens
16-8). 615 pm.
Baltimore iMilacat 9-8) at Cleveland (Otto 1-61
6.35 pm
Migraullies IP/seac 1•71 at Detroit (Tanana 11-11).
6-35 pm
Califorria (Langston 17-7) at Chicago (Fernandez
9-12), 705 pm
Team (Boyd 2-61 it .kirle06016 (Neap. 0-01. 706
P.m
Toronto (Stonternyre 13-8) at Oak•ncl (Welch
11.12), 935 pm.
Kansas City (8oddicker 11.12) at Sean. it/slum
12-10), 9-35 p m
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Esal Division
W L
Pct.
GB
prdisburgh
88 58
603
Si Lous
76 69
524 11',4
Chic rork
71
75
486 17
ahis
70 76
479 18
Phis:190w
473 19
69 77
MoMreal
64 81
441 21
West Division
W L
Pct.
GB
LOS Anginas
571'
63
84
Atlanta
83 63
568
San Diego
74 73
503 10
Cincinnati
70 76
479
San Francisco
68 78
466
Hanson
59 87
*04 24'n
Tuesday's Games
Montreal 5. New York 4, 1st gains
New York 3, Montreal 2. 2nd game
Pfsladelphis 4. St. LOUIS 2
PeNburgh 9, Chicago 2
Houston 3. San Diego 0
San Franasco 3, Atlanta 2
Los Argo.. 5, Cinannas 3
Wednesday's Goatee
Chicago 1. New York 1
Phitadelphta 1, Montreal C
Pittsburgh 6. St Louis 5

Atlanta 5, San Diego 4
San Franosco 7 Cinonnes
Los Angeles S. Houston
Thursday's Games
Cinannan (Myers 6-'21 at San F•anosco -terao a
0-1) 235 pm
HOuillon iPortugal 10-8) at Los Angikee (Gi,ss
9-101 3 05 p m
Montreal Barnes 4-6, al Pniadet.
a Asno.
,
635 pm
St Lass °bares 9.5) at Pinstairgn 'Srm.ey +8
6 35 p m
Chicago (Boskie 4-81 at Na. York Cone '2 •
640 pm
Atlanta iSmoitz 12.13) at San Dego Benes
13-10). 905 pm
Friday's Games
Chicago (Sutcliffe 5-4! at Mornma. Dafdner 3
6 35 p rn
Phiadelphia (Greene 11 ,71 at P rsoLrg.
8-61 635 pm
St Loss (Cotrrier 3-33 at New Yon Scna/h.
3-4). 640 pm.
Cincinnati (Rip 14-4141 -lo.ston Bows,4 4 rn
San Francisco (Burkett 10-10' at San kc mason 6-121 905 pin
Atlanta (Avery 16-8) at Los Angeles Be
•
935 pm
STATS
Since prang Pittiburgh on Aug 8 *Waver rIogiy
Meson has inherited 18 runners and ,nlv ova 'as
scored
STREAKS
kennels= catcher .Amor Ortiz mid. Ns erst error
a 237 games in the Trans roes on weenesear •-e
Kansas City Royals
SWINGS
MAIIIISOU'll Scott Erickson '8-7) s 6-5 ret. a
g arrea* (MOW
t75 ERA since Ns 129ame at nni,
Jig* 29 HO Milli I ptcred weil since elbow soleness
forced Nm to spend IMMO on he daabied IS

College Football
me Top Tommy Five smarm ,n tne Aiwooared
Prom 1901 colter tootml tel with first-place votes
N paminness. records through Sept 14. totat points
based on 25 points for a knit-piece vote trougn one
point for a 251h- place vote. and previous emi, ng
Record Pis P., s
1 Ronda St 3471
2 Wen (81
2-034
1 :4
3::
2-0-0 '329 3.
1-0-0 1 270 A
116
;
5
43
9. oitTWMCFNot 4ibrolo nroi:mastichigaiarnsT:sonanomagi°n1:1,61(n1)(1)
2-0-0 1,250 6
:
:
2
1-.0.
4
0-43
-4 .00
02 '')'8
.8586
041D2
99
07
6814 ,
1:
,
984
12
13
14
15
16.

PM, St

2-1-0

715 5

Autkim
Baybr
Texas A8M
Ohio St
Tee'

2-"
2-0-0
638
711 23
5
1-0-0
611 20
2-0-0
526 19
491 1'
1-1-0
404
365 ,2
2-0-0
1-14
22
111 7, Colorado
S
1-1-0
3-0-0
350 24
2
20
1 Pittori
Hou rg5
1-1-0
336 10
22 Southern Cal
1-1-0
309 —
23 Mississippi St
302 25
3-0-0
2
254 C
Gaktania
'19 —
2-0-0
Georgia
116 —
2-0-0
Other receiving vote' North Caroina 91. Oregon
71, Alabama 67. UCLA 66. Texas 41. N Carolina St
29 Au t FOICIA 16 Michigan St 12, Cent Monger,
%emission 6 Crean° St 4 San Diego St A Kansas
3. Missoun 3 kinnesota 2
.

Jane Rogers Insurance
303 N. 12th (Next To Center 21) 753-9627
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Bryn Smith's run-scoring groundout.
Mike LaValliere had an RBI double and Jose Lind drove in another rur
with a single in the fourth to start the Pittsburgh comeback.
The Pirates tied it an inning later against Bryn Smith. Bobby Bonilla
tripled, Barry Bonds singled and Steve Buechele hit a two-run hOmer, his
second since being acquired in a trade from the Texas Ranger; Aug. 30.
In the eighth. Pirates reliever Roger Mason came in with the ..ases
h
loaded and two outs to face pinch-hitter Gerald Perry. Perry hit a hard
grounder up the middle, but Mason grabbed the ball backhanded and
threw to first to end the threat.
"I thought the ball was through and headed for center field,- Perry
said. "That's why you're in first place, because you're a good team and
sometimes you're lucky."
Mason said. "I swung at it and I felt it hit my glove. I knew then I had
it.
Since joining the Pirates Aug. 8, Mason has inherited 18 runners and
only one has scored. With seVeral extra pitchers. Leyland must decide
who'll be on playoff roster.
'I try not to think about that because it's really out of my hands:' said
Mason (3-0). "I'm just along for the ride."
With one out in the ninth, Merced walked and moved to third on Jay
Bell's single off Willie Fraser (3-2). Espy lifted a fly ball to left field and
Thompson drifted back to catch it.
"Once Milt had to move back, I was going," said Merced. a part-time
outfielder. "It's hard to move back and then get yourself set to olrt,
.e
forward and throw. Still, he made a good throw."
Thompson's throw was on target but hit Merced in the hack
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Floyd Board says replace workers, call off school

Constitution proclamation

PR8TONSBURG, Ky. (AP) —
The spokesman for striking Floyd
County school workers says he's
not concerned about the school
board's decision to replace employees who don't return to work on
Monday.
"I've got no worries about what
they said in there tonight," Neal
Clevenger, who has driven a bus
fol. the county for 14 years, said
Wednesday night. "I make $459.43
a month."
The Floyd County Board of Education also voted 5-0 Wednesday to
have a lawyer seek a court order
forcing the strikers back to work.
Meanwhile, Superintendent Ron
Hager complied with the board's
wishes and canceled classes for the
Calloway County Judge Executive George H. Weaks and Mrs. William Gregary, vice regent of the Captain Wendell Oury chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution signed a proclamation Tuesday designating Sept. 17 to 23 as Constitution Week.

Buckle Up

A\rp-t,& tQA_Q e,A),4?"-w\s

rest of the week.
Board member Eddie Billips
asked Hager - and Transportation
Director Earl Ousley to contact
each of the 74 bus drivers today
and determine which needed to be
replaced. But Ousley said he had
only 25 calls applying for jobs, and
only nine of those had passed a
records check with the Kentucky
State Police.
Billips also told Ousley to devise
a time-delay plan by Friday that
would allow bus drivers to make
several runs to pick up all the
children.
The /county's bus drivers, cooks,
clerks and janitors announced their
strike last Thursday when the board
refused to discuss allowing the

Boysen says actions limited by law
Boysen noted that only three of
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — State
Education Commissioner Thomas Kentucky's 176 school districts are
Boysen said the law limits his suffering from labor turmoil. "I
actions in regard to strikes or think the system is working pretty
threats of strikes in school districts. well," he said.
He also said he was "closing
Appearing on the statewide syndicated radio program "Primeline" in" on two or three school districts
Wednesday, Boysen said he is lim- -that historically have been plagued
ited to arbitrating and facilitating with problems, but he didn't name
to get strikes resolved. He said he them. He said he-thought disciplincannot compel anyone to take his ary action from his office and the
state school hoard was imminent.
recommendations.

Teamsters union to be their collective bargaining agent. At Wednesday's meeting, the board refused to
budge on the issue, despite a surprise appeal from Hager.
The strike closed schools Friday,
but classes were held Monday
through Wednesday. However, the
resulting high absenteeism —
which averaged more than 50 percent — has cost the county more
than $207,000 in state aid based on

attendance.
The meeting drew more than 100
people, and the crowd spilled out
into the hallway from the packed
board room. Many of the drivers
wore T-shirts that said "UMWA
(United Mine Workers of America)
supports school bus drivers."
Hager drew raucous applause
when he told the board he supported union representation for
classified workers.

MI

601

Meeting set in Breathitt school strike
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — The
wheels of compromise are once
again rolling in Breathitt County as
school board members and striking
employees meet to end a pay
dispute.
Under the watchful eye of offi-

cials from the state Department of
Education, school officials and representatives of the Breathitt County
Education Association were to
resume budget discussions this
morning. The meeting, ordered by
a judge, was scheduled to begin at
9 a.m. EDT.

Hopkins sets meeting for settlement
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
School board Chairwoman ShirHopkins County school board ley Hedges declined to say Wedmembers have apparently reached a nesday whether an agreement had
compromise in a dispute over prop- ,been reached, but she
said earlier
erty taxes that prompted teachers she would call a
special meeting if
and other workers to authorize a it appeared the dispute
was settled.
strike.
"I really want this thing to
The board scheduled a meeting work, and I don't want to say anyfor 11 a.m. today.
thing to jeopardize it," she said.
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612 So 9th St
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CALLOWAY
at
Lone Oak
Friday,
7:30 p.m.

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES

CARROLL TIRE, Inc.
1105 Pogue Ave. 753-1489

753-5719

Nobody can protect your

Compliments of

KFCfre4\

BUSINESS::::=ny
Look to us for the quality Business Insurance
coverages you need, including Liability, Fire.
Crime and special Package Plans. Call us today.

205 N. 12th St. Murray

PURDOM
THURMAN
McNUTT

Pick up a bucket
of The Colonel's best
for your next
tailgate party!

Dan McNutt, AAI

Southside Crt. Sq.!
753-4451
IR STATE AUTO
miff
-1J Insurance Coe-

Onuars
ft

Children's Shoes
Southside
753-4383
Shopping Center

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Jerry McCoy, Owner
A pair of Calloway County Lakers bring down a Hopkinsville running back in action last week at Rose
Stadium. The Lakers will be searching for their first victory of the year when they travel to Lone Oak
Friday night.

QUICKPRINd
L

LAKERS
QB: 3 Tim. McGrew, sophomore.
FB: 32 Jeremy Grogan, senior
WR.22 Tim Young, junior.
WR: 1 Matt Dennis,.junior.
WA: 17 Chad Young, junior.
WA:34 Brum Kassing, senior.
T: 63 Billy McLaren, senior.
G: 72 Sean Vaughn, senior.
C: 50 Aaron Colson, junior.
G: 77 J.T. Nall; sophomore.
T: 73 Doug Bell, junior.

'Modern Technology
for Today's Printing Needs"
Southside Shopping Center
759-4796

FLASH
QB: 1 Greg Shelton, senior.
FB: 40 Keith Eads, senior.
TB: 34 Ricky Brookshire, senior
FL: 13 Aaron Wilson, junior.
SE:44 Billy Bagwell, junior.
TE:88 Cliff Harper, junior.
T: 74 Andy Duncan, senior.
G:65 Keith Bird, senior.
C:62 Scott Rideout, senior.
G: 73 Chad Kinsey, junior.
T: 76 Nick Bongioletti, senior.

(-OPEN 24 HOURS-)

Racer Oil Co.
753-0858

We hoior: Visa, MasterCard, Discover
and Kerr McGee Credit Card

Your

CARipsT

1109 Chestnut

dealer.

Please
For All Your Sponsor
R. Automotive
These
Needs...
See Us First Businesses
That
"Serving Murray and Calloway County
For Over 25 Year, Help
Sponsor
These
Pages.
514 South 12th • 753-8868
vi

lid 0

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.

753-8311

FLASH

Coke

DE: 73 Chad Kinsey, junior.
DE: 50 Todd Miller, senior.
DT: 72 Jason Womack, junior.
NG:60 Garland Crawford, junior.
DT: 74 Andy Duncan, senior.
LB: 23 Tommy Massa, junior.
LB: 65 Keith Bird, senior.
LB: 45 Brian Griffith, senior.
CB: 13 Aaron Wilson, junior.
CB: 34 Ricky Brookshire, senior.
FS: 1 Greg Shelton, senior.

12 packs

9•99

Flav-O-Rich
2% Milk

2•29 gal.

;a..4t gearatity-901110 Avay
44,
*
INN. 641 North 753-1673
Lynn Ray-Mgr.

When the Flash has the ball...

Great Kerr McGee Gas

Motor Parts
and Bearings

753-5940

When the Lakers have the ball...

of murray

1000 Chestnut St.

409 Sunbury Circle

ilison

LAKERS
NG:68 Jeremy Norvell, sophomore.
DT: 72 Sean Vaughn, senior.
DT: 74 Justin Phillips,. senior.
DE: 88 Mike Herndon. junior.
DE: 22 Tim Young, junior.
LB: 32 Jeremy Grogan, junior.
LB: 44 Jack Dodd, sophomore.
CB: 21 James Barrett, senior.
CB: 1 Matt Dennis, junior.
S: 10 Sean Fletcher, sophomore.
S: 34 Brum Kassing, senior.

CPItotogfapky

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS
Harry Allison - Lance Allison
753-8809
607 S. 4th St.

(KEY AUTO PARTS:

Rudy's

Buyer - Seller of Late Model
Salvage & Auto Parts

"A Taste of Home Cooking"
NOW OPEN FOR
THE
FRIDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL
Court Square

Murray

753-1632

KY 1-800 592-3983
Out of St. 1-800-826-3302

753-5500 Hwy. 121 S. Murray
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Group questions zoo's ethics
By BRIGITTE GREENBERG
Aasoclatad Prase Wrliar

Ain H. Faughn (second from left), criminal justice instructor at Murray State University, was recently
amed a Colonel Aide de Camp by the Commissioner's Office of the Kentucky State Police. Presenting a
amed certificate and letter from Commissioner Michael Troop are Capt. John Witt, commander of May.
eld's KSP Post One, and Sgt. Dennis Crawford (far right). Also shown (left) is Dr. Concetta Culliver,
sistant professor and director of the criminal justice programs in the Department of Political Science,
riminal Justice and Legal Studies at Murray State. The Aide de Camp award is the highest civilian
ward given by the state police. Faughn was honored for his continuing support of law enforcement in
?ntucky, his contributions to criminal justice education and his cooperation with the KSP in recruiting
-urray State graduates.

Company makes lasagna masterpiece
lasagna and more than 360 pounds
of pasta sauce.
The company aims to make the
largest-ever lasagna on Oct. 26.
Cornell University students in Ithaca, N.Y., will prepare one measuring 7'A feet by 63'A feet that could
feed 5,000 people, said Barbara
Berry, the company's director of
special projects.
A 5-foot by 50-foot pan of lasagna made in Dublin, Ireland, in May
is listed in .the Guinness Book of
Records.
Tammy Bennett compared sprinkling the precooked hamburger to a
fanner tossing feed to his chickens.
She and other workers later
plunged their hands into cold plas-

FREMONT, Neb. (AP) — How
9es a pasta company get ready for
9 assault on the world record for
'e largest lasagna?
It prepares a much smaller one
13 feet long. 7 feet wide and
ith enough cottage cheese to
lease Garfield, the pastaNouring cartoon cat.
Workers at Shade Pasta Inc. in
rernont, 30 miles west of Omaha.
Dent two hours and 45 minutes
atting together their experimental
an of lasagna Monday.
It contained 120 pounds of
.round beef. 100 pounds of cottage
heese, 72 pounds of mozzarella
nd 14 pounds of Parmesan cheese.
t also had 32 sheets of precooked

C00%*•444...z.e4t Ett4e-Yot4
1414444z.
"Where the price and service,
' makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
;Glendale at Whftnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
BIG KAHUNA HAIR HUT

Natural Colour Cosmetics
Derived From
Pure Plant and
Flower Essences

FREE

Facial & Make-Over

Experience The Difference!

492-8876

753-6435

tic tubs of cottage cheese and scattered it in the pan.
Wearing bright red shirts that
read "No Toil ... With No Boil," a
handful of employees spread thick
tomato sauce across the pan, then
added 67-by-40-inch sheets of precooked noodles.
It took 18 layers of meat, cheese,
noodles and sauce before the lasagna was finished on an outdoor grill.
Workers then had to battle a stiff
wind as they placed heavy-duty
aluminum foil over the top of the
pan and barbecued the lasagna.
More than 20 employees took
home 9-by-13-inch, double-layer
pans of pasta. Four other pans went
to the needy.

SAN DIEGO — An international
animal protection organization
charges that zoos nationwide sell
surplus animals to ranches where
people hunt them for sport.
Lisa Landres, spokeswoman for
the Los Angeles-based Friends of
Animals, said Tuesday that many
zoos have put aside ethics to rid
themselves of unwanted animals
that aren't members of endangered
species.
The charges come as 1,300 zoo
directors, curators and educators
meet this week in San Diego for a
national conference of the American Association of Zoological
Parks and Aquariums.
"In our opinion, the zoo community, who brought these animals
into the world, should be held
accountable for their fate," Landres said at a news conference.
"Every major zoo in the country is
either contributing to the problem

or turning their back on it."
Zoo officials say the sale of
surplus animals is not illegal and is
a common method of controlling
animal populations.
Landres, a former keeper at the
San Diego Zoo, focused her comments on her former employer and
its affiliated San Diego Wild Animal Park. The zoo houses about
3,800 animals and the wild animal
park houses about 2,300 animals.
Landres alleged that both
engaged in the unethical sale of
animals on several occasions, and
suggested a zoo boycott.
The zoo acknowledged that it did
err in two instances cited by Landres. Spokesman Jeff Jouett said the
zoo would cease to do business
with the operators involved in
those cases.
"I'm shocked and disappointed," he said. "I'm glad it was
pointed out to us."
He said the zoo moved Tuesday
to buy back two Dybowski Sika
deer that a Texas hunting ranch

MOSCOW (AP) — Modern
artist Judith Rothschild, of the
international banking family, has
scored a first in Soviet-American
artistic relations: She is having a
solo show at the most famous
museum in Moscow.
The gliterati of the Soviet art
world turned out in force to meet
the 70-year-old New Yorker at
Tuesday's opening in the Tretyakov Gallery, which featured tributes and speeches instead of cocktails and hors d'oeuvres.
"It's great for us as American
artists, very encouraging," MS.
Rothschild said. "I'm the first
woman, I'm the first living artist,
I'm the first American (to have a
solo show at the Tretyakov). It's
crazy! ... I hope this is going to
inaugurate an easier communication among us all."
Art dealer Krystyna Gmurzynska

said that about five years ago, in have a solo show at the prestigious
the early days of glasnost, Soviet Tretyakov, said Lidiya lovlyeva,
Ministry of Culture officials saw deputy director of the museum.
some of Ms. Rothschild's relief
The exhibition, entitled "Beyond
paintings and collages at the Gmur- The Plane," runs through October,
zynska Gallery in Cologne,
The museum houses old Soviet
Germany.
religious art in its original, ornate,
"They thought it was great," red-brick building and modern
she said. "We sent some of her works in a new building that feaAmerican exhibition catalogues to tures an ascending ramp reministhem and that started the idea of cent of the Guggenheim Museum
doing a show. I think they are very in New York.
interested in showing some conYuri Korolev, director of the
temporary American artists in Tretyakov, told about 150 people at
Russia."
Tuesday's opening that Ms. RothsIn recent years, the Soviets have child's paintings seemed abstract,
exhibited American pop artists "but in these abstract paintings,James Rosenquist and Robert Raus- you can feel everything she saw —
chenbtrg. Several other American sun, flowers, grass and the very
artists were also included in a joint fact of life."
He said the show will interest
Soviet-American show.
But Rothschild is the first MOSCOw viewers and painters
American, as well as the first because of its "clear
woman and first living artist to intellectualism."
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On Thursday, Sept. 5, the Murray State ROTC battalion held its annual "Welcome Back Picnic." As in
years past, the picnic was held at Stewart Stadium. Prior to the picnic, LTC William T. Holden Jr., MSU's
professor of military science, conducted a brief inspection of the cadet battalion. In his speech to the
cadets and visitors, LTC Holden cited the contributions made by Murray State graduates to the Desert
Storm effort. A record crowd of over 100 cadets and visitors enjoyed the picnic.

each
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Wanda Henry of
Heart & Tole Craft
Store lost 37'/4" in
two weeks.
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P432211

• Up to 650
cold-cranking amps'

Week

By Popular Demand Extended through Sept. 30, 1991

Call 753-1044

• Up to 125 minutes
reserve capacity!
• 1 year free
replacement coverage'
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Catei

Yoi

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

ILYIVCO ID
w•i g hi•Loii•ciinic
204 S. 5th St., Murray
9-30-91
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Please join our campaign
for healthier babies.

evl se'S

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Special Offer Doesn't Include Supplements.

•Sruppong included to store
Items reacItIy avatlable as advenrsed
See store tor warranty replacement
rIptaOs

753-2310

00 /18

We are pleased to announce that Gina
Herndon, bride-elect of
Stephen Ford, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Gina and Stephen
will be married October
19, 1991.
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60-MONTH WARRANTY
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Bel-Air Center
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NEW YORK (AP) — For the
first time since Forbes began compiling an annual list of the richest
entertainers four years ago, the No.
1 position goes to neither Michael
Jackson nor Bill Cosby.
Teeny bop sensation New Kids
on the Block has taken over as the
top-paid act, Forbes says in its
Sept. 30 issues, released Sunday.
The musical group's projected
earnings for 1990 and 1991 will
total $115 million, it says.
Cosby, who collects millions
every month on syndicated reruns
of the "Cosby Show" alone, comes in a close second. His 1990-91
earnings will total about $113 million, the magazine says.
Third and fouth place, respectively, were taken by Oprah Winfrey and Madonna.

Almost
Unbelievable!

...FOR ONLY88

601

'New Kids' named
as entertainment's
highest-paid act

SEARS

• Superb wet-weather traction
• Impact resistant steel belts
Computer-calculated noise
treatment for a quiet ride
Size

.41

bought for breeding purposes.
Jouett described Landres as a
disgruntled former employee who
"played fast and loose with the
facts" in many of the other cases
she cited.
Selling animals for gaming
sports is contrary to the 700 association's ethics code, he said, and
zoo policy forbids animal sales to
hunting ranches or anyone who
associates with them. Jouett said
such sales happen by mistake.
Friends of Animals is developing
a legislative proposal that would
authorize the federal government to,
regulate the trade of animals.
Landres contends the zoo association's self-regulation isn't working and that federal regulation
would create a paper trail making it
easier for investigators to track the
sale of animals.
"The AAZPA is a membership
organization, surviving solely on
contributions from its members, so
why would they bite the hand that
feeds them?" she asked.
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GOOD LUCK TIGERS!
tfifk

608 Main Street
753-7921

Zel
Buy Any Deli Sandwich
Get 2nd for 1/2 Price!

Great Family Home
In Canterbury
3 bedroom, 2 bath,formal living &
dining room, spacious den &
kitchen. Ceiling fans, slate foyer,
screened porch. Priced to sell. MLS
3549

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

MURRAY
vs.
Marshall
(at MSU)
Friday,
7:30 p.m.
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YOUR BEST INSURANCE
POLICY IS A GOOD
AGENT
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Minit Mart
in Murray Only

MERCURY
LINCOLN

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
what we mean...with quality protection and
service. Call us today.

Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For 63 Years
Since 1928

1

rrl State Auto
1-1
11 Insurance

PURDOM
THURMAN
McNUTT

PARKER
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street
753-5273

Dan McNutt, AAI
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753-4451
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GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!

"Modern Technology
for Today's Printing Needs"

Harry Allison — Lance Allison

SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

759-4796

Murray quarterback Brent Keller brings the Tigers up to the line in action earlier this season. Murray
will be looking for their fourth straight win when they face Marshall County Friday night at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray State's Stewart Stadium.

Regular Tune-Ups
Equal Good Gas
Mileage for Fuel
Economy.
Keep your brakes in good
condition for safe stops.

_1J

ALTO CENTER
200 N. 4th St.. Murray

7534001

Mon.-Prl. 84

w
ng Kong
nctaurant
Open 7 days a week
Friday 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m_
Saturday 4:30 pin. 9.30 p.m.

Lucheon Special

Sunday Buffet

Monday g nday

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
55.75 pita tat

Catering

meetings, wedding parties and
banquets upon request.
ALso available carry-outs.
Calf 753-4488
fxfu". 641 Vrtfi

753-8809

Compliments of

David L.
Harrington

When the Tigers have the ball...
TIGERS

MARSHALS

QB: 15 Brent Keller, sophomore.
FB: 44 Mitch Fike, senior.
TB: 21 Rusty Thomas, senior.
FL: 40 Matt Krug, senior.
SE: 41 Fred Sowerby, sophomore.
TE:86 Chip Greene, junior.
T: 69 Scott Downey,junior.
G: 72 Chad Caldwell, sophomore.
C:60 Bill Sanders, senior.
G: 62 Adam Blalock, freshman. '
T: 70 Jason Reed, senior.

LE: 59 Rusty Riley, senior.

County Attorney

LT: 72 Brian Wallace, junior.
NG:55 T.J. Maple, sophomore.
RI: 75 Scott Fulton, junior.
RE: 71 Scott Ford, senior.
LB: 45 Cad Watkins, senior.
LB: 32 Scott Sorrells, sophomore.
CB: 21 Scott Chambers, junior.
CB: 10 Trent Fralix, junior.
FS: 16 Michael Clevidence, senior.
S: 17 Mark Atnip, senior.

"DON'T DRINK
a DRIVE!"
Compliments of

When the Marshals have the ball.••

Sunday -

11 zt m.-2 p.m
$3 10 pitts tat

607 S. 4th St.'

MARSHALS

KFC

TIGERS

08: 12 Russell Lee, sophomore.
FB: 40 Steve Bivens, junior.
HB:21 Scott Chambers, junior.
HB: 17 Mark Atnip, senior.
TE: 45 Carl Watkins, senior.
SE: 16 Michael Clevidence, senior.
T: 74 Steve Tabers, senior.
T: 64 Mark Johnston, senior.
G: 50 Kevin Perry, senior.
G: 59 Rusty Riley, senior.
C: 56 Derrick Strader, senior.

NG:69 Scott Downey, junior.
DT: 60 Bill Sanders, senior.
DT: 62 Adam Blalock, freshman.
DE: 21 Rusty Thomas, senior.
DE:86 Chip Greene, junior.
LB: 43 Sean Stogner, senior.
LB: 44 Mitch Fike, senior.
CB:82 Shaka Radford, junior.
CB: 8 Brad Nunnally, senior.
S: 25 Victor Perry, sophomore.
S: 40 Matt Krug. senior.

205 N. 12th St. Murray

Pick up a bucket
of The Colonel's best
for your next
tailgate party!

SUNDAYS ON CABLE

SUNDAY AT 7 PM
CHANNEL 31

rim;
CM—

OMiper dealer.

CABLE
VLSI11=N
0

1109 Chestnut

753-8311 Bel-Air Center

753-5005

R 1;:
Please
Sponsor
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages.

GO TIGERS!
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iTHEATRE SI
!TT-Tyra-TTi1

Your

BLUE JAYS VS.
ATHLETICS

rill:11111M

Motor Parts
and Bearings

Rent your movies At the movies.
loos Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Free Estimates

M&T Painting
Contractors
753-9382

753-0487

Paul Myhill

Sammy Tidwell
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Fed Reserve says economy uneven
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press Economics Writer

WASHINGTON — The U.S. economy remains uneven with some
parts of the nation not sharing in what feeble economic rebound there is,
the Federal Reserve said today in its latest nationwide survey of business
conditions.
The newest survey sounded many of the same downbeat themes of a
past report ii August that found a great amount of doubt over whether the
country is firmly on a path of renewed growth following the recession
that began in July 1990.
The Fed survey, based on individual reports from each of the central
bank's 12 regional banks, noted that reports of an economic upturn
remained spotty with 'some districts apparently not sharing in the
recovery."
It found widespread weakness in consumer spending, which accounts
for two-thirds of total economic activity, and said that there were troubling signs that the rebound in housing activity was losing momentum.
"There is little sign of a sizable rebound in consumer spending that

Civitan induction

will contribute to a strengthening in business activity," the Fed report
stated. "Retail sales in recent months show only scattered improvement
and most retailers are cautious about sales prospects."
On the housing front, the Fed said that fewer than half of its 12 regions
reported further increases in housing sales and housing starts.
A separate report from the Commerce Department found similar weakness, reporting that construction starts rose by only 0.6 percent in August.
the smallest advance in three months.
The Fed's review 'of economic conditions, coupled with a variety of
weak economic reports in recent weeks, cast doubt on the Bush administration's assertions that the recession has ended and a sustainable
recovery is under way.
Many economists are expressing growing concerns about the possibility
of a so-called "double. dip" recession, in which the recovery is so weak
that the recession returns in full force.
Many economists believe that unless there is a significant improvement
in economic activity, the central bank will be forced to move again to
lower interest rates in an effort to get businesses and consumers to spend
and borrow more.
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Consenience Now Oilers

p
UPS Pick-Up

GYMS

Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

s14.99

CPS

N11-1; 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Hw,) 641 !N.
Olmpk Plaza
753-2380

A Month

No Contract

ASK ABOUT AEROBICS
1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

759-4955

** Fleming - Benton & Paducah *** Kelley-Wiggins - Benton *** Fleming - Benton & Paducah

: Fleming Furniture

New construction at sluggish
0.6 percent gain in August

of Benton and Paducah
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Savings

- WASHINGTON (AP) — Builders slowed new housing construction to a sluggish 0.6 percent gain
in August, the smallest in three
months. Analysts Aid the government report Wednesday suggested
the housing recovery was weakening — if not stopping.
"These numbers show a housing
recovery loosing steam, at least
through August," said economist
Richard Peach of the Mortgage
Bankers Association.
Michael Carliner, an economist
for the National Association of
Home Builders, was even more
pessimistic. "It looks like the
recovery has stalled," he
contended.
Indeed, applications for building
permits, which often foretell future
activity, fell 4.9 percent in August
to an annual rate of 956,000. It was
the first drop since February, when
the housing recovery began.
The Northeast and Midwest
experienced the only-increases in
new units, the Commerce Department report said. Housing starts
fell in both the South and the West.
Overall, new construction of
houses and apartments totaled a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of
1.065 million, up from a revised

NATIONAL

up to 1/2 price

SALE

Fleming Furniture, Along with hundreds of Retail Furniture Stores across the nation have joined together with
Broyhill to bring to you one of
Biggest Annual Savings
Events of the Year!
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Occasional
Tables

The August gain marked the first
five-month string of increases since
June-October 1980. But it was the
smallest since a similar 0.6 percent
rise in May. And although new
construction rose 5.2 percent in
June, it slowed to a 2.4 percent
gain the following month.
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1.059 million a month earlier. The
July rate was even weaker than the
original estimate of 1.07 million.
In a second report Wednesday,
the Federal Reserve said the weakness in the housifig industry continued into September.
Fewer than half of its 12 Federal
Reserve districts reported increases
in housing sales and starts in a
survey completed Sept. 9. The Fed
said the finding came despite falling mortgage rates and lower prices
in some areas.
At the same time, the survey
found most districts .reporting
"either little demand for new mortgage loans or slight declines from
previous months."
Although housing starts have
increased 25.7 percent since their
January low, starts in the first eight
months of the year remained 20.9
percent below those of the same
period of 1990.
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Broyhill
Sofas and Chairs
All Reduced
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Several inembers of the Murray Civitan Club were inducted into their
respective offices on Thursday, Sept. 12 by Dr. J.F. Burney (left),
president-elect of Civitan International. Inducted into their offices
were (from left) John Emerson, club secretary; Rowena Emerson,
club director and also serving as governor-elect for the Kentucky District of Civitan, and Wayne Williams, president-elect of the Murray
Civitans. Dr. Willis Johnson, incoming president of the Civitans, is
not shown. Other Murray Civitans attending the meeting in Hopkinsvine included Verlene Ezell, Lilly Williams, Hoyt Roberts, Prentice
and Lillian Dunn, M.T. Robertson and Willis Johnson.
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Brain handles vowels, consonants differently

Treadmill accurate
in assessing survival
of heart patients
BOSTON (AP) — A standard
treadmill test can accurately reveal
which patients with suspected heart
trouble have excellent outlooks and
can safely avoid more difficult
tests and procedures, a study
shows.
Doctors from Duke University
developed a simple formula so doctors can use data from the test to
develop a single numerical estimate
of risk. The scale ranges from
minus 25 for high risk to plus 15
for low risk.
During the test, patients walk on
a treadmill while an electrocardiograph records their heartbeats. The
test is a commonly used way of
assessing the health of a patient's
heart.
The doctors used their formula
on 613 people who took the treadmill test for suspected heart disease, then followed them for four
years to see how their scores
matched up with their medical
fates.
"The score accurately separated
patients who subsequently died
from those who lived for four
years," they wrote.
The latest study, conducted by
Dr. Daniel B. Mark, was published
in Thursday's issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine.
In an accompany& editorial,
Dr. Robert 0. Hollow of the
National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute said this approach "is an
excellent example of the application of exercise test data to management and has the attractive features of efficacy, simplicity and
cost-effectiveness."
In the study, two-thirds of the
patients had treadmill scores indicating low risk and their four-year
survival was 99 percent. Among 4
percent with scores suggesting high
risk, survival was 79 percent.
The researchers said doctors can
use the test to decide which heart
patients should undergo more complicated and more cexpensive tests
to see if they need bypass surgery
or angioplasty, two procedures that
restore the flow of blood to the
heart.
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NEW YORK (AP) — The distinction between vowels and consonants may be more than a classroom lesson, says a study suggesting that the brain handles the two
classes of letters differently.
Two men who had suffered
strokes had particular trouble with
vowels when they tried to spell
words, a researcher said. Their
spelling difficulties are described
in Thursday's issue of the journal
Nature by Roberto Cubelli of the
Ospedale Maggiore in Bologna,
Italy.
Strokes disable specific parts of
the brain by interrupting the blood
supply.
In one case, a 43-year-old engineer omitted all vowels when he
wrote his name and the names of
his hometown and five objects. He

left blank spaces between the correctly written consonants and,
though aware of the omissions, did
not seem able to choose the correct
vowels, Cubelli said.
In the other case, a 62-year-old
retired typographer made Aignificantly more errors with vowreTs than
consonants when he wrote or
recited spellings.
In a Nature editorial, John Marshall of the Radcliffe Infirmary in
Oxford. England, said the cases
provided a new and unexpected
form of writing deficit.
It is not clear why the brain
would be sensitive to the distinction between vowels and consonants, Marshall said. It is also hard
to imagine that other patients could
write vowels but not consonants.
he said.

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
1925 Mayfield player scored every
point in 3-2 victory over Tilghman
U.S. Senator Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, looks into the compact mirror of Hildred Steen of Bedford, Iowa during Harkin's annual fund-raising steak dinner on Sunday. Harkin used the occasion to announce his bid
for the 1992 Democratic presidential nomination.

Child abuse killings hidden as natural deaths
By MICHELLE WILLIAMS
Associated Press Writer

MILWAUKEE — A man spikes
his baby's formula with a lethal
dose of methadone. A woman kills
her boyfriend's grandson with a
prescription drug. Another woman
shuts off the feeding tube to her
severely disabled son.

The three killings in Milwaukee
were disguised and authorities originally ruled them natural deaths.
But the cases were recently
reopened and the crimes
discovered.
Across the nation, police and
medical examiners say they are
finding cases of children killed or
abused by parents who then try to
make the deaths appear natural.
"I liken these cases to incest,"
said Kathryn Hanon, an Orlando,
Fla., police detective who special-

Drumming up the band
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;ince
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izes in disguised child abuse.
"They're the kind of cases that arc
sneaky and quiet."
In Florida, two women have
been accused of injecting their
daughters with vomit-inducing
drugs or a mixture of feces and
urine. The children survived and
have been placed in foster care.
Prosecutors allege those women
are suffering from "Munchausen's
Syndrome by proxy," a condition
in which they make their Children
ill and then seek medical help in an
effort to gain attention for
themselves.
In Lubbock, Texas, a woman
killed six of her children and the
daughter of a cousin because she
enjoyed the condolences she
received, authorities allege.
"From what I could tell she was
one of those people that just craves
attention," Sheriff Rex Williams
said. "I think she did it for the
attention she got from friends and
family while she_was grieving."
Improved technology and medical examiners' skepticism are
uncovering abuse deaths that earlier would have been ruled natural
or due to sudden infant death syndrome, an unexplained condition
that causes infants to die in their
sleep.
"Medical examiners are very
thorough now. You see less SIDS
cases than you used to because it's
too easy to accept. Medical examiners want to know the reason,"

said Jeff Aikin, a spokesman for
the Milwaukee County Department
of Health and Human Services.
"It's understandable why some
cases are ruled natural causes or
SIDS because there's no sign of
physical trauma," Aikin said.
"The child may have had some illness, or the parents seem responsible "people who wouldn't cause
injury."
But despite improved detection,
activists say many abuse deaths are
still being missed.
"People are surprised that often
the most dangerous place for child-

The 1991-92 drum ajor for the Murray Middle School Tiger band is
Emma Shaw, daugh
t e Shaw and Sheila and Don Henry. She
rade band, plays soccer and basketball and is a
is a flutist in the 8
member of the student council. Shaw was selected through an audition process last spring and has her first performance at the head of
the band in the upcoming Murray State University Homecoming
Parade on Oct. 12.
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ren is their home," said Jay Howell, a former prosecutor and Jacksonville, Fla., lawyer who now represents child abuse victims.
"It is protected, not open for
inspection, and people from the
outside are reluctant to intervene.
That's why many of abuse-related
deaths go undetected or ruled
something other than homicides,"
he said.
The Chicago-based National
Committee for Prevention of Child
Abuse said the number of child
abuse deaths has risen by 38 percent since 1985, reaching a record
1,211 last year.
On Monday, a Milwaukee
woman was charged with seconddegree homicide in the death of her
11-year-old son. Authorities had
believed the boy died from natural
causes associated with cerebral palsy. But the woman admitted in July
she starved him to death after
watching a television program on
mercy killings and becoming tired
of giving him special care, the
criminal complaint said.
"I knew 1 was doing wrong, but
the pressure of the family got to
me," the woman was quoted in the
complaint as saying. -It became
easier and easier to miss the
feedings.Another Milwaukee woman was
arrested last weekend on charges
she gave her boyfriend's 18-monthold grandson a lethal dose of a prescription antidepressant drug. She
told police she wanted to curb the
boy's crying. Charges are pending.
An autopsy originally ruled the
boy died from hypertension and
respiratory failure due to
pneumonia.
Two months ago, a man was
ordered to stand trial on charges he
spiked his 6-month-old son's formula with a lethal dose of methadone, used to wean addicts from
heroin.
The criminal complaint said the
father told police he killed his son
to relieve the stress of having four
children and a low-paying job.

THEN RECYCLE

PADUCAfr,'Ky.(AP) — Here's
a Mayfield-Paducah Tilghman
High School football pre-game
quiz:
Who accounted for all five
points in the 1925 Thanksgiving
afternoon grudge match won by the
visitors from Mayfield. 3-2? Hint:
It was one player.
Jessie L. Yates knows. It was her
late husband, Weldon, better
known as "Nappy" Yates to local
fans.
A hard-nosed halfback. Yates
booted a field goal, conceded a
safety and singularly notched one
of the strangest scores in the history of the Mayfield-Paducah
series, one of the state's oldest
high school grid rivalries. The
teams square off again Sept. 27 at
Tilghman's Memorial Stadium.
"What my husband did made
'Ripley's Believe It or Not,' "said
Nappy's widow, who lives in Mayfield. "It was even in the 50th
anniversary 'Believe It or Not'
book. I don't know of anybody
who's ever heard of a score like
that."
Billy Wise. commissioner of the
Kentucky State High School Athletic Association, thinks the tally
might be unique. -It sounds like a
record to me." he said.
Even so, the numbers didn't add
up to an oddity on the sports desk
at the Paducah News-Democrat and
the Mayfield Messenger. Neither
newspaper played up the score as
remarkable.
For the Mayfield Cardinals, the
victory over Tilghman Blue Tornado put some polish on an otherwise
lackluster season.
"The blithe Cardinal of Mayfield is singing today at the pinnacle of Thanksgiving football
glory," the News-Democrat
reported on Nov. 27, 1925.
The Paducah paper described

Yates as a "sterling back.•' The
hometown Messenger skipped the
adjectives and summed up the scoring: "W. Yates dropped back to
the 13-yard line and kicked a goal
from placement." Late in the
game, "Yates, standing on his goal
line, was downed by Paul Nelson
for a safety."
A steady rain had turned old
Keller field into a mudbowl. With
the clock winding down, Tilghman
pinned the Cardinals against the
Mayfield goal line.
"Weldon was afraid if we
fumbled, Tilghman would get the
ball and score a touchdown just
before time ran out." Yates said.
"He said the ball was all wet and
muddy and weighed a ton. They
didn't change the ball in those
days.
"Anyway, he knew if he let
himself get tackled for a safet
we'd get a free kick. He thought he
could kick the ball way down in
the Tilghman end of the field. That
way, time would run out before
they could score itncl we'd win
3-2."
That's exactly what happened.
If nothing else. most Cardiniti
and Tornado fans today agree thai
their ancient football feud is mainly marked by good sportsmanship
on both sides. That seemed true in
1925. too.
The News-Democrat also told its
readers, "In a true spirit of sportsmanship that acknowledges a victor
regardless of crushed hopes. the
players forgot apparently their
mighty battles yesterday afternoon
and mingled in comradeship last
night as special guests of Leo Keiler at the Orpheum Theater. Special
vaudeville acts in which songs of
the schools were sung comprised
the special feature that
arranged for the squads."

Ross Insurance Agency
Era'
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health

Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489
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FREE!

Buckle
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Avrt4 t.C4\p

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Attention Allergy Suffers
Did you know that a common cause of allergy symptoms is dust,
mold, pollen, animal dander and other particulates inside your home
or business. Most of these particulates are microscopic, there-by
remaining unnoticed.
Do you sometimes cough and sneeze so loud that it cracks the
neighbors eggs? It may be these.particulates causing the problem.
For the low price of only $14.95 you can test your environment for
contamination and receive details on how to correct the problem
should your test be positive. To order your personal Home Air
Quality Testing Kit, send check or money order for $14.95 to:

VENTAIRE
P.O. Box 203
Dyer, TN 38330

'91 DODGE MONACO LE
Loaded, V-6, tilt, cruise,
power windows, power
locks, balance of 7/70 warranty.
Cash Price $11,202

Nothing Down

494!

'60 moil 1 9 APR/Tax Lic Extra 0 A C

ADVANTAGE:

Cainiste
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•000GE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 841 N. • Murray - 753-6448

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
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Analyst says 101st won't go; families unconvinced
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The 101st Airborne Division probably won't be recalled to duty in
the Persian Gulf, a military analyst
says, but Army families at Fort
Campbell, Ky., are preparing for
the worst.
President Bush skid Wednesday
he will send warplanes to escort
U-.N. helicopters searching for hidden Iraqi weapons if Saddam Hussein continues to impede the
inspectors. Bush said he was
"plenty fed up" with Saddam but

not looking for a new war.
"This is not just posturing,"
said Ervin Massinga, a research
analyst in political and military
affairs at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies in
Washington.
"We're dealing with a very hostile state that is quite possibly
acquiring nuclear weapons in the
not-too-distant future. That could
have serious ramifications in the
region and the U.S.," he said.
Massinga said he believes air

activity would be limited and
ground forces would not even be
involved in any assault resulting
from the renewed activity in the
Persian Gulf.
The 160th Special Operations
Regiment, a tenant unit at Fort
Campbell, "may play quite a large
role in this mission," Massinga
said.
The 1,300-member regiment —
known as the Night Stalkers for

members' ability to strike nearly
undetected during darkness — is

based at Fort Bragg, N.C., but has
1,111 members stationed at Fort
Campbell on the KentuckyTennessee border.
Pilots of 101st Airborne Apaches
fired the first shots of the Gulf War
on Jan. 16 when they flew 700
miles into Iraq and knocked out
enemy radar to clear a path for Air
Force bombers.
Fort Campbell officials said
Wednesday they had received no
word of units shipping out.

Lifeline, DiversiCare applications deferred

ERICA'S
VING
FREE CUSTOM FEATURES.
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FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Five
proposals to expand hospice, homehealth_*and outpatient-rehabilitation
services in 10 counties were
approved by the state.
Applications for new or
expanded rehabilitation and homehealth services in dozens of other
counties were deferred until October, and two applications were
denied Wednesday.
Actions were by the Conuttission
for Health Economics Control,
which regulates the growth of.
health-care services in the state.
• • • •
Here is a summary of actions
affecting the local area. Dollar
amounts are capital expenditures
projected by the applicants:
Christian County
'Deferred — Lifeline HealthCare
of Kentucky No. 2, Hopkinsville,
to expand home health services to

Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Daviess, Fulton, Graves, Hancock,
Hickman, Hopkins, Marshall,
McCracken and McLean counties.
*Deferred — DiversiCare Rehab
Services, Hopkinsville, to establish
an outpatient rehabilitation agency
for patients in nursing homes, hospitals, home health agencies and
schools and to the public in Caldwell, Calloway, Christian, erittenden, Graves, Henderson, Hopkins,
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall,
McCracken, McLean, Muhlenberg,
Todd, Trigg, Union and Webster
counties; $91,937.

ElassitiEds
f110

(120

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Nodes

KY Tech-Murray-Calloway County Area
Vocational Center does not discriminate on
the basis of sex, race, handicap, color,
religion, marital status, national origin or
age in its programs, activities, or employment practices. Inquiries regarding compliance may be directed to Teresa Harper,
Coordinator of Title IX, Title VI, and
Section 504 for the KY Tech-MurrayCalloway County Area Vocational Center
located at 1100 Sycamore, Murray, KY,
phone 502-763-1870 or to the Department
of Education, Atlanta, GA.
The following program is offere,d to postsecondary and adult students:
*Practical Nursing-an eleven month
course which prepares students—to
take the licensing examination to
become a licensed practical nurse.
Adults enrolled in a full-time vocational
class must pay a $15 application fee, $35
registration fee,and $125 quarterly tuition
fee. For more information On programs,
contact the KY Tech-Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational Center.
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*Deferred — University Home
Health, Martin, Tenn., to establish
a home health agency serving Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, McCracken and
Marshall counties; $40,000.
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Contract Bridge
Mortgage Rates are Down

A Grand Slam
West dealer.
properly assumed that West had all
Both sides vulnerable.
five missing hearts for his opening
NORTH
heart bid. Accordingly, South did not
*
start by playing a high trump, which
J 98 6
would have been fatal, but instead led
• Q 10 8 6 4
spades.
4QJ 73
West followe&suit to the A-K of
WEST
EAST
spades and, when declarer continued
*J 7
+ 82
with the queen, West ruffed and
✓—
75 4 32
dummy overruffed. Now a heart lead
•9 7 5 3 2
•A K J
to the queen, East showing out, con46AK 9
410 8 5 4 2 firmed that West had indeed started
SOUTH
with five trumps. At this point, West
A K Q 10 9 6 5 4 3
had the 7-5-4 of trumps, dummy the
V A K Q 10
J-9 and South the A-K.
•—
Declarer led the ten of spades and
4—
West was helpless. If he ruffed,
The bidding:
declarer would overruff in dummy
West
North
East
South and play the A-K of trumps to score
Pass
1V
Pass
2V
the rest of the tricks. And if West
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3+
discarded instead of ruffing, South
v-v---tr4%p `-k-A-4411,MQiit/"
/14 4N\42 DiLkA-QZ
Pass
3 NT
Pass
7 (!) would continue to lead spades and
Dble
Pass
Pass
Pass
West would eventually come to the
Opening lead — king of diamonds. same sorry end. So South made seven
Believe it or not, this deal occurred hearts doubled for a score of 2,470
in a team of four match played in points.
Finland. At the first table, South got The bidding and play at the second
to seven hearts doubled on the bidding table went much more swiftly:
shown. Obviously, he was confident West
FRIDAY.SEPTEMBER 20. 1991
North
East
South
that North had to have four hearts to 1
Pass
Pass
7+
the jack to be able to bid two andThree Db e
P
Pass
Pass
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
notrump.
West led a heart and East ruffed to date ofbirth.call 1-900-981i,7788. Your phone company will bill you 95cents
West led a diamond, ruffed by give his team a pickup of 2,670 points a minute.)
South with the ten, and declarer very on this one deal!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Constructive thinking is essential
0 1991 Kmg FC4110104 Syndicate, Inc
Stick to your usual direct style and now. A romantic relationship could you will find new success. Although cloud your judgment. See things as
certain personal restrictions may slow they really are and you will make the
you down sint in November,you will right choices. Reschedule an imporhave regained your momentum by tant meeting. ,
LIBRA1Sept. 23-Oct. 22): ProDecember.Choose yourfriends more
carefully in 1992. Aiomantic partner tect your resources by ignoring discould act indifferent at times. Play a tractions and focusing on essentials.
Hwy. 45 E. - One Mile South of Downtown, Martin, In
waiting game. Marriage will be most A member of the opposite sex may
901-587-3000
rewarding if you wait until you have try to set you up for fall. Keep your
guard Up and trust your instincts.
established your career.
These Prices Good Thru Sept. 30, 1991
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
BORN ON
CELEBRITIES
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00 Sat. 7:30-3:00
THIS DATE:actress Sophia Loren. Stay alert. Accounts may be out,of
comedian Anne Meara.hockey's Guy balance. A splurge could throw your
LaFleur. fashion designer James budget into turmoil. Distant places
_promise exciting adventures. You
Galanos.
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your mind forcefully and confidently. you try to improve job or domestic
While Quantities Last
Someone who has been acting diffi- conditions today. Do not let a friend
Name Brands Like
sidetrack you. New duties provide a
cult comes around.
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Congoleum & Armstong
TAURUS (April 20-May 200: welcome challenge. Music and dance
Knowledge ofa special subject serves gain favor.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19:
you well in a difficult situation. Your
career. i. Inering a more productive A waning relationshipcould be saved
. -riends prove better compan- by a generous gesture on y our part.
Cold Weather Just
Your words of support mean everyfamily members now.
than
ions
Around The Corner
GEMINI( May 2 I -June 20): Now thing to a good friend. Others admire
Buy Now & SAVE
is an opportune time to ask for a raise. your loyalty. Forge ahead with a pet
Fiberglass Insulation
Be conservative When shopping bra . project.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
new fall wardrobe. Look for the
practical as well as the ornamental. Lie low for a while and he careful
31/2'x15'
roll
CA(1R(June 21 -July 22): The what you say. Sounding critical of
Manufacturer's Rebate
emphasis today is on obtaining reli- someone could cost you money of
able infOrmation and completing a support. Progress comes in small
up to $20 ask for details
special project. Your past efforts help steps. Be patient and bide your time.
---PISCES4Feb..19-nuch204;New.
you reap-•ww- &-wa
rapport is possible with -people both
steady pace at work.
LEO (JulY 23-Aug. 22): Be cre- near and far. A financial agreement
Wood Siding 4x8 Sheet
ative: independent and direct. Have will settle a legal battle. Put more
$799
more confidence in y ourself and other effort into romance. Neglecting
as low as
1/4" Birch
people will follow your lead. mate's needs would he a big mistake.
Reaching out will help a dream be- Be attentive.
Masonite Siding
1/4" Oak
come reality. Romance is sublime.
4x8 Sheet $899
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TODAY'S('H II.1)REN like to do things by the hook and will he upset
if other people act in -a slipshod manner. True intellectuals. these Virgo\ are
Vinyl Siding
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as interested in the arts as they are in science.They enjoy the company ofolder
people and may not teel they have much in common with their own peers.
square
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CLASSIFIEDS
060
Help
Wanted

Articles
For Sale

GET Paid to watch TV ,
Revolutionary new method
Free 24 hour recorded
Call
message.
901-758-4756 '4495
PAINTERS Must have 2
years experience or more
Steady work Apply at
Blacks Decorating Center.
701 S iith St. Murray, or
call 753-0839

208 JOHN Deere riding
lawn mower. Very good
condition. 435-4249

Help
Wanted
A-1 UNSECURED Loans.
Debi-Consolidation,
$2500-S 1 5 , 0 0 0 .
1-800- 743-4008 ,
9am-11pm EST. Sat
gam-4pm. Code I ML 502.
AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post.. Dine in or
carry out. Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
Tues.
474-8119,
1-800-649-3804.

a
.00

515 S. 121h St. 753-2255

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information
call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'fice local claim =vice'

n
:e lit'.
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may
your
s.
21):

VOW'
laces

You

MUMS
$2.00
Dig your own.
Look)or signs at
Intersection of
Old 641 N. and
New 641 N.(toward Almo)

753-3068

New Fall

Sportswear
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1/4-1/3 Off
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a pet
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Call 753-1916

3-11 REGISTERED Nurse
in emergency room position available. Experience
required and ACLS preferred. Competetive beneDRY Clean your carpets.
fits package and a progresRent the fast and easy Host sive hospital setting SubDry Cleaning System. Call
mit application or resume'
to reserve a Host machine
Human Resources, Comat Black's Decorating Cenmunity, Hospital, 206 West
ter, 753-0839. 701 S. 4th, South St., Mayfield, Ky
Murray.
42066.
MISS USA International AVON Representatives
National Pageant, October needed in your area. Up to
19-20, Gatlinburg, TN. 50% commission, free
Ages: Boys: 0 mos.-6 training, $20 kits. Assist.
years. Girls: 0 mos.-25 Mgr. 1-800-866-2243.
years. Win cash, bonds,
crowns, trophies! Informa- BE on TV. Many needed for
tion contact: Rowena Ho- commercials. Now hiring all
skins: 606-672-2838, ages. For casting informa606-374-3621.
tion call (615) 779-7111
Ext. T-535.
WANTED. Clean and saleable clothing and flea BROKE, BUSTED, -DIS'market items to sell to raise GUSTED? Sell Christmas
money to pay for lettering Around the World. Free kit,
on the Murray-Calloway no collecting, no delivery.
Co. Senior Citizens' Meals Weekly paychecks. No inon Wheels van. Items may vestment. 753-1087.
be defivered to the George
CANNERY WORKERS/
Weaks Community Center, ALASKA. Hiring Men/
3-5 pm, on Sept 19 and all Women. Up to $600
day Sept 20. Sale is Sept. weekly. Transportation,
21.
Housing. Call Now
1-206-736-7000, Ext.
1248B2.

Rent-A-Car

22:
ntial
ould
zti as
e the
mor-

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
RACTOR TRALER TRMIt CENTE
LIl,TN 6‘5_

CMA needed for local physicians office. Competitive
benefits package. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040o
Murray, KY.
CONTEMPO Fashions has
opening for manager. Party
plan jewelery sales. No
cash investment, no delivery. Guaranteed income to
start. Only experienced
need apply. Call
1-800-788-6219.
DECOR/More Party Plan
has part time,fun filled jobs!
Earn CA$H and $300
sample kit. No collecting or
Call
delivering.
1-800-4.21-4589 or
1-800-874-1124.
DRIVERS OTR, Van/Flat
35 states. 1 year experience verifiable. Start
24-28cpm with 3 year benefits. Call 1-800-444-6648.
DRIVERS Wanted: Teams
& Co-Drivers. Primarily
west coast operation. Must
be 24 yrs of age & have
clear MVR record. Excellent benefits. 90,91,92 conventional tractors, walk-in
sleepers. Graduated pay
scale up to .30 per mile.
High mileage operation.
Call 812-252-2581.
FRIENDLY Home Parties
has openings for dealers.
No cash investment. No
service charge. Highest
commission and hostess
awards. Three catalogs.
Over 800 items. Call
1-800-488-4875.
FULL-Time Legal Secretary. Legal experience and
computer knowledge preferred. Pay commensurate
with experience. Send resume with salary requirements to P.O Bog' 1040P,
Murray, KY.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J T P A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m -11:30a.m.
OTR Drivers. 12 months
experience, 23 years of
age. Hornady Truck Line
Start up to 26 cents/mile,
tarp/vacation pay, safety
bonus, spouse passenger
program, 401-K retirement
1-800-648-9664.

LOCAL Trucking Company
has immediate opening for
mature, dependable person with general office
skills. Typing a must Com14*
puter, accounting and preWanted
vious trucking experience a
2 STAFF RN positions plus. Experienced only
Call
available with Home Health need apply
or
Care. Applicants are re- 901-644-0040
quired to continually evalu- 1-800-521-0316 for
ate the patient's progress appointment
and to update the plan of
M S CARRIERS OTR
care as needed. Min. exDrivers-Start 26 cents per
in
years
two
of
perience
mile-assigned tractors-get
general acute care setting
policy-great benefitshome
or one year of home health
CaN for more about your
care. Critical care expert-.
future 800-231-5209
ence and Paining desirable. Competetive benefits MUNSON Transportation
package. Submit eoplica- Now hiring OTR T/T dnv
bon or resume: Human Re- ers Experience only, secsources, Community Hos- ure company, benefits, top
pital, 206 West South St., earnings $30,000 + annu
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
ally Call 800 423 7629

SOUTHERN Missionary
Baptist Church in Marshall
County seeking part-time
Music/Youth Director
Qualified persons send resume to P 0 Box 798.
Benton, KY 42025
U.S MAIL Jobs-$23,700
per year plus benefits Carriers, sorters, clerks. For an
application and exam information,
call
1-219-736-9807, ext 3403
8am-13pm, 7 days.
WENDY'S is now hiring for
day shift only Please apply
between 2-4pm daily Ask
for manager

ASHLEY Wood Stove.
Good condition 436-5412.
COUNTRY Eggs for sale
435-4542
DEER Hunters Special.
Hobart ban meat saw. Like
new. 437-4666 after 6pm.
FISHER Grandma wood
stove. Good condition.
436-2858.
FLEX-IT, similiar to a solo
flex, $275. Student desk,
$65. 8HP Wheel Horse riding lawnmower, $200.
Telephone table, $5. Wall
unit, $25. 753-6098.
GLASS for sunrooms or
room endosures. 50% below retail, 50 x 56
Thermopane-$49.95.
Many other sizes available
Clear, bronze, and Low-E.
Free
information
1-800-841-9842.
HID-A-BED couch, $50
Wood cabinet stereo, $50
Slightly used dryer, $75
Chest type freezer, $50
474-2382

090

Situation
Wanted

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home. Experienced. SPA 70x64 Hutch Rebel
alteration lady new to the wood stove 436-2667 after
area. 753-1379
3Pm
HOME Health Care for sick, SPA Sale-Factory Direct.
elderly. Domestic work in- Inventory Reduction Sale
cluded, car transportation. Six person spa,only $2895.
Call 753-4590.
Retail price $4995. All
HOUSECLEANING, ex- style, available. Call for
perienced, reliable. Prefer show location in Kentucky.
4-6 hours, 1 or 2 days per 1-800-552-4053.
week. 437-4928
TANNING Beds. Wolff sysOFFICE and Residential tem. Factory direct.
cleaning. References. Homes, commercial from
$1995. Financing available
759-1634.
to Qualified Buyers. ImmeWILL Babysit in my home, diate delivery. Save big!
experienced 759-4490.
Call 1-800-223-6743.
WILL houseclean ExperWARM Morning LP gas
ienced. 753-7365
heater, $150. Sears ventless LP gas heater with
100
stand and blower, $185. 40
Business
gal. water heater, $20. 77
Opportunity
Chrysler Cordoba, $1000
DEALERS Needed: Revo- OBO. 8,000 BTU Sears air
lutionary new mini satellite conditioner, $285.
dish (excellent picture qual- 492-8208 after 6pm.
ity). Tremendous demand.
Cost$587, retail $1290. Big
profits! No experience
necessary. Serious inquires only. Sata-Link 1000 REFRIGERATOR, hospital
(303) 694-1212. 8-5pm
bed, walker. 759-4490.
(MST).:
LOCAL Rural Food Service
Business. Remodeling
90% complete. Now grosses 150K plus. 2 Beautiful
building sites, all for
$68,000 or best offer. Serious inquiries only. Call after
830pm, 492-8738.
WOLFF Tanning Beds
New commercial home units from $199 LampsLotions-Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18. Call today free new
catalog
color
1-800462-9197

Want
To Buy
2 or 3BR house in Murray
$20,000-$30,000 price
range No Realtors please
759-9439 after 5pm.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile - home
tires $7-$12 each
527-2932
PALLETS
436-5430

40x48

WANTED Gulf Od memorabilia. Signs, cans, pens,
etc. 435-4327

150
Articles
For Sale
1990 YAMAHA Blaster
$2000 1966 Dodge Come
500. Good shape to
$2500 VAC Case Tracto
and Equip , $400 AKC
Chow Puppies, ready toga
Oct 7, be great for Christ
mas,$150/ea Wood stove
$100 Refrigerator. $25
Call 753-4636 after 4pm
NINTENDO
436-2251

unit

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
PINE 2x4,8ft,$ 80/ea
2x6, 12ft $2 50/ea
and 1)18 Red Oak
Cherry, $45 00/per
board ft 435-4494

Pine
1x6
and
100

POST Frame Buildings30)(40')(9' erected $5,195,
plus freight Other sizes
available Blitz Builders
1-800-628-1324"
RCA color TV 753-3302
RESTAURANT Equipment, dishes and utensils
1319 Wood East, Pans.
TN 901-644-0187
RITE Way-STOW wood or
coal 2 coal buckets, shovel
and fan A 1 ,Condition
$200 759 4502

Horns
Furnishings
BLUE rocker and ottoman,
$125. Sliding glass door
draperies and valance,
$50. Love seat, $175. Centurian mantle clock, $30. 2
oak lamps, $50/set. 2 hard
rock maple end tables,
$60/set. Ping Pong table,
best offer. 759-9872.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

12x70, 2BR 753-7573

FIREWOOD, green Of seasoned 753-5476

14x70 2br, 2 bath, central
H/A, range, refn
dis

FIREWOOD 436-2744

3 YEAR 01d Registered
Quarter Horses 1 gentle
mare, 1 English looking
gelding 1 easy riding, barrell and pole gelding Paris.
TN 901-644-9076

GET good, green firewood
now, and have it ready for $198.00 PER MONTH
winter. James Sills ,1992, 16x80, 3 or 4 bedroom Americas #1 Selling
753-4120.
Home. Keith Baker Homes,
Hwy 79E, Paris, TN
22o
6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2
1-800-533-3568
2 REGISTERED Beagles
Muskal
1980 REDMAN 14x60 2Br, ready to hunt 436-2251
LUDWIG snare drum With 1
bath Centr
AKC puppies Various
remo heads Comes combreeds 615-746-5355
plete with case, sticks,
1
after
stand and practice pad.
AKC: registered. red. Toy
$75. Call 489-2436 after
Dachund puppies
6Prrl,
1981 FLEETWOOD 14x70 $100/ea 901-352-2416
SOUND MASTER RE- 3Br, 1'4 bath $9000
AMERICAN Eskimo pupCORDING. 16-Tracks, al- 436-2181 or 436-5862
pies. 6 wks 753-4270
bums, demos, sound 1983, 14x60 $500 down
DAISY
Grooming Mondaytracks, jingles. Benton, KY $160/mo 753-6087
Saturday, by appointment
527-0453.
753-7819
MUST Sell. 1985, 24x60
240
Tidwell w/16x40 deck Cen- DOBERMAN Puppies,
tral
H/A. All major ap- AKC Registered Shots and
Mlecellaneous
wormed. Affectionate, expliances
Daytime
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS 502-623-6391. Nights cellent temperment and pedigree. 753-0324.
recently bought a fine 502-623-5663
stamp collection, U.S
HALF Chow and half Lab,
blocks and plate blocks NEED $100. Then be at our $.50/ea Half Pekinese and
Excellent U.S. and foreign 2nd Annual Dollar Drop and half Terrier $50/ea
coins also available along try to catch one. Sept 28th
474-8057
with silver dollars, proofs Keith Baker Homes, Hwy
79E,
Pans,
TN.
644-0012.
HAPPY Jack Fleagard. All
sets, coin and stamp supmetal patented device conplies If we don't have it, 1-800-533-3568.
we'll order it. We buy coins REPO-Doublewide 3br, 2 trols fleas in home without
and stamps and appraise bath, new carpet, new ap- chemicals or exterminaestates. Visit us at Book pliances Free delivery and tors. Results overnight! At
Rack (Dixieland Shopping setup. Stereo, vinyl siding, farm feed and hardware
Center, Murray), Treasure gutters $953 down. Rich- stores.
KY
HAVE an obedient, safe
House (Southside Manor, mond,
dog for show or home
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques 1-800-397-2241
Classes or private lessons
(Hazel)and Mercantile(AuServing Murray for over
rora). 753-4161.
12yrs 436-2858
200
GATLINBURG SummitMobile
Breathtaking mountain top
Homes For Rent
PEG'S Grooming
views. Fireplace, balcony,
14x60. Jonathan 753-2915
NEWER,
kitchen, indoor pool, jacuzCreek Area. Central H-/A YORKSHIRE Terrier. 1
zis. Honeymoon and
Private lot. $265/mo year old male looking for
Weekend Specials! Free
354-6248
loving home, preferably w/
brochure 1-800-242-4853,
(205) 988-5139.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, children. $150. 759-4187.
Walking disTIME Share Units and electric or gas
10
campground member- tance to college 753-5209
Public
ships. Cheap! Worldwide
selections. Vacation Network U.S. and Canada
ANTIQUES & COLLECT
1-800-736-8250/305-566ABLES MARKET, Sunday,
2203. Free rental informa- 4 CAR shop with office Cal Sept. 22, Cape Girardeau's
tion 305-563-5586.
Arena Building, 9am-4pm.
753-4509
314-334-5153.
TOPSOIL - pickup or we
NEW 2-bay shop with ofdeliver. 753-0277 or fice $275,mo 753-3678
759-1090. Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo,
12n
Ky.
Apartment.
ut
dirt
TOP Soil, good rich
Ideal for yards and plant
-beds. 759-1828, 753-2446. 1BR Furnished Apt. Close
1505 Beckett
Bogard Trucking & Exca- to campus, no pets.
$155/mo. 753-7276.
vating Inc.

WEDDING Chapel.
'Smoky Mountains' Heart
of Gatlinburg. Complete
Services. Intimate to elegant weddings (no blood
tests-no waiting period)
1-800-933-7464. WedBRASS Bed complete. Like dings in the park
new table and chairs. Cof- 1 -800-WED-RING
fee and end table. Miles
Fox office desk, chair, filing
cabinet. Cedar chest. Much
250
more. Roto tiller, lawn
Business
mower. 753-9324.
Services
BROYHILL Livingroon
Suite, plus lamps. Excellent PRIVATE Investigato
condition. 10 pieces, $600. D.B.A. Confidential lnvesti
Full-size bedroom' suite, gations, Southside Shop
$150. 759-9537.
ping Center, Suite #102
Murray, 753-2641
FULL-Size bed with matand
cofEnd
tables
tress.
27n
fee table with glass tops.
Mobile
Excellent condition.
Homes For Salo
753-7687.
'HONEYKING-Size waterbed, mov- $11,995 00
New 14
SPECIAL'
MOON
753-4000.
ing. Call Bill,
wide, 2 bedroom with
NEW Oak Wardrobe, washer-dryer, color TV,
raised panel doors. Large microwave, dishes, pot and
drawers, brass hardware. pans, silverware, toaster,
73Yr 'wide, 751
/
4 " tall, 24" telephone, and much,
deep. $650 489-2613. much more: Keith Baker
Sam-4pin.
Homes, Hwy 79E, Paris,
TN
644-0012,
OFF White couch and
1-800-533-3568
chairs, fair condition. $50.
753-7032.
1984 DOUBLE WIDE 3br. 2
SEPTEMBER Sale All li- bath, house type roof, mavingroom, bedroom, dinin- sonite siding Central H/A
groom, bedding and reclin- Must move. 437-4092.
ers are greatly reduced
through September Cerra- 1989 14x80, BUCCAway Furniture, 105 N 3rd. NEER 3br, 2 bath, H-14
Coach Estates $15,000
753-1502.
7 5 3 - 38 5 5
or
SOFA and Chair, tan. Ex- 407 253 1813
cellent condition $275.
DOUBLE Wide. 3br, 2 bath,
489-2141 after 5pm.
garage, swimming pool
Asking $22,000 437-4849
if no answer, leave
message
-FREE MONEY" Yes money will be falling from the
ATTENTION Hunters
Army surplus clothing, all sky $1500 to be given
sizes; ammo cans; packs, away Sat Sept 28th For
information call Keith Baker
duffle bags, and tents
Hwy 79E, Paris
(16x32 and 17x17). Friend Homes
6 4 4 - 00 1 2
TN
Sat, 6th and Chestnut
1-800 533 3568
DUCK & goose decoys for
LOWEST
Prices
sale 753-5588
Anywhere on Quality Built
GOLF CLUBS for sale 6 Energy Efficient Homes
month old Ting" Irons, One Dinkins Mdbile Homes
won, 3 won thru Pitching Inc Hwy 79E, Parts,.Tn
wedge. One year old „Ar- 1 800 6 4 2 - 489 1 -6'r
nold Palmer "owns",3 iron 642 4891 (local)
thru sand wedge. Call anytime and leave message MOBILE Home Repos for
sale Singles and doubles
753-5904
.Financing available Clean
PULSAR Compound Bow' late model homesGreen
Fully loaded, includes ar- Tree Acceptance
or
rows Ready to hunt $125 606 2 2 3\ 1 0 1 0
Call anytime 489-2982
1 800 221 9204

MOVING
SALE

2BR brick duplex, edge of
town. 753-4109.
2BR Duplex. Stove, refrigerator. dishwasher, W/D
hook-up, central H/A.(Witwell Road, left on Rid
t)
ood, imme
19
20/mo
7
ALMOST new 2br luxury,
energy efficient,- duplex
apartment in Westwood.
Appliances furnished.
Lease and deposit required. No pets. 753-7185
for appointment.
NEARLY New, 2br 2 bath
duplex, Northwood Dr Appliances furnished, garage
w/opener. $450/mo lyr
lease. No pets. 753-2905
SMALL 1Br lakefront apartment in Panorama Shores.
Appliances and utilities included. Fireplace, small
deck. Lease, references,
deposit required. No pets.
436-2484.
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 20

Lots of
items
No early
please.

baby

3BR, almost new house in
Westwood 1713 Oakhill
Dr. $475/mo 759-4406
CUTE INSIDEII 4Br central gas heatair. full base
ment, fenced Stove re
fngerator, washer 506
Vine 'South 6th and Vine'
$425 mo
Lease
753-8734

370
Uvestock
& Supplies
35 CROSSBRED heifers
averaging 7504bs, (Santas
Gertrudis, Simmental
sired) Heifers will calve in
Feb. & Mar '92 All heifers
are calfhood vacinated
Call 753-9778, 492-8302
753-5890 after 6pm
HUDSON Company Sad
dles, Bridles & Horse sup
plies, 759-1823 or
753-4545,
0-

Giant
Yard Sale

Big
Yard Sale

Sept. 20-21
7 a.m. till ?
121 North past 16th St. to
Bailey Road off Bailey
Rd. on Covey Dr. Watch
for signs.
Clothes • new & used crochet
& krul items d al lunds lamps
table, gin rack, bed frame
kitchen stool, antque serving
can, storm door solid wood
door Something for everyone

Sat., Sept. 21st
8 a.m..?
No Early Sales
%%well Rd. to Gibbs
Store Road.2nd entrance
to Southwest Villa. 2116
& 2118 Southwest Drive.
chary wise too,sewing martins
I cabinet car seat rign char
boosts seals, Ararsorrass,
swearers coats it pans, macros:la
helmet says, bcyds & lots ol "sic

2-Party
Carport Sale

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
Sept. 20 & 21
8 a.m.-?
94E 10 miles from
Murray 1st house
past 2nd detour.
Fishing equip., tools,
baseball cards, dishware, clothes, lots of
misc.

Fri., Sept. 20
508 Whitnell
7 a.m.
Lots of household,
knick knacks, furniture, toddler clothes,
Little Tyke tree house,
like new tricycle &
other toys.

AUCTION

Yard
Sale

Sat., Sept. 21, 1991
5 p.m.
Tr -City
Auction House
W. Dan Farris
Auctioneer
502-492-8796
Furniture, antiques
and appliances.

Fri., Sept. 20
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
121 South 21/2 miles
to Neale Rd. Right
on Neale Rd. First
house on left.
•

sin

6-Party
Yard Sale
.

Fri.-Sat.
8-?

Inside Valley DrIve-In
Hwy. 94 E 12 miles E.

of Murray
Bikes, TV's, Avon bottles,
household items, clothes,
glassware, tools, owls, lots
of different items added.
Come see, lois of bargains

Yard
Sale
& Sat.
Sept. 20 & 21
8 a.m.-?
Take 641 N. turn left
on 464. Look for
signs.
Lots of misc. Items.
753-0865

birds

Carport
Sale
1401 Henry St.
Fri., Sept. 20
7-5
Sat., Sept. 21
7-12
Dresser, bookcase,
lamps, pictures and
etc.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 20-21
7 a.m.-?
707 Goodman
Furniture, clothing,
household
variety
IteMS, lots Of MISC.

1BR House Newly remod
eied. Fireplace, large yard.
in county $230/mo. + deposit 554-0148 leave
message

Public
Sale

Public
Sale

Livestock
& Supplies

Firewood

410

410

170

210

150

Alpha Omicron Pi
Alumnae
Yard Sale
Fri. -& Sat
Sept. 20-21
8 a.m.-?
603 N. 16th St
Children's and adult
clothing, housewares,
furniture,
dishes,
toys, antiques, etc.

Root
Estate
BOB HALEY. Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
FOR Sale in Historic Frankfort. Professional office
building, could be changed
into home or bed and
breakfast operation On
Capital Avenue, within view
of State Capitol Building
Approximately 2806
square feet, two story plus
attic and basement
Kitchen area, one full barn
two half baths Shaded corner lot. Priced reduced to
$132. Call Kentucky Press
Association (502 1
223-8821

FOR Sale or Lease 39r
condominium Wheel-chair
accessible 753-3293
KOPPERUD REALTY or
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prizes
753-1222. toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
110
Lots
For Sale
WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision. 3.3 miles west ofh.lur-ray. Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas. cablevision, reasonably restricted for cottage only
753-5841 or 753-1566

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE
502-437-3026

GARAGE
SALE
Corner 11th
and Mulberry
Fri., Sept. 20
Sat., Sept. 21
No Sales Before & a.m
Sewing cabinet, lamp
tables, clothing, misc.
erns.

Garage Sale
9-20-91
Fri. Only 8 to ?
Gibbs Store Rd. ott of
Wiswell Rd.
S.,.oer single water bed
:h sheets & pad, cob,
v. !or-parts, couch, quilt
:clos oar,&-stools, daytied wit trundle, children
3, Daby clothes - all sizes,
5efiwomeris ;earls &
A-e".'s clothes

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6.00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
(Of 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to,Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road

mule

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753 0466 P0 Box 1033 Mundy

=7/Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patiOs covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.

Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work
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10-MILES out 94E Wellbuilt, 3br, 2bath brick walkout basement, deck double carpoit $56 800
753-6114

EXCLUSIVE
LAKE
FRONT
LOTS
Cedarling Hills
Water & power to lots.
Deed restricted.
Call Bill at
MTG 753-4000
MTG

!foil

asn
Homes
For Sale

BRICK 3 bedrooms. 2 cer
amic baths. LR, FR w
fireplace. Diningroom
APPALACHIAN Log Struc large kitchen. utility room.
tures Model home now double carport, extra coropen on Hwy 280E (Potter. ner lot 753-4090
townRd) For information BY OWNER. If you like
and /appointment call seclusion, but not isolation,
436-2040
while living in an estate
HOUSE and Lot. 3br. 1'6 setting on 21 acres, you'll
baths 4 miles from Paris like our quality-built home
Landing Park on Cypress 27, miles from Murray
Creek Rd 539.500 4800 square feet of luxury
living in 3 or 4 bedrooms.
615-359-2683
vaulted Greatroom, den, di1BR. 2 bath, front and back ning room, three full baths,
porch, beautiful setting, 2 kitchens, sun room. Much
blacktop road. 6Y, acres, storage of all kinds. Many
20 mm. from Ky Lake. other special features
$49,000. 901-642-4526.
Come see to appreciate
3BR, LVRM, Kit, DINRM, 753-6869

UTILRM, Lots of cabinets
and closets. Approximately
2BR, 1 bath. Good condi 1900 sq.tt. living area and
tion. 3 miles from Murray on full BSMT + GAR 100x295
Coles Campground Rd. lot. Call 753-9376 after
6pm.
753-5484

ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE
SATURDAY, SEPT. 21, 12:00 NOON
LOCATION: Kenlake Marina at Kenlake
State Resort Park, Aurora, KY.
1978 43 FT. CARLCRAFT - Only 380
hours, swing platform, fly bridge, swim
platform, twin 454 V-Drive, 7'/2 K.W.generator, 2 air conditioners, bath with tub &
shower.
This craft is known as the fastest ofits kind
on Kentucky Lake. It may be inspected by
calling Gene Petitt at Kenlake Marina
(502/474-2245.
ALSO BEING OFFERED:
1974 43 FT. DRIFTER - Fly bridge, 225
Mercruiser, 61/2 K.W. generator. Sells subject to confirmation.
1974 35 Fr. SILVER QUEEN - Swing
platform, fly bridge, twin 318 Chrysler VDrive, 61/2 K.W. generator, air conditioner.
Sells subject to confirmation:
TERMS:On each craft,$5,000.00 down day
of sale with balance on delivery of title
within 15 days.

C.W. Shelton

For Your Real Estate
Needs Contact
Will Ramey .436-5487
753-6755
J.N.Reed
Jackie Rushing .... 751.4074
Janis Hicks
753-7408
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Dan Miller-Associate
& Auctioneer 4354144
or
Wilson Real Estate

Office
302 S 12th

753-3263

NICE 3br, 1'4 bath home
on 14 acre. Has outbuilding and new septic tank
Price reasonable
437-4244 anytime.
POSSIBLE Owner Financing, 4Br, 3 bath home on
Plainview Dr $105.000.
753-0724.
WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision 4br, 2 bath.
w/covered dock. 354-6006
d70

Motorcycles
1989 KAWASAKI Ninja
Motorcycle, Like new, only
1200 miles plus 2 matching
helmets. $3500. Call
502-966-3741 and leave
message if no answer.

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
t1A0

811 Paris Road

Mayfield, KY 42066

Paducah (502)247-7514

(502)247-1385

C.W. Shelton, Broker & Auctioneer

Auto
Services
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

APPLIANCE REPAIR
S,:r\ 1e on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
niicrov.ayes - dishwashers - gas ific electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*A1 Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

liteele-Apritten, Inc.
Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive. automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

(:ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1991
10:00 A.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
RAYMOND STEMBRIDGE
5 MILES EAST OF MAYFIELD, KY.
ON HIGHWAY 80
MECHANIC AND SHOP TOOLS
Testing Equipment For Detroit & Cummins Engines • Valve
Grinder • Mack-Snap On-Craftsman Wrenches - 3/8'. 1/2',
3/4-.1" Sockets• Tool Chest And Cabinets'Air Impact 1/2"
& 1" • Air Drills - Hammers - Grinders • Compression
Gauges Air Greaser'Cutting Torcn & Gauges'Battery
Charger 4 Horse Air Compressor'Shop Floor Crane'
Mack 1'/. Ton Transmission Jack `I, Ton Chain Hoist •
Metal Work Table' 12" Wood Working Lathe 'And Much
More
Case 3D Dozer. Needs Repair • H-Farrnaii Tractor' 1974
Ford Van • 1971 Int Bus vr/345 Engine, Auto Trans'1955
Ford Dump Truck • 1966 Chevy Pickup 1975 Dodge
Pickup • 1975 Yaharna Motorcycle •Two-Triumph140(orcycles • Several Bus Vehicles For Storage •
E klorada Air Ride Truck Seat'10.00-20 Truck Tires Truck
Transmission 5-10-13 Speeds 24 Drop Lumber Tarps 14
x 24 Steel Trap • Chain Binders. Ratchets & Straps 'Used
Detroit Engines & Parts • Eaton Transmission Parts 'Many
Automotive Parts From 1947-1962 • And Much More
12x60 Mobile Home With Add On Room
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!

"a*

JAMES R. CASH
74. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
(502)623-8466 or (502)623-6388
FAX 502-623-8885
TN Firm #806, TN Lic. #930
74.

4

Services
Offered

Used
Cars
3BR, 2 bath, Central H A
Near Murray High
$73,000 753-5644

1969 DODGE Dart, 4-door
Extra clean, low mileage,
A/C $695 Will trade
759-1922
1975 OLDS 88 Convertible
455 V-8 with air, new white
lettered tires Very good
condition. See at Five
Points Auto Repair, Coldwater Rd, behind Murray
Paving Co. $2250
1976 FORD Grandma
"GHIA- 4-door. Auto, V-8,
air, power and new tires.
AM/FM cassette 95.000
actual miles. Good mechanically and body $725
OBO. 435-4327
1976 MERCURY Comet
3-speed on column has
less than 74,000 miles
$400 753-3435
1978 MERCURY Grand
Marquis Excellent condition All power $850
474-0115
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from l'ISU
dorms.
LIKE New 1981 Ford LTD,
18,240 miles 4-door, p/s,
auto, V-8 air, color medium
fawn metallic Estate of
Forest Boyd $5850
753-2633, 8.30 to 5 00pm
1984 CAMARO Z-28. Excellent condition Loaded,
new tires $4000 Must sell.
753-3532.
1984 FIERO, clean. A/C,
sunroof. $1500. 474-0115.
1985 BUICK Century limited Loaded, good condition, grey $2500 753-2494
after 530
1985 HONDA Accord LX,
loaded 75xxx miles
$4900 Days 753-6106,
Nights 436 2706
1979 CAMARO Rally
Sport Blue, rear window
louvers, mag wheels. white
letter tires. auto 753-7371
or 753-4129
1979 CHEVY Monte Carlo.
White, 2-door, fair condition $500 5Q2-759-9826.
1982 BUICK Regal. Sunroof, good car Must Sell!
753-1651 or 489-2266.
1982 MONTE Carlo.
$1000 1979 Chevette,
$250 753-9440

530

530

490
Hams
Foe Sale

Lots
For Sale

1988 FORD Aerostar, ex AFFORDABLE Security A LICENSED electrica
cellent condition. 753-5227 Systems available for both contractor JAMES C. GALhome and office 5 year LIMORE ELECTRIC. Comdays, 753-9909 nights
warranty. 100% guaran- mercial and residential, fast
1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE.
teed For your own peace of courteous and efficient ser
19869-PASSENGER Ford See at Roses Wheel Align- mind, call RC Enterprise, vice 759-1835
Van. high mileage, good ment during the day. Call 395-7615
MITCHELL Paving Seal
buy at $3,000 Plymouth 753-8965 after 4pm.
ALPHA Builders Carpen- coating and hauling Over
Reliant 4-door, pis, pip, at.
ALPINE AM/FM Com- try, remodeling, porches, 30yrs experience Free es
$2,950. 759-1602
pact Disc in-dash $399.99. roofing, concrete, drive- timates 753-1537 or
1986 CHEVY Cavalier Sunset Boulevard Music. ways, painting, mainte- 753 1221
Z-24 492-8886 daytime 15yr. Anniversary Spe- nance, etc Free estimates.
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
cial. Sunset Boulevard 489-2303.
753-8965 after 4pm
link fence, dog kennels, reMusic. Dixieland Shop1986 DAyTONA Shelby Z ping Center,
Chestnut St. ANY remodeling, painting sidential, commercial Free
5-Speed. pis, a-c, tilt. 753-0113.
& roofing References 'estimates 753-9785 or
cruise, power seat w
753-3254
759-1110.
lumbar, rear defrost, AMinterior and exPAINTING
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
FM cassette w/Eq New
Vans
Factory trained by 3 major terior Quality work Over
tires 62,000 miles Very
good condition $5200
manufacturers Most parts 20 years experience Ralph
1979 CHEVY Conversion in stock, on my truck. All Worley 759-4555
OBO 753-4260
Van Excellent condition work and parts warranted.
1986 ESCORT One Low miles Many Extas. Ask for Andy at The Ap- PAINTNG-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
owner, p/s, p/b, air, auto, 436-2858.
pliance Works, 753-2455
Small repairs Reasonable
stereo, great shape, must 1988 DODGE Grand Cara/APPLIANCE SERVICE
rates 753-6844
see 753-6731 after 5pm
van LE. pA. p/w. electronic Kenmore, Westinghouse,
1986 JAGUAR, British rac- compass, piseats. Deluxe Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- PLLAMBING repairman with
ing green, 35,000 miles. All stereo system Excellent perience., Bobby Hopper, same day service Call
ccindition Taxable value, 436-5848
436-5255
maintenance records
$11,600. Will sell "for $7999.
$17,000_ 901-642-5104
Free estiAPPLIANCE repair, Electri- PLUMBING 80,000 miles 753-9786.
rate
Affordable
mates
cal & Plumbing repair Na1982 TOYOTA Cellica,
Caravan SE. tural and LP gas installa- Same day service. All work
DODGE
1988
753-0997
guaranteed. 492-8816
V-6 engine. 7 passenger, tion. Licence(' and Bonded
low mileage Excellent con- 753-4684
QUALITY CLEANING at a
dition. New tires 753-6855
reasonable price ResidenBACKHOE Service - ROY
1988 FORD Aerostar, ex- HILL Septic system, drive- tial and Commercial. Ask
cellent condition. 753-5227 ways, hauling, foundations, for Gin-a Graham,
753-5210
days, 753-9909 nights.
etc. 759-4664

1985 LINCOLN Town Car
Signature Series Loaded
mint condition $7000
436-5230

TOYOTAS COST LESS
111 rilURRAV
CARS

11 Geo NM
11 Toyota Comb DX $9117
S9,487
'10 Chevy Luinma
'90 Fad Twrus Wgn ...... $8117
16 Ilercury Sable
$7187
'90 Fad
$6,987
19 Fad INNS
19 Meal Sable
11 Toyota Celim ST.--$8,981
11 Toyota Cressola.._ $14,687
19 Toyota Cola DX $7,217
'99 Nissan NO U.__ $10,417
$6,787
11 Tcrfota
$11,487
19 Toyota
11 Dolce Aries Wp $4187
11 Clvysler Lekai ,$6,987
11 Tciola Co FX.4487
17 Mazda
$5,987
$3,987
17 Nervy
17 Olds Cutlass
$6,487
17 Toy. Cry
17 Chevrolet Cektly...„ $4,487
16 Hod Accad DX $5,487
16 Chevy Carter Cony $5,187
15 Oils Cuts Calais $3,987
15 Toyota Mt.--$4,981
15 Toyota Cry LE 2,487
15 Toyota Comb GIS 2,487
15 Toyota Coral LE $4,987
14 Toyota Tercel SR5m $2,981
.• •$24$7
10 Ilercury
14 Toyota Cook-mm 10r
14 Chevrolet Caprice $2,917
13 Toyota Cressida $3187
13 Pontiac BO LE
13 Paitiac Phemix
12 Ptf, Relit Wp $2287
$2,287
12 Toyota
$1117
Sup
12 Olds Cutlass
$2,187
12 Bud LeSabre

TRUCKS
11 Ford Ranger XLT 2,987
$5487
'11 Toyota 44
17 Plymalth Vmer LE 1,487
17 Tolot 414
16 Toyoti 4x2,,,.,,,,......, $3,987
16 Ford BronoX1.I 414 $7,987
16 Tolott
15 Dodge Ram Pt 13,487
15 Toyota
'84 Dodge Ram Charger $3,917
14 Toyota
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert-Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

TOYOTA

MINIVAN. 1987 GMC Safari SLE Excellent condition, 8 passenger. loaded.
$6000 759-1519.

1971 CHEVY Pick-upparts. 1972 Chevy pick-up,
4x4. 435-4249.
1979 CHEVY Luv 4x4.
Body fair, engine sound.
High mileage but excellent
gas (20-25mpg). Good
hunting or work truck Asking $900. 753-9771, If no
answer, leave message
1979 GMC Pick-up. 17,xxx
miles. Call 753-7388 after
5pm.
1985 BRONCO II, Eddie
Bauer Edition. Low miles,
sharp. Reduced to $6000.
436-2778

75HP EVINRUDE out
board motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425

75.14161

A1A FIREWOOD and
Landscaping Tree removal
and trimming 492 8254
1987 CHEVROLET Cele
Stump
brity Classic 2 door, Al TREE Service
spraying Free
and
removal
loaded,
one-owner.
-tone,
2
dean. $2995 Will trade estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816 753 0495
759-1922

753-9838
HAULING yard work, tree
removal mowing Free estimates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and coolingbills Call Sears
753-231016r tree estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames witli woodgrain for
mica all colors Free esti
mates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436 5560

WORD PROCESSING
computer graphics service.
Term papers, resurnes, legal/
medical, graphics and banners. Reasonable rates.
759-4992.

Roy Hill
Backhoe Serwice

SE0
Free
Column

,
al411$11
4
0
EICO °ff'

BLACK Lab puppies ready
to find good home Free'
436-2834.

Specializing in

•Septic Tanks
•Sewers
•Foundations
'hauling, etc.

570
Waited
SELL your unused grocery
coupons. Ideal for individuals or fund raising organizaDetails.
tions.
606-293-8900 24Hrs.

(502) 759-4664

CUSTOIA KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOIA WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behond Bunny Bread)
753-5940

QUALITY Wood Furnishing. Custom cabinets, furniture and kitchen remodel
ing. 15 years. Free Estimates Call 382-2534

REFINISHING and Repair
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- Work, chair caneing.
ishing. Basements foot-. Hubert Coles, 492-8714.
ings, garages, drives. ROCKY COLSON Home
walks. 30yrs. experience. Repair Roofing, siding,
13yrs in Murray area. painting, plumbing, con753-5476 Charles Barnett. crete. Free estimates Call
BUILDER, residential, 474-2307,
commercial, carpentry. ROGER Hudson rock haulTripp Williams. 753-0563. ing, gravel,sand,dirt, driveBULLDOZING and back- way rock. 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823.
hoe. 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available.
SEWING machine repair.
CHIM Chim Chimney Kenneth Barnhill.
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- 753-2674.
zen discounts. We sell chim- SHEETROCK finishing,
ney caps and screens. textured ceilings. Larry
435-4191.
Chrisman. 492-8742,

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
1985 GMC Sierra Classic and Cooling Service. ComPick-up. Excellent condi- plete installation and sertion. One-owner. $5500. vice. Call Gary at
382-2696
759-4754.
1985 CHEVROLET S-10. CUSTOM Window Tinting.
Low mileage, good condi- 'All Types of Windows'
tion. 4-speed. (502) Homes, businesses, cars,
247-9504 after 5pm.
boats. Fade/scratch resisFree estimates, very
tant.
1985 S-10 4x4, Extended
Call anytime
cab. V-8, 350, bored .40 reasonable.
762-2806.
over, oversized cam, 762-3341.
Weiand Alum high rise in- DAVIDSON Roofing New
take, Holley 650 dpr, Turbo roofs and repairs. Tear offs
350 Transmission, 4.11 and re-roofs. Written guargears, 5,000 mi on motor antee. Local references
and trans., 75,000 on truck. 753-5812.
3 inch lift, 31x10.50 tires.
$6,000 firm. (502) DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blow753-8764.
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
1987 DODGE Power Ram LICENSED for electric,
50, 4x4, 5-speed, tan, gas, refrigeration. Installa49,500 miles, a/c stereo tion and repair Free esticassette, bed liner Sharp mates. 753-7203
$5800. 492-8899 EXPERIENCED roofing
ACCEPTING bids for 1985 and painting. New roofs,
International DT-466 single tear offs and re-roofs Free
axle, medium duty tractor. estimates 474-2021 or
185,xxx miles Contact Pat 436-2731.
Warren, Consolidated
Freightways. Mon-Fri, FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
8arn-5pm. 753-142.
for free estimate for your
GMC 1-ton dually, 454. needs
New radial tires on back,
new exide battery. P/S, GENE Parker and Sons
P/B, A/C 759-4630 or Lawn and garden service
Bush hogging, yard prepa753-1797.
rations, seeding, fertilizing,
breaking gardens 34 years
520
759-4842,
experience
Boats
753-5838, 753-9317
& Motors
17 5F1 Glastron Boat for GENERAL Repair plumbsale w/trailer Excellent ing, roofing, tree work
condition 753-6331 after 436-2642
5pm
GERALD WALTERS
1965 RUNABOUT in good Roofing, vinyl siding, paintcondition with 75hp Evin- ing Free estimates 18
rude 08 in excellent condi- years experience Local retion $1000 Call James at ferences 489-2267
435-4425
GUTTERING By Sears
1986 24' PONTOON Sears residential and comw/1988 Johnson 88HP mo- mercial continuous gutters
tor Call 759-1855 after installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
5Pal
for free estimate
198718' POLAR Kraft boat
wr75HP Merc w/tilt and HADAWAY Construction
trim, live well, depth finders Home remodeling, paintand trolling motor. Call ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
759-1855 after 5pm
small 436,2052
Pontoon
24FT CREST II
Boat 75HP Johnson. New
top, floor and carpet, excelHANDYMAN will do plumblent condition $4000
ing, electric and carpentry
753 8809
Reasonable rates

<CM>P,Iav

5'5 S
ay KY

BACKHOE service David
Burkeen. Septic systems,
basements, foundations.
driveways, gravel, dirt,
sand, mulch, rip rap placing. 474-2103 '

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost. Free estimates without obligation.
Day or nite, 753-5484.

TOEWS Electric Residential broiler house service
work. 345-2690.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15,most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530,
WASH and Wax service for
cars Let us make your car
shine. Call John at
753-9753 or 762-3342.
WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed. 435-4169
WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John
WILLIAMS Concrete Service Low prices, free estimates 354-9397
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AN EXCEPTION TO THE RULE!
This truly exceptional home has all the extras you have
been looking for: style, location, livability, lovely lot,
master bedroom suite with dressing area and 3 baths. A
must to ske. Reduced to $121,500. MLS 3387

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

711 Main

GUN, KNIFE &
BASEBALL CARD

CALVI

SHOW
Admission: $2

Children Under 12 Free

Marshall County High School
Draffenville, Kentucky
Saturday, Sept. 21, 9-5
Sunday, Sept. 22, Noon-5

T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical - Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm.
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licenced, insured Estimate available.
759-4690
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BURIAL INSURANCE
AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
AVAILABLE THRU

age
age
age
age
age

MALE
- -$9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73
40

age
age
age
age
age

IT FITS,
NO ONE
KNOW DR(
ANWrilis
LIKE TH

FEMALE
40 - $7.73
50 - 9.85
60 - 13.33
70 - 21.45
80 - 40.73

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199

Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"
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PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 21st, 1991 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction Barn in Lynn
Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn Grove. From
Mayfield, Ky. take 121 So. to 1836 South 3 miles to auction. Watch for
auction signs.
2 old wall telephones - 2 old crank telephones - nice counter top showcase - old
tin toys - lantern with red globe - horse collars - old advertisements - milk bottles
& wood milk cases - beautiful old hanging lamp with glass prisms - kerosene
lamps - floor lamps - nice Tiffany type lamp - old baby face lamps - other old
lamps - old pictures & frames - coffee mill - old stone pitchers - stone jugs - jars
& chums - old glass & china - old trunks - tin door pie safe - 2 old kitchen
cabinets - glass door cabinet - beautiful oak btxi - Grandmother clock - old
upright piano - wicker couch & chair - 2 old library tables - 2 old dressers with
bevel mirror - nice old side board 6 drawer treadle sewing machine - old
rockers - straight chairs - old large post bedroom suite - old iron beds - several
baby dolls - single barrel shotgun - silver dollars - silver dimes - half dollars wheat pennies - buffalo nickles - old Mickey Mouse watch - nice Warm
Morning gas heating stove - electric stove & ref. - wood heating stove - porch
swing - 3 couches - 2 loveseats - odd chairs - recliner - old oak rocker - coffee &
end tables - color t.v. - V.C.R. - chrome table & chairs - wood table & chairs drop leaf table - nice wringer washer - yard chairs - bicycles - lawn mower electric fans & heaters - electric welder - lot of nuts, bolts & screws - *al tool
- 3(2) wheel trailers - nice 1974 Chevrolet 2 dr., p.s./p.b., air contikming,
low miles - 1980 LTD Forrcar 2 dr. - bee hives. This is only a partial listing.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For
more information and your needs 'phone 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
"My Seri-ice /Mews'! ersAt, It rap"
Waih next weeks paper for a vood estate auction nest Friday the 27111 Ill a in,
mouth of Farmington, Ky. on IN y. 561. Mrs. Francis Jones Estate.
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Ten years ago
M.C. Garrott will retire as director of public services and information at Murray State University on
Oct. 31. He has been at Murray
State since 1968.
The Grand Jury returned indictments in its report to Judge James
M. Lassiter in the current term of
Calloway County Circuit Court.
Dr. Hal E. Houston, Dr. Charles
D. Clark and Dr. Donald Hughes
attended a seminar of Kentucky
Academy of Family Physicians
held at Owensboro.
The Usrey family reunion was
held Sept. 6 at Ellis Community
Center, Murray.
Serving as officers of Theta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club are Bess Kerlicki, Margaret
Cavitt, Anna Mae Thurman and
Anita Mansfield.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Morgan, Aug.
25.

Thirty years ago
Forty years ago
Randy Patterson, member of CalThe Meat Judging Team of Murloway County 4-H Teenage Club, ray Training School Chapter of
won the Kentucky 4-H Speech Future Farmers of America placed
event at Kentucky State Fair. third in state contest at Kentucky
Louisville. He spoke on "The Fate State Fair, Louisville. Team memof the Nation." He is the son of bers are Bobby Harrell, L.J. Hendon and Dalton Vaughn with CharMr. and Mrs. Randall Patterson.
les Leroy Eldridge as advisor.
Mary Ann Crawford, Vandelene
Pvt. William Watson, son of Mr.
McKee!, Carolyn Miles, Linda
and Mrs. J.R. Watson, has comShelton, Glenda Jones, Betty
pleted basic training at Lackland
Crutcher, Anna Story, Helen
Air Force Base, Texas.
Crutcher, Jetta Culpepper, Carolyn
Parks and Jenny Johnson are offic"Raymond Outland of Murray
ers of Murray College High School Electric
Service changing bulbs in
Chapter of Future Homemakers of street light out
front. Says the long
America. Sue Fairless is advisor. handled gadget
is also useful for
Serving as officers of Murray picking apples," from column.
State College Women's Society are "Seen & Heard Around Murray- by
Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Mrs. Ruth James C. Williams.
Moore, Mrs. Bill Read and 'Mrs.
Calloway County Singing ConMax Carman.
vention will be Sept. 23 at Kirksey
Murray High School Tigers beat High School, according to James
Morganfield High School team 52 V. Edwards, president. and Joe Pat
to 7 in a football game. •
James, secretary.

Twenty years ago
Ray Sinclair of Ryan Milk Co.
and Jerry Fulton, Murray Post
Office mail carrier, spoke at Story
Hours held at Calloway County
Public Library.
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer spoke at
a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club
held on Sept. 16. Dr. Durwood
Beatty is club president.
Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Wyatt are
today, Sept. 19, observing their
68th wedding anniversary.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Paul Houck,
Sept. 1, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy L. Mohon, Sept. 14.
A homecoming and gathering of
reltives was held at the home of
Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell near
Coldwater.
Murray High School Tigers lost
to Mayfield High School Cardinals
by the score of 7 to 6 in a football
game at Mayfield.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I am very angry!
We havejust met with our insurance
agent who has advised us that we
need an additional policy.
We recently purchased a trampoline fin- our children, which we are
now told is a huge liability to us. It
stands about3 1/2 feet offthe ground,
so it is not likely that a small child
could get on without assistance.
What infuriates me is that the
children who could get on are old
enough to know they would be tres-

passing. Should a child hurt him or car and all of my savings because the
herself while using it without su- newspaper boy decided to jump on
pervision, we would be responsible. our trampoline while delivering
Why couldn't we sue the parents newspa per-s.
We. the public, have made it so
for not watching their children or
teaching them to respect other easy to sue. Who cares? The insurpeople's property? Our system has ance company has plenty of money.
made it a liability to drive the Boy Wrong! You and I pay for it through
Scouts to the zoo, or have play higher premiums. It is time the
equipment in our own back yard. lawyers,judges and jurors stood up
Granted, laws are made for the and shouted,-Enough! Quit wasting
protection ofothers-but what about my time and the taxpayers' money!
For crying out loud, America. use
my rights? I could lose my home, my
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DEAR
DISAPPOINTED
OWNER: As your insurance
agent has probably informed
you,a trampoline on your property is what is known as an "attractive nuisance"!
You should install a fence
around your property, making
the trampoline inaccessible to
uninvited people. And be sure
your fence has a lock on it.
DEAR ABBY: Like 100.000 other
men in the United States each year.
I was diagnosed recently as having
cancer of the prostate through the
use of a digital examination, a blood
test for the measurement of prostatic-specific antigen. and an ultrasound examination of the prostate.
Soon after, I went to the Johns
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore for
surgery, where Dr. Patrick Walsh
has devised a procedure for the removal of cancerous prostates with a
nerve-sparing technique. leaving
most of his patients potent and curltinent. His procedure is widely used
by other urologists.
One urologist told me that had I
not had the prostatic- specific antigen test and the ultrasound examination, the detection of the malignancy through a digital examination
alone would have taken 10 years, at
which time I would have been dead
Instead. I am cancer-free and in
perfect health because of early detection
THOMAS P. SLAVF/NS.
PROFESSOR. THE UNIVERSITY
OF MICHIGAN

HONE We
NAME

3-?.'4
00

some common sense!
All we wanted to do was give our
children a fun toy-not make someone rich because his kids broke i)Lir
safety rules and trespassed_ on our
property. Thank you, Abby, for letting me get this off my chest.
A VERY DISAPPOINTED
TRAMPOLINE OWNER
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Looking Back

Today is Thursday, Sept. 19, the 262nd day of 1991. There are 103
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 19, 1796, President Washington's farewell address was published. In it, the first chief executive of the United States advised,
"Observe good faith and justice toward all nations. Cultivate peace and
harmony with all."
On this date:
In 1777, American soldiers in the Revolutionary War won the first
Battle of Saratoga over the British.
In 1783, Jacques Etienne Montgolfier launched a duck, a sheep and a
rooster aboard a hot-air balloon at Versailles, France.
In 1881, the 20th president of the United States, James A. Garfield,
died of wounds inflicted by an assassin 11 weeks earlier.
In 1906, addressing the annual dinner of The Associated Press in New
York, Mark Twain said there were "only two forces that can carry light
to all the corners of the globe ... the sun in the heavens and The Associated Press down here.
Ten years ago: More than a quarter million people marched in
Washington in a Solidarity Day organized by the AFL-CIO. Paul Simon
and Art Garfunkel held their first formal concert in nine years, in New
York's Central Park.
Five years ago: Federal health officials announced that the experimental
drug AZT would be made available to thousands of AIDS patients after
tests showed it extended the lives and relieved symptoms of some people
afflicted with the disease.
One year ago: Iraq began confiscating foreign assets from countries
imposing sanctions against the Baghdad government. The Senate Judiciary Committee completed hearings on Supreme Court nominee David
Souter.
Today's Birthdays: Retired Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell is 84.
Author William Golding is 80. Former New York Times managing editor
Clifton Daniel is 79. Author Roger Angell is 71. Former secretary of
defense Harold Brown is 64. Actress Rosemary Harris, is 61.-Newspaper
columnist Mike Royko is 59. Actor David McCallum is 58. Singersongwriter Paul Williams is 51. Golfer Jane Blalock is 46. Actor Jeremy
Irons is 43. Actress Twiggy is 42. TV. personality Joan Lunden is 41.
Actor Kevin Hooks is 33.
Thought for Today: "That government is best which governs the least,
because itS people discipline themselves."- President Thomas Jefferson
(1743-1826).
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THEY 6AY ONE'S DINNERWARE
SHOULD REFLECT ONE'S
PERSONALITY
Synd.Cale

FOR ME,
FINE CHINA

1 Make lace
4 Subject of
discourse
9 Ordinance
12 Collection
of facts
13 Rustic
14 Guido's high
note
15 Be ill
16 Dry
17 Form
18 Skeleton
organization
20 Father
21 Channing ID
23 Hawaiian
wreath
24 Substance
28 Bitter vetch
30 Sacred
writing
32 Lifeless
34 Roman
bronze
35 Does wrong
36 Placed in

Answer to Previous Puzzle

. office
39 Negative
40 Dwell
41 Corded cloth
43 Ci-T linkup
44 Note of scale
45 Paths
47 - Tyler
Moore
50 Amount owed
51 Wooden pin
54 Climbing
plant
,
55 Musical
instrument
56 Wine cup
57 Jamie Curtis
58 Sat for
portrait
59 Hard-shelled
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3 Soapstone
4 Barters
5 Large

fruit

DOWN

cyclone
Lake
7 Insane
8 Spanish

1 Chinese
pagoda

6 Great

2 Southern
blackbird

article

Stumped? Get the answers you need by
calling "Dial-a-Word" at 1-900-454-3535
and then dialing 702: 95c per minute:
Touch-Tone or rotary phones.
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9 Zodiac sign
10 Everyone
11 Small lump
17 Having dull
finish
19 Lansbury ID
20 Soft-food
21 Evergreen
tree
22 Crinkly
fabric
24 Pitiable,
lamentable
25 Twist
26 Mistake '
27 Remains at
ease
29 Weakens
31 Soak as flax
33 Placemat
37 Mountain on
Crete
38 Marked by
depressions
42 Hebrew
letter
45 Limbs
46 Bodge
47 VVrte
measure
48 Haill
49 Grain
50 Pair
52 Large bird
53 Ship channel
55 Parks ID

Dr. Gott
, DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 58 'years
old and have noticed that one testicle
is much smaller than the other. Is this
normal, or should I be concerned'
DEAR READER: As men age. one
or both testicles often shrink and become softer This is normal.
On the other hand, I remember a
man in his 60s who came to me with a
similar complaint. On examination. I
discovered that his -smaller" testicle
was normal, the larger one was actually the problem: He had a tumor in it
Thus, although it may sound strange
for me to say so. I worry less about
the apparent shrinkage of your small
testicle. and more about the -normalone.
You should see your family doctor
for an exam. In the event that one testicle has, indeed, become smaller, you
needn't worry. But I'd feel more cornfortable knowing that the other one
hasn't enlarged_
DEAR DR. GOTT Are there any
exercises that would help claudication' I'm 75 and love to walk. yet the
condition causes knots in my (Alves
and constant pain.
DEAR READER. Claudication. the
appearance of muscle cramps and severe leg pains during exercise, is due
to • inadequate circulation caused hy
arterial blockage from arteriosclerosis. Although walking and other similar activities benefit patients with
this affliction, such physical exertion
is sometimes impossible because of
discomfort.
In such cases, 1 recommend walking to the point of pain, resting and
then continuing. Regular exercise
will frequently improve circulation
- but, in my experience. it Is not particularly effective treatment for claudication. Rather, surgery to remove the
blockage or to bypass the obstruction
is much more helpful.
See your doctor for specific recommendations. In the meantime, continue to walk within the limits imposed
by your condition. There are no special exercises to aid claudication.
which is a mechanical problem usually requiring a mechanical solution.
Because arteriosclerotic blockage
is of Cen related to high blood cholesterol. I am sending you a free copy' of
my Health Report "Understanding
Other readers who
Cholesterol
would like a copy should send El n
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to PO. Box 91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention the title

r•I
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Drop in claims may be holiday-related
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
number of Americans filing new
claims for jobless benefits fell by
17,000 in the first week of September, the government reported today.

mg new claims for unemployment
benefits, down from the 419,000
Labor Day work week.
people filing first-time claims the
For the week ending Sept. 7, week before, the Labor Department
there were 402,000 Americans 1,1- said.
It was the lowest level of new
claimants since the last week of
July, when there were 400,000 people going to unemployment offices.
The
17,000 drop was the biggest
Lou V. McGary
decline since a 21,000 decline for
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
the week ending July 20, when
of the Deductibles?
claims fell to 404,000.
But because the first week of
September included Labor Day,
(
P)
meaning people had only four days
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
to go to government offices, anal$628 on Part A; $100 on Part B. Call me for more information.
ysts hesitated to read too much into
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m. today's reported improvement.
In addition, the number can be
extremely volatile from week to
week, and economists generally
like to see a substantial drop in
claims at least three or four weeks
in a row before declaring that hiring practices have improved.
Sam Kahan of Fuji Securities
said
that because the 17,000
Red, $6,900
decrease was probably holiday
related, jobless claims might rise in
the next couple of weeks to make
,up for an artificial decline. But if
a.
jobless claims stay on a downward
11111.1111
trend, that could mean a glimmer
of a hiring rebound, he said.
"Right now, the best we can say
48 mos. @ 12.99% A.P.R.
is that it's stabilizing," Kahan
said.
753-2617
641 South
Still, the 400,000-level reported
today is far better than the peaks of
early spring, when more than
500,000 people were filing new
claims every week.
For the week ending Aug. 31,
there were 3.2 million Americans
actually receiving benefits, a
(Ages 4 to 5)
decrease of about 120,000 from the
previous week. That means either
more people ran out of benefits or
found jobs.
States that reported significant
drops in claims for the week
ending Sept. 7 included California,
which had a 9,700-claim decrease.
"Provides highest quality
Child Development Center
It said the decline was caused by
learning centers"
109 S. 15th St.
school employees returning to
Call
work, agriculture hiring and the
holiday week.
Michigan had a 6,200 decrease,
Gale B. Cornelison, L.S.W.
109 S. 15th St.
because of fewer layoffs.

Obituaries

But the improvement may have
been caused by the shortened

INSURANCE
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Lonnie Lee Martin
Lonnie Lee Martin, 31, of 405
North Cherry St., Murray, died
Monday about 10:30 p.m. in a twocar accident on U.S. Highway 641
near Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. Martin was employed at
Fisher-Price, Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.

FULLTIME
PRESCHOOL
OPENINGS
ONLY!
753-5227

ilergfizr SALE
THIS WEEKEND
ONLY!

%fistfrcvn thestart"

Payne and Lottie Jean Hartsfield,
and one brother, Lee Hrtsfield,
Murray; three nieces and one
nephew.
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah will be in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Christine E. Williams
Final rites for Mrs. Christine E.
Williams were Wednesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Jack
Geurin officiated. Mrs. Oneida
White was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Dale Steward,
Johnny Peeler, Timothy Steward,
Brian Steward, Chris Williams and

1988 Pontiac Sunbird

973*.

Wanda Martin, to whom he was
married on July 22, 1983, a stepdaughter, Quintina Ballard, and a
stepson, LaQuincy Ballard, all of
Paducah; his mother, Mrs. Imogene
Hartsfield, and stepfather, Robert
Hartsfield, 405 North Cherry St.,
Murray; two sisters, Virginia Carol

Curt Williams.
Burial was in Coldwater Church
of Christ Cemetery.
Mrs. Williams, 79, Rt. 1, Mur-

Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Fannie
Rose LaClerc, Tucson, Ariz.; six
grandchildren, Elizabeth Steward,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn., Paula Wilray, died Tuesday at 3:30 a.m. at liams, New
Concord, Tom CopeWest View Nursing Home, Murray. land,
Evansville,
Ind., Cindy Peeler
Survivors include a daughter-in- and Dale Hogan,
Paducah, and
law, Mrs. Jean Wiggington, Padu- Mark Hicks, Sturgis;
10 greatcah; a son-in-law, Paul Copeland, grandchildren.

Rev. Claude Otis Jones
The funeral for the Rev. Claude
Otis Jones was Wednesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Heyward Roberts and the Rev. Garlon
Sills officiated.
Burial was in Union Ridge

Cemetery.
The Rev. Jones, 79, Rt. 5, Benton, died Monday at 8:15 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Gracie Jones; three stepdaughters,
Mrs. Carlena Miller, Mrs. Patsy

Turner and Mrs. Marsha Penny, all
of Benton; four stepsons, C.E.
Sirls, Kenneth Sirls and Danny
Sirls, all of Benton, and Clarence
Sills, Clinton, Tenn.; one grandchild; 13 stepgrandchildren; one
stepgreat-grandchild.

Mrs. Metta Brook Billington
Graveside rites for Mrs. Metta
Brook Billington will be Friday at
2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 7:30
p.m. tonight (Thursday) at Blalock-

Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Billington, 82, formerly of
Calloway County, died Sunday at
2:05 p.m. at her home in Gainesville, Fla.

Survivors are her husband, William Eccles Billington; one son,
Dan Billington, Folkston, Ga..; two
grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

Louis M. Absher
Graveside rites for Louis M.
Absher will be Friday at 10:30 a.m.
at Maplelawn Park Cemetery,
Paducah. The Rev. Johnny Sams
will officiate.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray

is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.
Mr. Absher, 81, formerly of
Paducah, died Tuesday at 5:20 p.m.
at Calvert City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.

Survivors are one son, Harry
Absher and wife, Beverly, Rt. 2,
Calvert City; one sister, Mrs.
Bertha Leird, Dolton, Ill.; eight
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.

Philip Melvin James
Funeral rites for Philip Melvin
James were Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Brown Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Willie
Max Anderson officiated.
Pallbearers were Bryan Morefield, Anthony Harris, Rodney Per-

—=a

kins, Franklin Morefield, Montey
Mohler and Gary Langston.
Burial was in New Liberty
Cemetery.
Mr. James, 45, Rt. 3, Murray,
died Monday at 1:45 p.m. in an
automobile accident on Highway

ItAAA

Monday-Saturday, Sept. 23-27
7:00 p.m. Nightly

New Jenny Ridge
Pentecostal Church
94 East to 497 - turn right to crossroad - turn right to church.
EVERYONE WELCOME!

With The Purchase of Either
the CS-280E or the 4600 Chain Saws this
Thursday, Friday & Saturday receive

464, west of Kirksey.
Survivors are one son, Scotty
Paul James, Louisville; three sisters, Mrs. Judy Phillips, Mayfield,
Mrs. Kathy Miller, Hickory, and
Mrs. Jean Schroader, Murray; two
brothers, Kent James, Murray, and
Marty James, Rt. 5, Mayfield.

HOG MARKET
Federal-Slate Martel News Serer* September 19,1991
&ducky ?tram Ara lb' Melte Report ladles 4
BaylesMeiselRacal*Acl293,Es1.3811 Barrowsdi GUM
1.40 higher, Spin .511-1.110
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So NOM
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$49 5444.511
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$44 444.5.110
US 34 2150.270 las
143.5111-44.50
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US 1-2 2711-364 I.
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534.011-39.40
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531.00-33.0.
Boars 525.10-32.91

Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM

CS-280E

•
•
•
•

1999
'

$2154
Value

1 1/4 gallon gas can
FREE Chain
1 gallon bar oil
1 bottle mix oil

Company

Shrimp Scampi

NOW
$3187
Value
Pro-fire electronic ignition • Chain Brake

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg....._..+537
DJ1A Previous Close.......3017.89
Air Products............... 651/4 .1/4
A.T.C. Class A
431/41I 433/4A
A T&
37% -1
/
4
Bank of Murray* .....---200B
Bell South
unc.
Briggs & Stratton ..... 361/2 +1/4
Chrysier
03/4 +1
/
4
Dean Foods
3214 +1
/
4

4600-18"

Was '37995

Price

$6.29

Delicious...plump shrimp baked in our own special garlic butter
sauce.Served with rice and our All-You-Care-To-Eat Soup,Salad,
and Fruit Bar.

Shrimper's Feast

$5.29

Our"Original" shrimp fried golden brown and served with french fries and

cole slaw.

With the purchase of this
Handheld Power Blower receive

Shrimp Stir Fry

FREE 11/4 gallon gas can and
two bottles of mix oil

24 Piece Shrimp Dinner...$3.99

$5.29

Shrimp stir fried to perfection with carrots, broccoli. onioos, green
peppers, and mushrooms. Served with rice and teriyaki sauce.

Lightly dusted and fried to a golden brown. Served with french fries and
cole slaw.

Fisher
-1/4
Ford Motor................... 293/1 unc.
General
+14
General Motors..............367/1 +14
Goodyear
+34
I B
+1/4
Ingersoll Rand.............. 481/4 unc.
K-Mart..........................-4234 +34
Ky. Utilitles....................243/4 +1/4
Kroger
.......-..............171/2 +1/2
L G & E.......................441/2 .1/4
McDonalds
323/s unc.
J.C. Penney........................ 49 +1/4
Quaker Oats.....
571/2 -14
+3/4
Sears...—......
unc.
Texaco__....
-1/4
Time Warner...........
791/4 +34
-3/4
Wal-Mart................... _4934 .14
...............47/a

Only $12995 Was $16495

Murray Home & Auto
ml
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571
753-4110

1c
LL--

Add $1.00 and get our
All-You-Care-To-Eat
SoJ4p, Salad, and Fruit Bar

SHONE%
Hwy. 641 North • 753-9257

i-1,1harti Lyons is ',aiding agent lor this stock

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
tformation
Atonable
Upon Request.
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